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Introduction

This manual explains how to program the HP 8990A
Peak Power Analyzer and lists the commands and
queries associated with this instrument. It is divided into
eighteen chapters and two appendices.

Chapter 1 introduces you to the programming syntax
required to program this instrument and provides
some basic programming concepts to get you started
programming.

Chapter 2 describes the interface functions and some
general concepts of HP-IB.

Chapter 3 describes the operation of instruments that
operate in compliance with the IEEE 488.2 standard.
This chapter also describes the status reporting
features that are available over the HP-IB.

Chapter 4 covers the conventions which are used to
program the instrument as well as conventions used in
the remainder of this manual. Also included are the
following:

A complete command tree

A figure showing front panel menus and related
HP-IB commands

A figure showing front panel keys and related HP-IB
commands

An alphabetic command cross-reference.

Chapter 5 lists the Common Commands which are the
commands defined by IEEE 488.2. These commands

iii
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control some functions that are common to all IEEE
488.2 instruments.

Chapter 6 lists the Root Level Commands which
control many of the basic functions of the instrument.

Chapter 7 lists the System Subsystem Commands
which control some basic functions of the Peak Power
Analyzer.

Chapter 8 lists the Acquire Subsystem Com1Il;ands
which set the parameters for acquiring and storing
data.

Chapter 9 lists the Calibrate Subsystem Commands
which are used to set time nulls (channel-to-channel
skew), and for zeroing at low power.

Chapter 10 lists the Channel Subsystem Commands
which control all Y-axis Peak Power Analyzer
functions.

Chapter 11 lists the Display Subsystem Commands
which control how waveforms, amplitude and time
markers, graticule, and text are displayed and written
on the screen.

Chapter 12 lists the Frequency Subsystem Command
which is used to specify the carrier frequency of the
CW/pulsed source being measured.

Chapter 13 lists the Function Subsystem Commands
which control the waveform math functions of the
Peak Power Analyzer.

Chapter 14 lists the Hardcopy Subsystem Commands
which control the parameters used during the plotting
or printing of waveforms.

Chapter 15 lists the Measure Subsystem Commands
which select the automatic measurements to be made.
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Chapter 16 lists the Timebase Subsystem Commands
which control all X-axis Peak Power Analyzer
functions.

Chapter 17 lists the Trigger Subsystem Commands
which control the trigger modes and parameters for
each trigger mode.

Chapter 18 lists the Waveform Subsystem Commands
which provide access to waveform data. Data can be
active data from channels and functions as well as
static data from waveform memories.

Appendix A provides details on how automatic
measurements are calculated and offers some tips on
how to improve results.

Appendix B contains example programs using the
command set from the Peak Power Analyzer.

At the end of the manual is a complete index for easy
reference of commands and functions.
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CERTIFICATION

warranty

Hewlett-Packard Company certifies that this product met its published speci
fications at the time of shipment from the factory. Hewlett-Packard further
certifies that its calibration measurements are traceable to the United States
National Institute of Standards and Technology, (NIST), to the extent allowed
by the Institute's calibration facility, and to the calibration facilities of other
International Standards Organization members.

WARRANTY

This Hewlett-Packard instrument product is warranted against defects in
material and workmanship for a period of one year from date of shipment.
During the warranty period, Hewlett-Packard Company will, at its option,
either repair or replace products which prove to be defective.

For warranty service or repair, this product must be returned to a service
facility designated by HP. Buyer shall prepay shipping charges to HP and HP
shall pay shipping charges to return the product to Buyer. However, Buyer
shall pay all shipping charges, duties, and taxes for products returned to HP
from another country.

HP warrants that its software and firmware designated by HP for use with an
instrument will execute its programming instructions when properly installed
on that instrument. HP does not warrant that the operation of the instrument,
or software, or firmware will be uninterrupted or error free.

LIMITATION OF WARRANTY

The foregoing warranty shall not apply to defects resulting from improper
or inadequate maintenance by Buyer, Buyer-supplied software or interfacing,
unauthorized modification or misuse, operation outside of the environmental
specifications for the product, or improper site preparation or maintenance.
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EXCLUSIVE REMEDIES
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ASSISTANCE
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Introduction to Programming the HP 8990A Peak
Power Analyzer

(

Introduction This chapter introduces you to the basic concepts of
HP-IB communication and provides information and
examples to get you started programming the HP 8990A
Peak Power Analyzer. The exact mnemonics for the
commands are listed in chapters 5 through 18.

There are four basic operations that can be done with 'a
controller and Peak Power Analyzer via HP-IB. You can
do the following:

1. Set up the Peak Power Analyzer and start making
measurements

2. Retrieve setup information and measurement results

3. Digitize a waveform and pass the data to the
controller

4. Send measurement data to the Peak Power Analyzer

Other more complicated tasks are accomplished with a
combination of these four basic functions.

This chapter deals mainly with how to set up the Peak
Power Analyzer, how to retrieve setup information and
measurement results, how to digitize a waveform, and
how to pass data to the controller. This chapter is
divided into two sections. The first section concentrates
on program syntax, and the second section discusses
programming the Analyzer. Refer to the chapter
"Measure Subsystem" for information on sending
measurement data to the Peak Power Analyzer.

1-1
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Controllers Other
Than Hewlett-Packard

1·2

The programming examples in this manual are written in
HP BASIC 5.0 for an HP 9000 Series 200/300 Controller.
HP BASIC handles some of the redundant miscellaneous
overhead associated with IEEE Standard 488.1 (HP-IB).
For instance, when a BASIC "OUTPUT" statement
is used (by the Active Controller) to send data to an
HP-IB device, the following sequence of commands and
data are sent over the bus:

OUTPUT 701; "Datall

1. The unlisten command is sent.

2. The talker's address command is sent (the address of
the computer).

3. The listener's address command (01) is sent.

4. The data bytes "D", "a", "t", and "a" are sent.

5. Terminators CR and LF are sent.

All bytes are sent using the HP-!B's interlocking (
handshake to ensure that the listener has received each
byte.

The example clearly shows that the HP BASIC
"OUTPUT" statement causes more to take place
besides the output of data. So, for controllers other
than Hewlett-Packard which are using a programming
language other than HP BASIC, additional steps may
have to be added to the program examples given in the
manual.

For more information, refer to IEEE Standard 488.1 and
your programming language reference.
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In general, computers acting as controllers communicate
with the Peak Power Analyzer by passing messages over
a remote interface using the I/O statements provided
in the instruction set of the controller's host language.
Hence, the messages for programming the Peak Power
Analyzer, described in this manual, will normally appear
as ASCII character strings imbedded inside the I/O
statements of your controller's program. For example,
the HP 9000 Series 200/300 BASIC language system uses
the 0 UTPUT statement for sending program messages
to the Peak Power Analyzer, and the ENTER statement
for receiving response messages from the Peak Power
Analyzer. Messages are placed on the bus by using
an output command and passing the device selector,
program message, and terminator. Passing the device
selector ensures that the program message is sent to the
correct interface and instrument.

The following command turns the command headers on:

OUTPUT < device selector> ;1l:SYSTEM:HEADER ON ll

< device selector > represents the address of the device
being programmed.

1·3
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Note

Addressing the Peak
Power Analyzer

1-4

The programming examples in this manual are written in
HP Basic 5.0 for an HP 9000 Series 200/300 Controller.

The actual OUTPUT command you use when
programming is dependent on the controller and the
programming language you are using.

Angular brackets "< >," in this manual, enclose words
or characters that symbolize a program code parameter
or a bus command.

Information that is displayed in quotes represents
the actual message that is sent across the bus. The
message terminator (NL or EOI) is the only additional
information that is also sent across the bus.

For HP 9000 Series 200/300 controllers, it is not
necessary to type in the actual <terminator> at the end
of the program message. These controllers automatically
supply the program message terminator when the return
key is pressed.

Since HP-IB can address multiple devices through the
same interface card, the device selector passed with
the program message must include not only the correct
interface code, but also the correct instrument address.

Interface Select Code (Selects Interface). Each interface
card has a unique interface select code. This code
is used by the controller to direct commands and
communications to the proper interface. The default is
typically "7" for HP-IB controllers.

Instrument Address (Selects Instrument). Each
instrument on an HP-IB bus must have a unique
instrument address between decimal 0 and 30. The
address must not be the address of the controller, which
is usually decimal 21. The device address passed with
the program message must include not only the correct
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instrument address, hut also the correct interface select
code.

DEVICE SELECTOR = (Interface Select Code * 100) +
(Instrument Address)

For example, if the instrument address for the Peak
Power Analyzer is 7 and the interface 'select code is
7, when the program message is passed, the routine
performs its function on the instrument at device
selector 707.

For the Peak Power Analyzer, the instrument address is
typically set to "7" at the factory. This address can be
changed in the HP-IB menu of the Utility menu.

The program examples in this manual assume the Peak
Power Analyzer is at device address 707.

To program the Peak Power Analyzer over the bus, you
must have an understanding of the command format
and structure expected by the Peak Power Analyzer.
The Peak Power Analyzer is remotely programmed with
program messages. These are composed of sequences
of program message units, with each unit representing
a program command or query. A program command or
query is composed of a sequence of functional elements
that include separators, headers, program data, and
terminators. These are sent to the Peak Power Analyzer
over the system interface as a sequence of ASCII data
messages. For example:

1·5
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PROGRAM KSSAO[ UNIT, ,." ,
OUTPUT XXX;~:SYSTEM:HEADER ONN

OUTPUT CCl+lANO I I I[ I
DEVICE SELECTOR -
(OPTIONAL) ----------,
PROGRAM MNEMONICS
SPACE SEPARATOR
CHARACTER DATA -------------.......

Separator The <separator> shown in the program message refers
to a blank space which is required to separate the
program mnemonic from the program data. (

\

Command Syntax A command is composed of a header, any associated
data, and a terminator. The header is the mnemonic or
mnemonics that represent the operation to be performed
by the Peak Power Analyzer. The different types of
headers are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Simple Command Header. Simple command headers
contain a single mnemonic. AUTOSCALE and
DIGITIZE are examples of simple command headers
typically used in the Peak Power Analyzer. The syntax
is:

1-6

<program mnemonic> <terminator>

,When program data must be included with the simple
command header (for example, :DIGITIZE CHANl), a
separator is added. The syntax is:

<program mnemonic> <separator> <program data>
<terminator>

\.
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Compound Command Header. Compound command
headers are a combination of two or more program
mnemonics. The first mnemonic selects the subsystem,
and the last mnemonic selects the function within that
subsystem. Additional mnemonics appear between
the subsystem mnemonic and the function mnemonic
when there are additional levels within the subsystem
that must be transversed. The mnemonics within
the compound message are separated by colons. For
example:

To execute a single function within a subsystem, use the
following:

:<subsystem>:<function> <separator> <program
data> <terminator>

(For example :SYSTEM:LONGFORM ON)

To transverse down a level of a subsystem to execute a
subsystem within that subsystem:

:<subsystem>:<subsystem>:<function><separator>
<program data><terminator>

(For example :TRIGGER:DELAY:SOURCE CHANl)

To execute more than one function within the same
subsystem a semi-colon is used to separate the functions:

:<subsystem>:<function> <separator> < data>;
<function><separator> < data><terminator>

(For example :SYSTEM:LONGFORM ON;HEADER
ON)

Identical function mnemonics can be used for more than
one subsystem. For example, the function mnemonic
RANGE may be used to change the vertical range or to
change the horizontal range:

:CHANNEL1:RANGE 7E-03

- sets the full scale vertical axis to 7 mW

1-7
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:TIMEBASE:RANGE 1

- sets the horizontal timebase to 1 second full scale.

CHANNELl and TIMEBASE are subsystem selectors
that determine which range is being modified.

Common Command Header. Common command headers
control IEEE 488.2 functions within the Peak Power
Analyzer (such as clear status, etc.). Their syntax is:

*<command header><termlnator>

No space or separator is allowed between the asterisk
and the command header. *CLS is an example of a
common command header.

Query Command Command headers immediately followed by a question
mark (1) are queries. After receiving ak query, the
Peak Power Analyzer interrogates the requested
function and places the answer in its output queue.
The output message remains in the queue until it is
read or another command is issued. When read, the
message is transmitted across the bus to the designated
listener (typically a controller). For example, the query
:TIMEBASE:RANGE? places the current timebase
setting in the output queue. In conjunction with this,
the controller input statement:

ENTER <device selector>;Range$

passes the value across the bus to the controller and
places it in the BASIC variable "Range$".

Query commands are used to find out how the Peak
Power Analyzer is currently configured. They are
also used to get results of measurements made by
the Peak Power Analyzer, with the query actually /
activating the measurement. For example, the command \
:MEASURE:RISETIME? instructs the Peak Power
Analyzer to measure the risetime of your wa.veform and
place the result in the output queue.
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The output queue must be read before the next program
message is sent. For example, when you send the
query :MEASURE:RISETIME? you must follow that
query with a program statement like, ENTER 707;
ValueJisetime$ to read the result of the query and place
the result in a BASIC variable (ValueJisetime$).

Sending another command before reading the result of
the query will cause the output buffer to be cleared and
the current response to be lost. This will also generate
an error in the error queue.

Program headers can be sent using any combination of
uppercase or lowercase ASCII characters. Instrument
responses, however, are always returned in uppercase.

Both program command and query headers may be
sent in either longform (complete spelling), shortform
(abbreviated spelling), or any combination oflongform
and shortform. Please note, ONLY the longform or
shortform of a command will be accepted by the Peak
Power Analyzer. Either of the following examples turn
the headers on:

:SYSTEM:HEADER ON - longform

:SYST:HEAD ON - shortform

Programs written in longform are easily read and
are almost self-documenting. The shortform syntax
conserves the amount of controller memory needed for
program storage and reduces the amount of I/O activity.

The rules for shortform syntax are shown in the chapter
"Programming and Documentation Conventions."
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Program Data Program data is used to convey a variety of types of
parameter information related to the command header.
At least one space must separate the command header or
query header from the program data.

<program mnemonic> < separator>< data>
<terminator>

When a program mnemonic or query has multiple data
parameters a comma separates sequential program data.

<program mnemonic> <separator> < data>,< data>
<terminator>

For example, :TRIGGER:DELAY TIME,1.23E-Ol has
two data parameters: TIME (character data) and
1.23E-Ol (numeric data).

Character Program Data. Character program data
is used to convey parameter information as alpha
or alphanumeric strings. For example, the timebase
command MODE can be set to auto, trigger, or single.
The character program data in this case may be AUTO,
TRlGGER, or SINGLE. :TIMEBASE:MODE SINGLE
sets the. timebase mode to single.

Numeric Program Data. Some command headers
require program data to be a number. For example,
:TIMEBASE:RANGE requires the desired full scale
range to be expressed numerically. The Peak Power
Analyzer recognizes integers, real numbers, and scientific
notation. For more information see the chapter ~Message

Communication and System Functions."
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Program Message
Terminator

The program codes within a data message are executed
after the program message terminator is received. The
terminator may be either an NL (New Line) character,
an EOl (End-Or-Identify) asserted, or a combination
of the two. All three ways are equivalent with the
exact encodings for the program terminators listed
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Subsystems

Note
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in the chapter "Message Communication and System
Functions." Asserting EOI sets the HP-IB EOI control
line low on the last byte of the data message. The NL
character is an ASCII linefeed (decimal 10).

You can. send multiple program commands and program
queries for different Peak Power Analyzer subsystems
on the same line by separating each command with a
semicolon. The colon following the semicolon enables
you to enter a new subsystem. For example:

<program mnemonic><separator> < data>;:<program
mnemonic><separator> < data> <terminator>

:CHANNEL1:RANGE O.4~TlMEBASE:RANGE 1

Multiple commands may be any combination of
compound and simple commands.

Summary The following illustration summarizes the syntax Jor
programming over the bus.

PROOR»4 KSSAot UNIT
, A ,

OUTPUT XXX;~:SYSTEM:HEADER ONN

OUTPUT ca+tAND I I I I IDEVICE SELECTOR --------------
(OPTIONAL) ---------.
PROGR~ MNEMONICS
SPACE SEPARATOR ------------

CHARACTER DATA -------------.......
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Initialization To make sure the bus and all appropriate interfaces
are in a known state, begin every program with an
initialization statement. For example:

CLEAR 707 ! initializes the interface of the
! Analyzer.

Then, initialize the Peak Power Analyzer to a preset
state. For example:

OUTPUT 707;II*RSTII initializes the instrument
to a preset state.

Note The actual commands and syntax for initializing the
Peak Power Analyzer are discussed in the chapter
"Common Commands."

Refer to your controller manual and programming
language reference manual for information on initializing
the interface.

Autoscale The AUTOSCALE feature of the Peak Power Analyzer
performs a very useful function on unknown waveforms
by setting up the vertical channel, timebase, and trigger
level of the Peak Power Analyzer.

The syntax for Autoscale is:

OUTPUT 707;II:AUTOSCALE"

1·12
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A typical Peak Power Analyzer setup would set the
vertical range, the horizontal range, delay time, delay
reference, trigger mode, trigger level, and trigger slope.
A typical example of the commands sent to the Analyzer
are:

OUTPUT 707; ":SYSTEM:POWER:UNITS WATTS"

OUTPUT 707;Il:CHANNEL1:RANGE 7E-03 11

OUTPUT 707;":TIM:RANG 1E-06;DEL 20E-09;MODE TRIG"

OUTPUT 707;II:TRIGGER:LEVEL .003W;SLOPE POSITIVE"

This example sets the display units to watts. With
one screen displayed, the full scale display is 7mW
or 875 J-tW per division. The horizontal time is 1 J.LS
full-scale with a 20 ns delay. The timebase mode is set
to triggered, and the trigger circuit is programmed to
trigger at 0.003 watts on a positive slope.
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Returning to Local When placing the Peak Power Analyzer in local,
use the BASIC command LOCAL <interface select
code><device selector> and not LOCAL <device
selector>. Using only the BASIC command LOCAL
< device selector> returns the front panel of the Peak
Power Analyzer to local, but the Peak Power Analyzer
still accepts remote commands. For example:

REMOTE 707 !Peak Power Analyzer is
!placed in remote.
!Peak Po~er Analyzer accepts
!remote commands and commands
!from the front panel.

OUTPUT 707; II : MENU FREQII
!Send a command
!Peak Po~er Analyzer still
!accepts commands from the
! front panel.
!Peak Power Analyzer accepts
!commands from the front panel.

10
20
30 LOCAL 7
40
50
60
70
70
80
90
100 LOCAL 707
110

Aborting Lengthy
Commands

Under certain conditions, some commands, especially the
Root Level DIGITIZE command, can take a long time
to process. It may be desired to abort the command
before it is finished. The following text lists the different
ways that can be used to abort the HP-IB command.
The command that has minimal impact on the existing
instrument state is listed first. Before any of the
commands can be used, it is necessary to gain control of
the controller by pausing the program or clearing the
interface. Clearing the interface is done with a dedicated
key (CLEAR 1/0) on HP 9000 Series 200 Controllers.

Begin by using the first command, and then use as many
as needed to abort the command:

ABORT 7 !Minimum change, simply clears the
!handshake lines. (ABORT message)
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CLEAR 707 !The input and output buffers
!are cleared, the parser is reset, and any
!pending commands are cleared. (Selective
!Device Clear message)

CLEAR 7 ! The same actions are taken as iiith
!CLEAR 707, except to all instruments
Ion interface select code 7. (Device
!Clear message)

OUTPUT 707;"*RSTtI
!Peak Po~er Analyzer is reset to a
!pre-defined state.

Receiving Information
from the Peak Power

Analyzer

After receiving a query (command header followed by a
question mark), the Peak Power Analyzer interrogates
the requested function and places the answer in its
output queue. The answer remains in the output queue
until it is read or another command is issued. When
read, the message is transmitted across the bus to the
controller. The input statement for receiving a response
message from an instrument's output queue typically
has two parameters; the device address and a format
specification for handling the response message. For
example, to read the result of the query command
:SYSTEM:LONGFORM?, you would execute the
statement:

ENTER <device selector>;Setting$

where <device selector> represents the address of your
device. This would enter the current setting for the
longform command in the string variable Setting$.
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Note

Response Header
Options

All results for queries sent in a program message
must be read before another program message
is sent. For example, when you send the query
:MEASURE:RISETIME?, you must follow that query
with the program statement ENTER 707;Risetime$ to
read the result of the query and place the result in a
variable (Risetime$).

Sending another command before reading the result of
the query will cause the output buffer to be cleared and
the current response to be lost. This will also cause an
error to be placed in the error queue. Executing an
ENTER statement before sending a query will cause the
controller to wait indefinitely.

The actual ENTER program statement you use when
programming is dependent on the programming language
you are using.

The format specification for handling the response
message is dependent on both the controller and the
programming language.

The format of the returned ASCII string depends on
the current settings of the SYSTEM HEADER and
LONGFORM commands. The general format is:

<header><separator><data><terminator>

The header identifies the data that follows and is
controlled by issuing a :SYSTEM:HEADER ON/OFF
command. If the state of the header command is OFF,
only the data is returned by the query. The format of
the header is controlled by the :SYSTEM:LONGFORM
ON/OFF command. If longform is OFF, the header will
be in its shortf6rm. The following would be returned
from a :MEASURE:FREQUENCY? query:

<data><terrninator> (with HEADER OFF)
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:MEAS:FREQ<separator> < data> <terminator>
(with HEADER ON/LONGFORM OFF)

:MEASURE:FREQDENCY< separator>< data>
<terminator> (with HEADER ON/LONGFORM ON )

A command or query may be sent in either longform
or shortform, or in any combination of longform and
shortform. The HEADER and LONGFORM commands
only control the format of the returned data and have
no effect on the way commands are sent. Common
commands never return a header.

Refer to the chapter "System Subsystem" for more
information on turning the HEADER and LONGFORM
commands on and off.

Most data will be returned as exponential or integer
numbers. However, query data of some instrument
setups is returned as character data. Interrogating the
trigger SLOPE? will return one of the following:

:TRlGGER:SLOPE POSITIVE <terminator> (with
HEADER ONI LONGFORM ON)

:TRlG:SLOP POS<terminator> (with HEADER
ON/LONGFORM OFF)

POSITIVE<terminator> (with HEADER
OFF/LONGFORM ON)

POS<terminator> (with HEADER
OFF/LONGFORM OFF)

Refer to the individual commands in this manual for
information on the format (alpha or numeric) of the data
returned from each query.
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String Variables If you want to observe the headers for queries, you must
bring the returned data into a BASIC string variable.
Reading queries into string variables is simple and
straightforward, requiring little attention to formatting.
For example:

ENTER <device selector>;Result$

places the output of the query in the string variable
Result$.

1·18
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Note

BASIC string variables are case sensitive and must be
expressed exactly the same each time they are used.

The output of the Peak Power Analyzer may be numeric
or character data depending on what is queried. Refer to
the specific commands for the formats and types of data
returned from queries.

For the example programs, assume that the device
being programmed is at device selector 707. The actual
address will vary according to how you have configured
the bus for your own application.

The following example shows the data being returned to
a string variable with headers off:

10 DIM Rang$ [30]
20 OUTPUT 707;1I:SYSTEM:HEADER OFF Il

30 OUTPUT 707;II:CHANNEL1:RANGE?"
40 ENTER 707;Rang$
50 PRINT Rang$
60 END

Mter running this program, the controller displays:

+7.00000E-03
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Numeric Variables If you do not need to see the headers when a numeric
value is returned from the Peak Power Analyzer, then
you can use a numeric variable. When you enter numeric
data from the Peak Power Analyzer into a numeric
variable, turn the headers off.

Note

Definite-Length
Block Response

Data

When you enter numeric data from the Peak Power
Analyzer into numeric variables, the headers should
be turned off. Otherwise the headers may cause
misinterpretation of returned data. :

The following example shows the data being returned to
a numeric variable.

10 OUTPUT 707; ":SYSTEM:HEADER OFF II

20 OUTPUT 707;":CHANNEL1:RANGE?t1
30 ENTER 707;Rang
40 PRINT Rang
50 END

Mter running this program, the controller displays:

.007

Definite-length block response data allows any type of
device-dependent data to be transmitted over the system
interface as a series of 8-bit binary data bytes. This is
particularly useful for sending large quantities of data.
The syntax is a pound sign ( # ) followed by a non-zero
digit representing the number of digits in the decimal
integer. After the non-zero digit is the decimal integer
that states the number of 8-bit data bytes being sent.
This is followed by the actual data.

For example, in order to transmit 80 bytes of data, the
syntax would be:
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NUMBER OF DIGITS
THAT FOLLOW

/
#800000080<eighty bytes of
~

NUMBER OF BYTES
TO BE TRANSMITTED

data><terminator>

HP 8990A

16500003

The first "8" after the # sign states the number of digits
that follow, and "00000080" states the number of bytes
(in decimal) to be transmitted.

Multiple Queries You can send multiple queries to the Peak Power
Analyzer within a single program message, but you must
also read them back within a single program message.
This can be accomplished by either reading the queries
back into a string variable or into multiple numeric
variables. For example, you could read the result of the
query :SYSTEM:HEADER?;LONGFORM? into the
string variable Results$ with the command:

ENTER 707;Results$

When you read the result of multiple queries into
string variables, each response is separated by a
semicolon. For example, the response of the query
:SYSTEM:HEADER?;LONGFORM? with HEADER
and LONGFORM on would be:

:SYSTEM:HEADER 1;:SYSTEM:LONGFORM 1

If you do not need to see the headers when the
numeric values are returned, then you can use

1-20
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the following program message to read the query
:SYSTEM:HEADERS?;LONGFORM? into multiple
numeric variables:

ENTER 701;Result1,Result2

When you enter numeric data into numeric variables, the
headers should be turned off. Otherwise, the headers
may cause formatting errors or misinterpretation of
returned data.

Instrument Status Status registers track the current status of the Peak
Power Analyzer. By checking the instrument status, you
can find out whether an operation has been completed,
whether the Peak Power Analyzer is receiving triggers,
and more. The chapter "Message Communication and
System Functions" explains how to check the status of
the instrument.

Digitize Command The ACQUIRE and WAVEFORM subsystems are
subsystems that affect the DIGITIZE command. The
DIGITIZE command is used to capture a waveform in
a known format which is specified by the ACQUIRE
subsystem. When the DIGITIZE command is sent to
the Peak Power Analyzer, the specified channel signal
is digitized with the current ACQUIRE parameters.
To obtain waveform data, you must specify the
WAVEFORM parameters for the waveform data prior to
sending the :WAVEFORM:DATA? query.

The number of data points comprising a waveform varies
according to the number requested in the ACQUIRE
subsystem. The ACQUIRE subsystem determines
the number of data points, type of acquisition, and
number of averages used by the DIGITIZE command.
This allows you to specify exactly what the digitized
information will contain. A typical setup is:

OUTPUT 707;I1:ACQUlRE:TYFE AVERAGE II
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OUTPUT 707i ll :ACQUlRE:COMPLETE 100"
OUTPUT 707;II:WAVEFORM:SOURCE CHANNEL1 11

OUTPUT 707;":WAVEFORM:FORMAT ASCII"
OUTPUT 707;II:ACQUIRE:COUNT 4"
OUTPUT 707;Il:ACQUIRE:POINTS 500"
OUTPUT 707;II:DIGITIZE CHANNEL1 11

OUTPUT 707;1I:WAVEFORM:DATA?1I

This setup places the Peak Power Analyzer into the
average mode with four averages and defines the data
record to be 500 points. This means that when the
DIGITIZE command is received, the waveform is not
stored in memory until 500 points have' been averaged at
least four times.

After receiving the :WAVEFORM:DATA1 query, the
Peak Power Analyzer starts outputting the waveform
information when addressed to talk.

Digitized waveforms are transferred from the Peak
Power Analyzer to the controller by sending a numerical
representation of each digitized point. The format of
the numerical representation is controlled with the
:WAVEFORM:FORMAT command and may be selected
as ASCII, WORD, BYTE, or COMPRESSED.

The easiest method of entering a digitized waveform
from the Peak Power Analyzer is to use the ASCII
format and place the information in an integer array.
The data point is represented by signed six-digit integers
whose values range from 0 to 32,640. You must scale the
integers with values from a waveform header (separately
queried) to determine the amplitude value of each point.
These integers are passed starting with the leftmost
point on the Peak Power Analyzer's display. For more
information, refer to the chapter "Waveform Subsystem.))
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Interface Functions

Introduction

Interface
Capabilities

Command and
Data Concepts

This section describes the interface functions and
some general concepts of the HP-lB. In general, these
functions are defined by IEEE 488.1. They deal with
general bus management issues, as well as messages
which can be sent over the bus as bus commands.

The interface capabilities of the Peak Power Analyzer, as
defined by IEEE 488.1 are SHl, AHl, T5, L4, SRl, RLl,
PPl, DCl, DT1, CO, and E2.

The HP-ill has two modes of operation: command mode
and data mode. The bus is in command mode when the
ATN line is true. The command mode is used to send
talk and listen addresses and various bus commands,
such as a group execute trigger (GET). The bus is in the
data mode when the ATN line is false. The data mode
is used to convey device-dependent messages across the
bus. The device-dependent messages include all of the
instrument commands and responses found in chapters 5
through 18 of this manual.
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By using the front-panel menus, the Peak Power
Analyzer can be placed in either talk-only mode or
addressed (talk/listen) mode (see your Operating
Manual).

Addressed mode is used when the Peak Power Analyzer
will operate in conjunction with a controller. When
the Peak Power Analyzer is in the addressed mode, the
following is true:

• Each device on the HP-IB bus resides at a par~icular

address, ranging from 0 to 30. Address 21 is usually
reserved for the controller.

• The active controller specifies which devices will talk
and which will listen.

• An instrument, therefore, may be talk-addressed,
listen-addressed, or unaddressed by the controller.

H the controller addresses the instrument to talk, it will
remain configured to talk until it receives an interface
clear message (IFC), another instrument's talk-address
(OTA), its own listen address (MLA), or a universal
untalk command (UNT).

If the controller addresses the instrument to listen, it
remains configured to listen until it receives an interface
clear message (IFe), its own talk-address (MTA), or a
universal unlisten command (UNL).

Refer to the BASIC I/O documentation for more
information on these messages.

Talk-Only Mode Talk-only mode is used when you want to make a
hardcopy of the Peak Power Analyzer display using an
HP-IE listen-only printer.
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Remote, Local
and Local Lockout

Note

Bus Commands

Interface Functions

The local, remote, and remote with local lockout modes
may be used for various degrees of front-panel control
while a program is running. The Peak Power Analyzer
will accept and execute bus commands while in local
mode, and the front panel will also be entirely active. If
the Peak Power Analyzer is in remote mode, all controls
(except the power switch and the LOCAL key) are
entirely locked out. Local control can only be restored
by the controller or pressing the front-panel LOCAL key.

Cycling the power will also restore local control, but this
will also reset certain HP-IB states.

The Peak Power Analyzer is placed in remote mode by
first setting the REN bus control line true, and then
addressing the instrument to listen. The Peak Power
Analyzer can be placed in local lockout mode by sending
the local lockout command (LLO). The Peak Power
Analyzer is returned to local mode by either setting the
REN line false, sending the instrument the go-to-Iocal
command (GTL), or simulating a front-panel LOCAL
key press using the SYSTEM:KEY command.

The following commands are IEEE 488.1 bus commands
(ATN true). IEEE 488.2 defines many of the actions
which are taken when these commands are received by
the Peak Power Analyzer.
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Device Clear

Group Execute
Trigger (GET)

Interface Clear (IFC)

Status
Annunciators
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The device clear (DCL) or selected device clear (SDC)
commands clear the input and output buffers, reset the
parser, and clear any pending commands.

The group execute trigger command arms the trigger
(which is the same action produced by sending the RUN
command).

This command halts all bus activity. This includes
unaddressing all listeners and the talker, disabling serial
poll on all devices, and returning control to the system
controller.

The Peak Power Analyzer will display the HP-IB status
on the CRT. The message will indicate whether the
instrument is in remote mode, whether talk or listen is
addressed, and whether the Peak Power Analyzer has
requested service. When the Peak Power Analyzer is in
local mode only the SRQ annunciator may be displayed.
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Message Communication
and System Functions

Introduction This chapter describes the operation of instruments that
operate in compliance with the IEEE 488.2 standard.
Instruments that are compatible with IEEE 488.2 must
also be compatible with IEEE 488.1. However IEEE
488.1 compatible instruments mayor may not conform
to the IEEE 488.2 standard. The IEEE 488.2 standard
defines the message exchange protocols by which the
instrument and the controller will communicate. It also
defines some common capabilities, which are found in
all IEEE 488.2 instruments. This chapter also contains
a few items which are not specifically defined by IEEE
488.2, but deal with message communication or system
functions.

Protocols The protocols of IEEE 488.2 define the overall
scheme used by the controller and the instrument
to communicate. This includes defining when it is
appropriate for devices to talk or listen and what
happens when the protocol is not followed.

Functional Elements Before proceeding with the description of the protocol, a
few system components should be understood.
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Input Buffer. The input buffer of the instrument is the
memory area where commands and queries are stored
prior to being parsed and executed. It allows a controller
to send a string of commands to the instrument which
could take some time to execute, and then proceed to
talk to another instrument while the first is parsing and
executing commands. The Peak Power Analyzer's input
buffer will hold 300 characters, or bytes of data.

Output Queue. The output queue of the instrument is
the memory area where all output data «response
messages» are stored until read by the controller.
The Peak Power Analyzer's output queue will hold 300
characters. However, the Peak Power Analyzer will
handle block data of greater than 300 characters where
appropriate.

Parser. The instrument's parser is the component
that interprets the commands sent to the instrument
and decides what actions should be taken. "Parsing"
refers to the action taken by the parser to achieve
this goal. Parsing and executing of commands begins
when either the instrument sees a <program message
terminator> (defined later in this chapter) or the input
buffer becomes full. IT you wish to send a long sequence
of commands to be executed and talk to another
instrument while they are executing, you should send all
of the commands before sending the <program message
terminator>.

Protocol Overview The instrument and controller communicate by using
<program message>s and <response message>s. These
messages serve as the containers into which sets of
program commands or instrument responses are placed.
<program. message>s are sent by the controller to the
instrument, and <response message>s are sent from
the instrument to the controller in response to a query
message. A "query message" is defined as being a
<program message> which contains one or more queries.
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The instrument will only talk when it has received a
valid query message, and, therefore, has something
to say. The controller should only attempt to read a
response after sending a complete query message, but
before sending another <program message>. The basic
rule to remember is that the instrument will only talk
when prompted to, and the output queue must be read
before the instrument is told to do something else.

When the instrument is powered on or when it receives
a device clear command, the input buffer and output
queue are cleared, and the parser is reset to the root
level of the command tree.

The instrument and the controller communicate
by exchanging complete <program message>s and
<response message>s. This means that the controller
should always terminate a <program message> before
attempting to read a response. The instrument will
terminate <response message>s except in talk-only
mode during a hardcopy output.

If a query message is sent, the next message passing
over the bus should be the <response message>. The
controller should always read the complete <response
message> associated with a query message before
sending another <program. message> to the same
instrument.

The instrument allows the controller to send multiple
queries in one query message. This is referred to as
sending a "compound query.» As will be noted later in
this chapter, multiple queries in a query message are
separated by semicolons. The responses to each of the
queries in a compound query will also be separated by
semicolons.

Commands are executed in the order that they are
received. This also applies to the reception of the group
execute trigger (GET) bus command. The group execute
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trigger command should not be sent in the middle of a
<program message>.

Protocol Exceptions H an error occurs during the information exchange, the
exchange may not be completed in a normal manner.
Some of the protocol exceptions are shown below.

Addressed to talk with nothing to say. If the instrument
is addressed to talk before it receives a query, it will
indicate a "query unterminated" error and will not send
any bytes over the bus; in addition, the bus will hang.
If the instrument has nothing to say because queries
requested were unable to be executed because of some
error, the device will not indicate a query error, it
will simply wait to receive the next message from the
controller.

Addressed to talk with no listeners on the bus. H
the instrument is addressed to talk, and there are no
listeners on the bus, the instrument will wait for a
listener to listen or for the controller to take control.

Command Error. A command error will be reported if the
instrument detects a syntax error or an unrecognized
command header.

Execution Error. An execution error will be reported if a
parameter is found to be out of range, or if the current
settings do not allow execution of a requested command
or query.
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When a command is found to have a parameter out of
range, a serial poll immediately following the command
occasionally may not immediately indicate an error.
Processing of the next command begins before the
previous error is reported. If it is necessary to know
that an error has occurred after each message unit, a
wait statement of one miill-second can be included in
the program to allow the Peak Power Analyzer time to
report the error.

The Peak Power Analyzer was designed to operate
without the wait statement in order to increase overall
bus throughput.

Device-specific Error. A device-specific error will
be reported if the instrument is unable to execute a
command for a strictly device-dependent reason.

Query Error. A query error will be reported if the proper
protocol for reading a query is not followed. This
includes the interrupted and unterminated conditions
described below.

Unterminated Condition. If the controller attempts
to read a <response message> before terminating the
<program message>, a query error will be generated.
The parser will reset itself, and the response will be
cleared from the output queue of the instrument
without being sent over the bus. This condition also
happens if the instrument is addressed to talk and it
has nothing to say.

Interrupted Condition. If the controller does not read
the entire <response message> generated by a query
message and then attempts to send another <program
message>, the device will generate a query error. The
unread portion of the response will then be discarded
by the instrument. The interrupting <program
message> will not be affected.
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Buffer Deadlock. The instrument may become
deadlocked if the input buffer and output queue
both become full. This condition can occur if a very
long <program message> is sent containing queries
that generate a great deal of response data. The
instrument cannot accept any more bytes, and the
controller cannot read any of the response data until it
has completed sending the entire <program message>.
Under this condition, the instrument will break the
deadlock by clearing the output queue and continuing
to discard responses until it comes to the end of the
current <program message>. The query error bit will
also be set.

The syntax diagrams in this chapter are similar to
the syntax diagrams in the IEEE 488.2 standard.
Commands and queries are sent to the instrument as a
sequence of data bytes. The allowable byte sequence for
each functional element is defined by the syntax diagram
that is shown with the element description.

The allowable byte sequence can be determined by
following a path in the syntax diagram. The proper path
through the syntax diagram is any path that follows
the direction of the arrows. If there is a path around an
element, that element is optional. If there is a path from
right to left around one or more elements, that element
or those elements may be repeated as many times as
desired.
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This overview is intended to give a quick glance at the
syntax defined by IEEE 488.2. It should allow you to
understand many of the things about the syntax that
you need to know. This chapter also contains the details
of the IEEE 488.2 defined syntax.

IEEE 488.2 defines the blocks used to build messages
which are sent to the instrument. A whole string of
commands can, therefore, be broken up into individual
components.

Figure 3-1 shows a breakdown of an example <program
message>. There are a few key items to notice:

1. A semicolon separates commands from one another.
Each <program message unit> serves as a container
for one command. The <program message unit>s are
separated by a semicolon.

2. A <program message> is terminated by a <NL>
(new line), a <NL> with EOr asserted, or EOI
being asserted on the last byte of the message. The
recognition of the <program message terminator>,
or <PMT>, by the parser serves as a signal for
the parser to begin execution of commands. The
<PMT> also affects command tree traversal (see
the Programming and Documentation Conventions
chapter).

3. Multiple data parameters are separated by a comma.

4. The first data parameter is separated from the header
with one or more spaces.

5. The header MEAS:SOURCE is a compound header.
It places the parser in the measure subsystem until
the <NL> is encountered.

6. A colon after a semicolon places the parser at the root
level of the command tree.
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(

I
<program dala .eparator>

1."'".3~

<program mes90ge unll>

TVER 1I co 11 Un \

<progran dat.a>
3

!
progran data>

<progran dato>
1.9 m

<program me3sogc>

t.E~ TVERHcol1

<pro~ram ~88aQe unit eoporotor> <program me880ge terminator>
<:NL>

~
NL

<query program header> <program header .eparator>

T~ .p

<program memon tCD> ?
TVERtlcol

<command program header> <program dala>
MEAS : SOURCE CHAN'

\~<p,o.,?
<p rcgrcm mnlW1'lOn Ica> <program mnemon tea>

t.EAS SOURCE

<d.cl~1 num.rlc program dot.e>
1.0

<Gufflx program data>

\
<au ff t x mu It>

m

Figure 3-1. <program message> Parse Tree
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The listening syntax of IEEE 488.2 is designed to be
more forgiving than the talking syntax. This allows
greater flexibility in writing programs, as well as allowing
them to be easier to read.

UpperjLower Case Equivalence. Upper and lower case
letters are equivalent. The mnemonic RANGE has the
same semantic meaning as the mnemonic range.

<white space>. <white space> is defined to be one or
more characters from the ASCII set of 0-32 decimal,
excluding 10 decimal (NL). <white space> is used by
several instrument listening components of the syntax.

It is usually optional, and can be used to increase the
readability of a program.

..., ....
"

- <whIte space / ~... character> -

Figure 3-2. <white space>

<program message>. The <program message> is a
complete message to be sent to the instrument. The
instrument will begin executing commands once it has
a complete <program message>, or when the input
buffer becomes full. The parser is also repositioned to
the root of the command tree after executing a complete
<program message>. Refer to the Tree Traversal Rules
in the Programming and Documentation Conventions
chapter for more details.
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<program
rne~saoe unit>

Figure 3-3. <program message>

<program message unit>. The <program message
unit> is the container for individual commands within a
<program message>.

<c~nd message un\t>

<query messa~e un\t>

3-10
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Figure 3-4. <program message unit>
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<program dab> I----ol..................

Figure 3-5. <command message unit>

<program data> ~'-7 ~

Figure 3-6. <query message unit>

<program message unit separator>. A semicolon
separates <program message unit>s, or individual
commands.

<command program header>/<query program
header>. These elements serve as the headers of
commands or queries. They represent the action to be
taken.

Figure 3-7. <program message unit separator>
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<white 8paco> <81~1. cOI'TITlClnd
'--...r J

- program header>

-
~

<compound command -----..program hoader>

~
<cOImlOn cOI'TITlClnd ~

progr ern heeder>

Where <simple command program header> is defined as

I

<program
---...~'-__m_n_e_mo_n_i_c_>__e---....~

- S4120l9l45

Where <compound command program header> is
defined as

<program
rmemonlc>

<progran
mnemonic>

Figure 3-8. <command program header>
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Where <common command program header> is defined
as

<program
mnemon i c>

5-412O/BL"S

Where <program mnemonic> is defined as

<uppor/lowor
c:olle alpha>

Where <upperflower case alpha> is defined as a single
ASCII encoded byte in the range 41-5A, 61-7A (6S-90,
97-122 decimal).

Where <digit > is defined as a single ASClI encoded
byte in the range 30-39 (48-57 decimal).

Where (_) represents an "underscore", a single ASCII
encoded byte with the value SF (95 decimal).

Figure 3·8. <command program header> (continued)
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<White apace> <simple query r----...1" J
- program header>

~-
~

<c:~ound query r---..program header>

~
<corrrnon query

progrcrn header>

Where <simple query program header> is defined as

---1 <program~
rT'nDmQ1'\10>

L...--

Where <compound query program header> is defined as

<program
rTnMnOnio>

<program
l1Y'Iemonlo)

3-14

Where <common query program. header> is defined as

--®-1 <program~nnemonlo>

'----

Figure 3-9. <query program header>
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<program data>. The <program data> element
represents the possible types of data which may be sent
to the instrument. The Peak Power Analyzer will accept
the following data types: <character program data>,
<decimal numeric program data>, <suffix program
data>, <string program data>, and <arbitrary block
program data>.

S41!018L47

Figure 3·10. <program data>

-..... <program
mnemonic> -.....

Figure 3-11. <character program data>
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Where <mantissa> is defined as

<dIgIt.)

<digit>

Where <optional digits> is defined as

<digit>

N 111Q1lM.SI

Where <exponent> is defined as

<digit>

Figure 3·12. <decimal numeric program data>
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Figure 3-13. <suffix program data>

Suffix MUltiplier. The suffix multipliers that the Peak
Power Analyzer will accept are shown in table 3-1.

Table 3-1. <suffix mull>

Value Mnemonic Value Mnemonic

IEl5 PE IE-3 M
IEl2 T IE-6 U
IE9 G lE-9 N
IE6 MA lE-12 P
lE3 K IE-15 F

IE-18 A

Suffix Unit. The suffix units that the Peak Power
Analyzer will accept are shown in table 3-2.

Table 3-2. <suffix unit>

Suffix Referenced Unit

V Volt
S Second

W Watt
DBM dBm

DB dB

HZ Hertz
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<Inserted'>

<non-fllng'e
quot.e char>

<In.ert.d ot>

<non-double
quoh chQr>

3-18

Where <inserted'> is defined as a single ASCII
character with the value 27 (39 decimal).

Where <non-single quote char> is defined as a single
ASCII character of any value except 27 (39 decimal).

Where <inserted"> is defined as a single ASCII
character with the value 22 (34 decimal).

Where <non-double quote char> is defined as a single
ASCII character of any value except 22 (34 decimal).

Figure 3-14. <string program data>
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<non-zero
digit>

<8-bll
data byte>

<digit>
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<&-bIt
dala byte>

Where <non-zero digit> is defined as a. single ASCII
encoded byte in the range 31-39 (49-57 decimal).

Where <8-bit byte> is defined as an 8-bit byte in the
range OO-ff (0-255 decimal).

Figure 3-15. <arbitrary block program data>
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<program data separator>. A comma separates multiple
data parameters of a command from one another.

-.,.........-.1 <whIt. epace> f-""7""""I~ <wh It. epace> f-..,.....~

3·20

Figure 3-16. <program data separator>

<program header separator>. A space (ASCII decimal
32) separates the header from the first or only parameter
of the command.

-.....~~I <whiioe space> I ...
Figure 3·17. < program header separator>
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<program message terminator>. The <program message
terminator> or <PMT> serves as the terminator to a
complete <program message>. When the parser sees a
complete <program message> it will begin execution of
the commands within that message. The <PMT> also
resets the parser to the root of the command tree.

---.c:-~ <white apace> I--~~~

While <NL> is defined as a single ASCII-encoded byte
OA (10 decimal).

Figure 3·18. <program message terminator>
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<response message>
:MEAS:SOUR CHAN1 :MEAS:TVER -2.5£-2 <NL>

<response header separator>
sp

<response message unil>
:MEAS:SOUR CHAN1

~
<response message unit separator>

<response header>
: MEAS : SOUR

/\~
<response mnemonic> <response mnemonic>

MEAS SOUR

<response data>
CHAN 1

/
<character response data>

CHAN1

Figure 3·19. <response message Tree>
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<NL>

~
<response message>

:MEAS ~R -2.5E-2

<response message unit> <response message terminator>
:MEAS:TVER -2.5£-2 NL

<response header separator>

<response mnemonic>
TVER

<response header>
: MEAS : rVER

~T~~
<response mnemonic>

MEAS

sp
<response data>

-2.5E-2

T
<or3 numeric response dota>

-2.5E-2

Figure 3·19. <response message Tree> (continued)

Device Talking Syntax The talking syntax of IEEE 488.2 is designed to be
more precise than the listening syntax. This allows the
programmer to write routines which can more easily
interpret and use the data the instrument is sending.
One of the implications of this is the absence of <white
space> in the talking formats. The instrument will not
pad messages which are being sent to the controller with
spaces.
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<response message>. This element serves as a
complete response from the instrument. It is the result
of the instrument executing and buffering the results
from a complete <program message>. The complete
<response message> should be read before sending
another <program message> to the instrument.

<response
message unit>

3-24

Figure 3·20. <response message>

<response message unit>. This element serves as the
container of individual pieces of a response. Typically,
a <query message unit> will generate one <response
message unit>, although a <query message unit> may
generate multiple <response message unit>s.

<response header>. The <response header>, when
returned, indicates what the response data represents.
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<3 irrp I e
response
header>

<compound
respon.8
header>

<c:omnon
response
header>

1H12ClI8lM

Where <simple response mnemonic> is defined as

<response
mnemonic>

Where < compound response header> is defined as

<....apOIWl.
lYrl_nlc>

Where <common response header> is defined as

~r--__·"'~I,--_<_r_e_s_p_on_s_e__ ----II..~--------v ~ mnemon rc>

MllOlllUl'

Figure 3-21. <response message unit>
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Where <response mnemonic> is defined as

,.. <upper
~calle alpha>

<upper -case alpha> -
'-+- <dl gtt> f.---/

1MI1illoIIL&!

Where <uppercase alpha> is defined as a single ASCII
encoded byte in the range 41-5A (65-90 decimal).

Where (_) represents an "underscore", a single ASCII
encoded byte with the value 5F (95 decimal).

Figure 3-21. <response message unit> (continued)

<response data>. The <response data> element
represents the various types of data which the
instrument may return. These types include: <character
response data>, <nrl numeric response data> (integer),
<nr3 numeric response data> (exponential), <string
response data>, <definite length arbitrary block
response data>, and <arbitrary ASCII response data>.
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Figure 3·22. <character response data>

<digit.>

Figure 3..23. <nrl numeric response data>

<digit> <digit)

(digit)

Figure 3·24. <nr3 numeric response data>
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<inserted">

<non-double
quote char>

Figure 3·25. <string response data>

- -

-0-- <non-zero <dlgtt> <8-btl
digit> dat.a byte> -

Figure 3-26. <definite length arbitrary block>
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<ASCII
dat.a byt.e>

Where <ASCII data type> represents any
ASCII-encoded byte except <NL> (OA, 10 decimal).

1. The END message provides an unambiguous
termination to an element that contains arbitrary ASCII
characters.

2. The IEEE 488.1 END message serves the dual
function for terminating this element as well as
terminating the <RESPONSE MESSAGE>. It is only
sent once with the last byte of the indefinite block
data. The NL is presented for consistency with the
<RESPONSE MESSAGE TERMINATOR>.

Figure 3-27. <arbitrary ASCII response data>

<response data separator>. A comma separates
multiple pieces of response data within a single
<response message unit>.

Figure 3-28. <response data separator>
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<response header separator>. A space (ASCII decimal
32) delimits the response header, if returned, from the
first or only piece of data.

3·30

Note

Figure 3·29. <response header separator>

<response message unit separator>. A ~emicolon

delimits the <response message unit>s if multiple
responses are returned.

S41!Q111..71

Figure 3·30. <response message unit separator>

<response message terminator>. A <response message
terminator> (NL) terminates a complete <response
message>. It should be read from the instrument along
with the response itself.

If you do not read the <response message terminator>,
the Peak Power Analyzer will produce an interrupted
error on the next message.
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IEEE 488.2 defines a set of common commands. These
commands perform functions which are common
to any type of instrument. They can therefore be
implemented in a standard way across a wide variety of
instrumentation. All the common commands of IEEE
488.2 begin with an asterisk. There is one key difference
between the IEEE 488.2 common commands and the rest
of the commands found in the Peak Power Analyzer.
The IEEE 488.2 common commands do not affect
the parser's position within the command tree. More
information about the command tree and tree traversal
can be found in the Programming and Documentation
Conventions chapter.
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Table 3..3.
HP 8990A's IEEE 488.2 Common Commands

Command Command Narne

*CLS Clear Status Command
*ESE Event Status Enable Command

*ESE? Event Status Enable Query

*ESR? Event Status Register Query

*IDN? Identification Query

*IST? Individual Status Query

*LRN? Learn Device Setup Query

*OPC Operation Complete Command

*OPT? Option Identification Query

*PRE Parallel Poll Enable Register Enable Command

*PRE? Parallel Poll Enable Register Enable Query

*OPC? Operation Complete Query

*RCL Recall Command

*RST Reset Command
*SAV Save Command
*SRE Service Request Enable Command

*SRE? Service Request Enable Query

*STB? Read Status Byte Query

*TRG Trigger Command

*TST? Self-Test Query

*WAI Wait-tcrContinue Command
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The status reporting features which are available over
the HP-IB include the serial and parallel polls. IEEE
488.2 defines data structures, commands, and common
bit definitions for each. There are also instrument
defined structures and bits. The bits in the status byte
act as summary bits for the data structures residing
behind them. In the case of queues, the summary bit is
set if the queue is not empty. For registers, the summary
bit is set if any enabled bit in the event register is
set. The events are enabled via the corresponding
event-enable-register. Events captured by an event
register remain set until the register is read or cleared.
Registers are read with their associated commands. For
example, the "*CLS" command clears all event registers
and all queues except the output queue. If "*CLS"
is sent immediately following a <program message
terminator>, the output queue will also be cleared.
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Figure 3-31. Status Reporting Data Structures

Bit Definitions

CME • command error. fudicates whether the parser
detected an error.
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DOE .. device dependent error. Indicates whether the
device was unable to complete an operation for device
dependent reasons.

ESe .. event status bit. Indicates if any of the conditions
in the Standard Event Status Register are set and
enabled.

EXE • execution error. Indicates whether a parameter
was out of range, or inconsistent with current settings.

LCL .. local. Indicates whether a remote to local
transition has occurred.

LTF .. limit test failure. Indicates whether a limit test
failure has occurred.

MAV· message available. Indicates whether there is a
response in the output queue.

MSG .. Message. Indicates whether there is a message in
the message queue.

MSS - master summary status. Indicates whether the
device has a reason for requesting service. This bit is
returned for the *STB? query.

OPC .. operation complete. Indicates whether the device
has completed all pending operations.

PON • power on. Always 0 in the Peak Power Analyzer.

aYE· query error. Indicates whether the protocol for
queries has been violated.

ROC· request control. Indicates whether the device is
requesting control. The Peak Power Analyzer will never
request control.

RQS - request service. Indicates if the device is
requesting service. This bit is returned during a serial
poll. RQS will be set to 0 after being read via a serial
poll (MSS is not reset by *STB?).
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TRG - trigger. Indicates whether a trigger has been
received.

URQ - user request. Indicates whether a front panel key
has been pressed.

Key Features A few of the most important features of Status
Reporting are shown below.

Operation Complete. The IEEE 488.2 structure provides
one technique which can be used to find out if any
operation is finished. The *OPC command, when sent
to the instrument after the operation of interest, will
set the OPC bit in the Standard Event Status Register.
If the ope bit and the RQS bit have been enabled, a
service request will be generated.

OUTPUT 707;Il*SRE 32 ; *ESE 111

!Enables an OPC service
!request.

OUTPUT 707;":DIG CHANi ; *OPC II

!Initiates data acquisition,
land ~il1 generate an SRQ ~hen

!the acquisition is complete.

The Trigger Bit. The TRG bit indicates if the device has
received a trigger. The TRG event register will stay set
after receiving a trigger until it is cleared by reading
it or by using the *CLS command. If your application
needs to detect multiple triggers, the TRG event register
must be cleared after each trigger.

If you are using the Service Request to interrupt a
program or controller operation when the trigger bit is
set, then you must clear the event register after each
time it has been set.

OUTPUT 707;II*SRE 111

!Enables a trigger service request.
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!The next trigger will generate an SRQ.
OUTPUT 707;II:TER?1l

!Queries the TRG event register, thus
!clearing it.

ENTER 707;A
!The next trigger can no~ generate an
!SRQ

Status Byte. If the device is requesting service (RQS
set), and the controller serial polls the device, the RQS
bit is cleared. The MSS bit (read with *STB?) will not
be cleared by reading it. With the exception of the RQS
bit, the status byte is not cleared when read.

Serial Poll The Peak Power Analyzer supports the IEEE 488.1 serial'
poll feature. When a serial poll of the instrument is
requested, the RQS bit is returned on bit 6 of the status
byte.

Using Serial Poll. This example will show how to use
the service request by conducting a serial poll of all
instruments on the bus. In this example, assume that
there are two instruments on the bus; an Peak Power
Analyzer at address 7 and a printer at address 1. These
address assumptions are made throughout this manual.
It is also assumed that we are operating on controller
HP-IE interface select code 7.

The program command for serial poll using HP BASIC
5.0 is Stat=SPOLL(707). The address 707 is the address
of the Peak Power Analyzer in this example. The
command for checking the printer is Stat=SPOLL(701)
because the address of that instrument is 01 on bus
address 7. This command reads the contents of the
HP-IB Status Register into the variable called Stat. At
that time bit 6 of the variable Stat can be tested to see if
it is set (bit 6=1).
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The serial poll operation is conducted in the following
manner.

1. Enable interrupts on the bus. This allows the
controller to "see" the SRQ line. ("--

2. H the SRQ line is high (some instrument is requesting
service), check the instrument at address 1 to see if
bit 6 of its status register is high.

3. Disable interrupts on the bus.

4. To check whether bit 6 of an instrument's status
register is high, use the following command line: IF
BIT (Stat, 6) then

5. H bit 6 of the instrument at address 1 is not high,
then check the instrument at address 7 to see if bit 6
of its status register is high.

6. As soon as the instrument with status bit 6 high is
found, check the rest of the status bits to determine
what is required.

The SPOLL(707) command causes more to happen on
the bus than simply reading the register. This command
clears th~ bus, automatically addresses the talker
and listener, sends SPE (serial poll enable) and SPD
(serial poll disable) bus commands, and reads the data.
For more information about serial poll, refer to your
controller manual and programming language reference
manuals.

After the serial poll is completed, the RQS bit in the
Peak Power Analyzer's Status Byte Register will be reset
if it was set. Once a bit in the Status Byte Register is
set, it will remain set until the status is cleared with a
*CLS command or the instrument is reset. If these bits
are not reset, they cannot generate another SRQ.
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Parallel Poll Parallel poll is a controller initiated operation which
is used to obtain information from several devices
simultaneously. When a controller initiates a Parallel
Poll, each device returns a Status Bit via one of the
DID data lines. Device DID assignments are made by
the controller using the PPC (Parallel Poll Configure)
sequence. Devices respond either individually, each on a
separate DID line; collectively, on a single DID line; or in
any combination of these two ways. When responding
collectively, the result is a logical AND (True High) or a
logical DR (True Low) of the groups of the status bits.

Figure 3-32 shows the Parallel Poll Data Structure.
The summary bit is sent in response to a Parallel Poll.
This summary bit is the "ist" (Individual Status) local
message.

The Parallel Poll Enable Register determines which
events are summarized in the individual status local
register. The *PRE (Parallel Poll Register Enable)
command is used to write to the enable register and the
*PRE? query is used to read the register. The *IST?
query can be used to read the "ist" without doing a
parallel poll.
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STATUS BYTE REGISTER
READ BY .STB?

PARALLEL POLL
ENABLE REGISTER
READ BY *PRE?
SET BY .PRE <NRf>

REFER TO SERIAL POLL STATUS REPORTING
I

0:: ~-+----+--t--fo
...J
<
(J~-t--+--+---+--f
H

8
....J

INDIVIDUAL STATUS
READ BY ... IST?

Figure 3-32. Parallel Poll Data Structure

DEVICE DEFINED
CONDITI ONS a...-.,.--L---r-...L..-~L...,--'-.,.......L..-,....-J---r--L...,--I

Polling HP-IB Devices. Parallel Poll is the fastest means of gathering device
status when several devices are connected to the bus.
Each device (with this capability) can be programmed to
respond with one bit of status when parallel polled. This
makes it possible to obtain the status of several devices
in one operation. If a device responds affirmatively to a
parallel poll, more information about its specific status
can be obtained by conducting a serial poll of the device.
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Certain devices, including the Peak Power Analyzer, can
be remotely programmed by a controller to respond to a
parallel poll. A device which is currently programmed
for a parallel poll responds to the poll by placing its
current status on one of the bus data lines. The response
and the data-bit number can be programmed by the
PPC (Parallel Poll Configure) statement. Multiple
listeners cannot be specified in this statement. If n;lOre
than one device is to respond on a single bit, each device
must be configured with a separate PPC statement.

Example:

ASSIGN ~Device to 707
PPOLL CONFIGURE ~Device;Mask

The value of Mask (any numeric expression can be
specified) is first rounded and then used to configure
the device's parallel response. The least significant 3
bits (bits 0 through 2) of the expression are used to
determine which data line the device is to respond on
(place its status on). Bit 3 specifies the "true" state of
the parallel poll response bit of the device. A value of 0
implies that the device's response is 0 when its status bit
message is true.

Example:

The following statement configures the device at address
07 on the interface select 7 to respond by placing a 0 on
DI04 when its status response is "true."

PPOLL CONFIGURE 707;4
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The PPOLL (Parallel Poll) function returns a single byte
containing up to 8 status bit messages for all devices
on the bus capable of responding to the poll. Each bit
returned by the function corresponds to the status bit of
the devices(s) configured to respond to the parallel poll
(one or more devices can respond on a single line). The
PPOLL function can only be executed by the controller.
It is initiated by the simultaneous assertion of the ATN
and EOl on the HP-IB interface.

Example:

Response = PPOLL(7)

The PPU (Parallel Poll Unconfigure) statement gives the
controller the capability of disabling the parallel poll
response of one or more devices on the bus.

Examples:

The following statement disables device five only:

PPOLL UNCONFIGURE 705

This statement disables all devices on interface select
code eight from responding to a parallel poll:

PPOLL UNCONFIGURE 8

If no primary address is specified, all bus devices are
disabled from responding to a parallel poll. If a primary
address is specified, only the specified devices (which
have the parallel poll configure capability) are disabled.

~-
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HP-IB Commands The following paragraphs describe what the actual
HP-IB commands do to perform the functions of the
BASIC commands shown in the previous examples.

Parallel Poll Unconfigure Command. The parallel poll
unconfigure command (PPU) resets all parallel poll
devices to the idle state (unable to respond to a para11el
poll).

Parallel Poll Configure Command. The parallel poll
configure command (PPC) causes the addressed listener
to be configured according to the parallel poll enable
secondary command PPE.

Parallel Poll Enable Command. The parallel poll enable
secondary command (PPE) configures the devices which
have received the PPC command to respond to a parallel
poll on a particular HP-IB DIO line with a particular
level.

Parallel Poll Disable Command. The Parallel Poll disable
secondary command (PPD) disables the devices which
have received the PPC command from responding to
parallel poll.
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Table 3..4. Parallel Poll Commands
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Command Mnemonic Decimal ASCII/ISO
Code Character

Parallel Poll Unconfigure PPU 21 NAK
(Multiline Command)

Parallel Poll Configure PPC 05 ENQ
(Secondary Command)

Parallel Poll Enable PPE 96-111 1-0
(Secondary Command)

Parallel Poll Disable PPD 112 P
(Secondary Command)
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Introduction

Truncation Rules

This chapter covers conventions which are used in
programming the HP 8990A Peak Power Analyzer, as
well as conventions used in the remainder of this manual.
Included is a detailed description of the command tree
and command tree traversal. Figures have been included
which show how the HP-IB commands relate to the front
panel and menus. For more information on comm,and
syntax, refer to the chapter "Message Communication
and System Functions."

The truncation rules for the mnemonics used in headers
and alpha arguments are as follows:

• If the length of the keyword is exactly four characters,
the keyword is the mnemonic.

• The mnemonic is the first four characters of the
keyword, unless the fourth character of the keyword
is a vowel. The mnemonic is then the first three
characters of the keyword.

Exceptions to these rules are described in the
appropriate subsystem. Some examples of how the
truncation rule is applied to various commands are
shown in Table 4-1.
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Conmon
Conmonds
<IEEE 488.2)

: (roo U
I

.CLS

.E5E
-ESR
.ION
.IST
.. LRN
• OPe
-OPT
.PRE
-RCL
.RST
-SAV
-SRE
.STB
.TRG
-TST
-WAI

I
AUTosc(ll~

BEEPer
BLANk
DIGIT j 2~
EOI
ERASe
LER
LTER
MENU
MERGe
PRINt
RUN
SOURce
STOP
STORe
TER
VIEW

SYSTem:

OSP
ERRor
HEADer
KEY
LONG(orm
POWER: UNIT
SETup

I
ACOui re:

COMPlete
COUNt
POINts
TYPE

I
CALibrate:

TNULl
ZERo

i
CHANneJ<N>:

BANDwidth
El'Mnode
COUP I inq
Eel
FACTor
HFReject
OFFSet
PROBe
RANGe
SENSor
SENSor:TEMPerature
SPAN
TTL

I •
DISPlay:

ATMarker
COLurm
CONNect
DATA
FORMat
GRATicuie
INVerse
LINE
MASK
PERSi$tence
ROW
SCReen
SOURce
STRin9
TEXT
TMARku
\1.4ARker

NOTE: THIS INSTRUMENT CONTAINS FOUR
IDENTICAL CHANNEL SUBSYSTEMS
AND TWO IDENTICAL FUNCTION
SUBSYSTEMS. THE 'N' IN THE
CHANNEL HEADER MUST BE 1 THROUGH
4, AND THE 'N' IN THE FUNCTION
HEADER MUST BE 1 OR 2.

Figure 4-1. The HP 8990A Command Tree

Table 4·1. Mnemonic Truncation

Longform Shortform

RANGE RANG

PATTERN PATT

TIME TIME

DELAY DEL
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I
WAVeform:

COONt
DATA
f~at

POINts
PREorrble
SOURce
TYPE
XINCremenl
XORigin
XREFeren'Cc
YINCremenl
YORigin
YREFerence

i
TRIGger:

CONDi tion
DELay
DELay:

SLOPe
SOURce

HOLDorf
LEVel
LEVe I :UNITS
LOGi~

M<:lOE
OCCurrence
OCCurrence:

SLOPe
SOURc~

PATH
QUAL i ry
SLOPe
SOURce

I
TIMebase:

DELay
M:lDE
RANGe
REference
WINDow
WINDow:

DELay
RANGe

HARDcopy:

LENGth
PAGE

MEASure:

ALL
ATMorker
AT~orker :UNITS
AUTOdig
COOParc
CURSor
DEFine
DELay
DEST i no ti on
DUTyc:ycle
ESTArt
ESTOp
FALLlime
FREQuency
LIMi Hut
LCNler
MODE
NWIDth
OVERshoot
PERiod
PCSTfoi lure
PRECision
PREShool
PWIDth
RESul ts
RISctime
SCRatch
SOURce
SOURce:ATMarker
STAT i sti cs
TDELta
TMAX
TMIN
TSTArt
TSTOp
TVERtical
TVOLt
UNITs
UPPer
VAMPI j lude
VAVerage
VBAS~

\!DELta
VERTical
VFIFly
WAX
WIN
VPP
\!RELative
\!RtJS
VSTArl
VSTOp
VTIMe
VTOP

Figure 4-1a The HP 8990A Command Tree (continued)

fUNCti on<N>:

ADD
DIVide
OFFSet
ONLY
RANGE
SUBTract
UNITs
VERSus

fREQuency:

CHANnel

\
\
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Figure 4-2. Front Panel Menus and Related HP-IB Commands
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:MENU CHANNEL

: CHANNEL<N>:F"ACTOR
EXTERNAL

LOSS

LINEAR MODE
: CHANNEL<N>: RANGE

SCALE

: CALI BRATE: ZERO

SENSOR ZERO

:CHANNEL(N):BWHODE

BANDWIDTH

:CHANNEL<N>:BWMODE

BANDWIDTH

: CHANNEL<N>: FACTOR
EXTERNAL

LOSS

: CAL [BRATE: ZERO

SENSOR ZERO

: CHANNEL<N>: RANGE

REF. LEVEL

:CHANNEL<N>:SPAN

SCALE

CHANNELS 1 AND ""

LOG MODE

:BLANI<
:VIEW

HORE

: CHANNEL<N>: OFFSET

OfFSET

: CHANNEL<N>: RANGE

VOLTS/DIV

:CHANNEL<N>:HFREJECT
: CHANNEL<N>: COUPLING

COUPLING
BW LIMIT

CHANNELS 2 AND 3

:BLANI<
: VIEW

Figure 4·2. Front Panel Menus and Related HP-IB Commands (continued)
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:t-£NU TRIGGER

(

cont1nued on
next PI1 e

CLOCK

: TRIGGER: HOLDOFF

HOLOOFF

:TRIGGER,CONOITION

PRESENT

:TRIGGER:SLOPE
: TRIGGER: PATH
: TRIGGER: LOGIC

WHEN

: TRIGGER: HOLDOFF

HOLDOrF"

: TRIGGER: CONDITION

WHEN

:TIME8ASE:M:lDE
TRIGGERED

AUTO

: TRIGGER: LOGIC

XHXL

: TRIGGER: HOLDOFF

HOLDOFF

:TRIGGER:SOURCE

SOURCE

: TRIGGER: LEVEL

LEVEL

: TRIGGER: SLOPE

SLOPE

: TIMEBA.SE: M:lOE
TRIGGERED

AUTO

TRIGGER

Figure 4..2. Front Panel Menus and Related Hp·IB Commands (continued)

(
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: TI!'-£BASE: MODE
TRIGGERED

AUTO
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Figure 4·2. Front Panel Menus and Related HP·IB Commands (continued)
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PERSlSTENCE

: SYSTEM: POWER: UNIT
POWER

DISPLAY

: DISPLAY: F'ORNAT
NUMBER

OF" SCREENS

: D[SPLAY: GRATICULE
GRID

AXIS ETC.

:O[SPLAY:CONNECT
CONNECT

DOTS

HP 8990A

Figure 4-2. Front Panel Menus and Related HP-IB Commands (continued)
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: OISPLAY: ATMARKER
: MEASURE: SOURCE:ATHARKER
:MEASURE:DEFfNE:ATIHE
: MEASURE: ATMARKER
~MEASURE:ATMARKER~UN[TS

At-lPLITUDE
AT nME

Figure 4-2. Front Panel Menus and Related HP-IB Commands (continued)
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Figure 4·2. Front Panel Menus and Related HP-IB Commands (continued)
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: MENU NATH
WAVEFORM

HATH

: BLANK
: VIEW

Fl/F2

OPERAND

OPERATION

OFFSET

Programming and
Documentation Conventions

FUNCTION: ADD
FUNCTI ON: 0 I VI DE
fUNCTION: ONLY
FUNCTION: SUBTRACT
FUNCTION: VERSUS

Figure 4·2. Front Panel Menus and Related HP·IB Commands (continued)
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r--~~"" : NERGE
:DISPLAY:OATA

L......,;,;=";';;;';";';"....I : DISPLAY: SOURCE

Figure 4..2. Front Panel Menus and Related Hp..IB Commands (continued)
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TEST

OR IF <

FAIL IF >

: MEASURE: COMPARE
SET (ALSO, REFER TO

MEASUREMENT MEASURE SUBSYSTEM
FOR DESIRED COt-lMANO.)

: MEASURE: DESTINATION

SAVE TO

: MEASURE: DEFINE
to t EDGE •

• at uppe,./
mid/lower

: NEASURE: UPPER
UPPER

THRESHOLD

: t-lEASURE: LOWER
LOWER

THRESHOLD

: MEASURE: STATISTICS

STATISTICS

Figure 4..2. Front Panel Menus and Related HP-IB Commands (continued)
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(

Figure 4-2. Front Panel Menus and Related HP-IB Commands (continued)

SYSTEM CONTROL

, ,
:AUTOSCALE (Root Level Command)
*RCL (Common Command)
.SAV (Common Command)
NOT PROGRAMMABLE
:MENU (Root Level Command)

, ,
"RUN (Root Level Command)

el Conrnond)
E
l Level Conmand)
BASIC Comnand)

Root Level Command)

SETUP

~.

:STOP CRoot Lev
r-~TIMEBASE:MOD

-:ERASE (Roo
-LOCAL CHP

-:PRINT (

rc~~C)C~~ p.....1:

~~~~a ,ggggg ;;a _
a

- CJ 88§Hs 0 0
a 0000
0 oOOCJ
0 .0

I 0 0 0 0 o II

:SYSTEM: KEY :SYSTEM: KEY

Figure 4-3. Front Panel Keys and Related HP-IB Commands

(
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The Command
Tree

Command Types
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The command tree (Figure 4-1) shows all commands in
the Peak Power Analyzer and the relationship of the
commands to each other. The IEEE 488.2 common
commands are not listed as part of the command tree
since they are independent of the position of the parser
within the tree. After a <NL> (linefeed - ASCII decimal
10) has been sent to the Peak Power Analyzer, the
parser will be reset to the "root" of the command tree.

The commands for this instrument can be placed into
three types. The three types are:

Common commands. Common commands are
independent of the tree and do not change the position
of the parser within the tree. These differ from root level
commands in that root level commands place the parser
back at the root.

Example: *RST.

Root Level ~ommands. The root level commands reside
at the root of the command tree. These commands
are always parsable if they occur at the beginning of a
program message or are preceded by a colon.

Example: :AUTOSCALE

Subsystem commands. Subsystem commands are
grouped together under a common node of the tree, such
as the TIMEBASE commands under the TIMEBASE
node.

Tree Traversal Rules Command headers are created by traversing down
the command tree. A legal command header
from the command tree in Figure 4-1 would be
":CHANNELl:RANGE". This is referred to as a
compound header. A compound header is a header made
of two or more mnemonics separa.ted by colons. The
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mnemonic created contains no embedded spaces. The
following rules apply to traversing the tree:

• A leading colon or a <program message terminator>
(either a <NL> or EOr true on the last byte) places
the parser at the root of the command tree. A leading
colon is a colon that is t.he first character of a program
header.

• Executing a subsystem command places you in that
subsystem (until a leading colon or a <program
message terminator> is found). In the Command
Tree, Figure 4-1, use the last mnemonic in the
compound header as a reference point (for example,
RANGE). Then, find the last colon above that
mnemonic (CHANNELl:), and that is where the
parser will be. Any command below that point can
be sent within the current program message without
sending the mnemonic(s) which appear above them
(OFFSET).

Examples The OUTPUT statements are written using HP BASIC
5.0 on a HP 9000 Series 200/300 Controller. After the
HP-IB talk and listen address sequence, the quoted
string is placed on the bus, followed by a carriage return
and linefeed (CRLF).

Example 1:

OUTPUT 707j":CHAN1:RANGE 0 dBmj:SPAN 40 dB"

Comments:

The colon between CHANNELl and RANGE is
necessary, CHANNELl:RANGE is a compound
command. The semicolon between the RANGE
command and the SPAN command is the required
<program message unit separator>. The SPAN
command does not need CHANNELl preceding it, since

4-16
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the CHANNELI:RANGE command set the parser to the
CHANNELl node in the tree.

Example 2:

OUTPUT 707;":TIM:REF CENTER;:DELAY 0.00001"

• or

OUTPUT 707j":TIMEBASE:REFERENCE CENTER"
OUTPUT 707j":TIMEBASE:DELAY 0.00001"

Comments:

In the first line of example 2, the "subsystem selector"
is implied for the DELAY command in the compound
command.

The DELAY command must be in the same program
message as the REFERENCE command, because the
<program. message terminator> will place the parser
back at the root of the command tree.

A second way to send these commands is by placing
"TIMEBASE:" before the DELAY comm.and as shown in
the second part of example 2.

Example 3:

OUTPUT 707;":TIM:REF CENTj:CHANl:SPAN 40
DB"

Comments:

The leading colon before CHANI tells the parser to go
back to the root of the command tree. The parser can
then associate the CHANl:SPAN command with the
·channel subsystem.

4-17
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Representation

Sequential and
Overlapped
Commands.

Response
Generation
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The representation of infinity is 9.99999E+37. This is
also the value returned when a measurement cannot
be made. If the result of a power measurement is too
small to be represented as a dBm value, the value
returned for the measurement is -9.99999E+37. When
-9.99999E+37 is returned, -99 clEm is the result output
to the front panel.

IEEE 488.2 makes the distinction between sequential and
overlapped commands. Sequential commands finish their
task before the execution of the next command starts.
Overlapped commands run concurrently, and, therefore,
the command following an overlapped command may be
started before the overlapped command is completed.
All the commands of the Peak Power Analyzer are
sequential.

IEEE 488.2 defines two times when query responses may
be buffered. The first is when the query is parsed by the
instrument, the second is when the controller addresses
the instrument to talk so that it may read the response.
The Peak Power Analyzer will buffer responses to a
query when the query is parsed.

i
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Notation
Conventions and
Definitions
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The following conventions are used in this manual in
descriptions of remote (HP-IB) operation:

< > (angular brackets) are used to enclose words or
characters that symbolize a program code parameter or
an HP-IB command.

::= means "is defined as". For example, <A> ::= <B>
indicates that <A> can be replaced by <B> in any
statement containing <A>.

I (vertical bar) indicates a choice of one element from a
list. For example, <A> I <B> indicates <A> or <B>
but not both.

... (an ellipsis) is used to indicate that the preceding
element may be repeated one or more times.

[ ] (square brackets) indicate that the enclosed items are
optional.

{ } (braces) indicate that one and only one of the
enclosed elements must be selected.

The following definitions are used:

d ::= A single ASCII numeric character, 0-9.

n ::= A single ASCII non-zero, numeric character, 1-9.

<NL> ::= Newline or Linefeed (ASCII decimal 10).

<sp> ::= <white space>

<white space> ::= 0 through 32 (decimal) except
linefeed (decimal 10). <white space> is usually 32.

4-19
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Common Commands

Root Level
Commands
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At the beginning of each of the following chapters are
syntax diagrams showing the proper syntax for each
command. All characters contained in a circle or oblong
are literals and must be entered exactly as shown.
Words and phrases contained in rectangles are names
of items used with the command and are described in
the accompanying text of each command. Each line can
only be entered from one direction as indicated by the
arrow on the entry line. Any combination of commands
and arguments that can be generated by following the
lines in the proper direction is syntactically correct. An
argument is optional if there is a path around it. Where
there is a rectangle which contains the word "space", a
white space character must be entered. White space is
optional in many other places.

The Peak Power Analyzer programming commands are
divided into three types: common commands, root level
commands, and subsystem commands. A programming
command tree is shown in figure 4-1.

The common commands are the commands defined by
IEEE 488.2. These commands control some functions
that are common to all IEEE 488.2 instruments. Sending
the common commands does not take the Peak Power
Analyzer parser out of a selected subsystem.

The root level commands control many of the basic
functions of the Peak Power Analyzer.

(
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There are several subsystems in the Peak Power
Analyzer. Only one subsystem may be programmed or
queried at any given time. At power on, the command
parser is set to the root of the command tree; therefore,
no subsystem is active.

When a program message terminator or a leading colon
(:) is sent in a program unit, the command parser is
returned to the root of the command tree

The 12 subsystems in the Peak Power Analyzer are listed
below:

System - controls some basic functions of the
Analyzer.

Acquire - sets the parameters for acquiring and storing
data.

Calibrate - sets the time nulls (channel-to-channel
skew).

Channel- controls all amplitude measurement
Analyzer functions.

Display - controls how waveforms, amplitude and time
markers, graticule, and text are displayed and written
on the screen.

Function - controls the waveform math functions of
the Analyzer.

Hardcopy - controls the parameters used during the
plotting or printing of waveforms.

Measure - selects the automatic measurements to be
made.

Timebase - controls all X-axis Analyzer functions.

Trigger - controls the trigger modes and parameters
for each trigger mode.
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Waveform - provides access to waveform data,
including active data from channels and functions as
well as static data from waveform memories.

Frequency - sets the carrier frequency that is at the
sensor inputs.
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Program Examples
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The program examples given for each command in the
following chapters and appendices were written on an
HP 9000 Series 200/300 controller using HP BASIC 5.0
language. The programs always assume the Peak Power
Analyzer is at address 707. If a printer is used, it is
always assumed to be at address 701.

In these examples, special attention should be paid to
the ways in which the command/que,ty can be sent. The
way that the Peak Power Analyzer is set up to respond
to a command/query has no bearing on how you send
the command/query. That is, the command/query can
be sent using the longform or shortform if one exists for
that command. You can send the command/query using
upper case (capital) letters or lower case (small) letters;
both work the same way. Also, the data can be sent
using almost any form you wish. If you were sending a
channell range value of 100 m Watts, that value can
sent using a decimal (.1 W), an exponent (le-Ol or
1.0E-Ol), or a suffix (100 mw or 100 MW).

As an example, set channell range to 100 mWatts by
sending one of the following:

• commands in longform and using the decimal format
and a suffix.

OUTPUT 707;":CHANNEL1:RANGE .1 W"

• commands in shortform and using an exponential
format.

OUTPUT 707;":CHAN1:RANG 1E-01 W"

• commands using lower case letters, shortforms, and a
suffix.

OUTPUT 707;":chanl:rang 100 mW"
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In these examples, the colon as the first character of the
command is optional. The space between RANGE and
the argument is required.

If you want to observe the headers for the queries, you
must bring the returned data into a string variable.
Generally, you should dimension all BASIC string
variables before reading the data. If the string variable
will contain sixteen or more characters, it must
be dimensioned. The following is an example of a
dimensioned string variable:

DIM Freq$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;Il:SYSTEM:HEADER ON"
OUTPUT 707;II:SYSTEM:LONGFORM ON II

OUTPUT 707;1I:MEASURE:FREQUENCY?1I
ENTER 707;Freq$
PRINT Freq$
END

IT you do not need to see the headers and a numeric
value is returned from the Peak Power Analyzer, then
you should use a numeric variable. In this case the
headers should be turned off. The following is an
example using a numeric variable:

OUTPUT 707;Il:SYSTEM:HEADER OFF"
OUTPUT 707;II:SYSTEM:LONGFORM OFF II

OUTPUT 707; II :MEASURE:FREQUENCY?Jl
ENTER 707;Freq
PRINT Freq
END

(
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Command Set
Organization
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The command set for the Peak Power Analyzer is
divided into 14 separate groups: Common commands,
root level commands and 12 sets of subsystem
commands. Each of the 14 groups of commands is
described in the following chapters. Each of the chapters
contain a brief description of the subsystem, a set of
syntax diagrams for those commands, and finally, the
commands for that subsystem in alphabetic order. The
commands are shown in the longform and shortform
using upper and lowercase letters. As an example,
AUToscale indicates that the longform of the command
is AUTOSCALE and the shortform of the command is
AUT. Each of the commands contains a description of
the command and its arguments, the command syntax.,
and a programming example.
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Table 4-2. Alphabetic Command Cross·Reference

HP 8990A

Command Where Used Command Where Used

ADD FUNCtion Subsystem DELay MEASure Subsystem

ALL MEASure Subsystem DELay TIMebase Subsystem

ATMarker DISPlay Subsystem DELay TRIGger Subsystem

ATMarker MEASure Subsystem DELay:SLOPe TRIGger Subsystem

ATMarker:UNITS MEASure Subsystem DELay:SOURce TRIGger Subsystem

AUTodig MEASure Subsystem DESTination MEASure Subsystem

AUToscale Root Level Command DIGitize Root Level Command
BANDwidth CHANnel Subsystem DIVide FUNCtion Subsystem

BEEPer Root Level Command DSP SYSTem Subsystem

BLANk Root Level Command DUTycycle MEASure Subsystem

BWmode CHANnel Subsystem ECL CHANnel Subsystem

CHANnel FREQuency Subsystem EOI Root Level Command
*CLS Common Command ERASe Root Level Command
COLumn DISPlay Subsystem ERRor SYSTem Subsystem

COMPare MEASure Subsystem *ESE Common Command

COMPlete ACQuire Subsystem *ESR CornrnonCorrunand

CONDition TRIGger Subsystem ESTArt MEASure Subsystem

CONNect DISPlay Subsystem ESTOp MEASure Subsystem

COUNt ACQuire Subsystem FACTor CHANnel Subsystem

COUNt VvAVeform Subsystem FALLtime MEASure Subsystem

COUPling CHANnel Subsystem FORMat DISPlay Subsystem

CURSor MEASure Subsystem FORMat WAVeform Subsystem

DATA DISPlay Subsystem FREQuency MEASure Subsystem

DATA WAVeform Subsystem GRATicule DISPlay Subsystem

DEFine MEASure Subsystem HEADer SYSTem Subsystem
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Table 4-2. Alphabetic Command Cross-Reference (continued)

Command Where Used Command Where Used

HFReject CHANnel Subsystem OCCurrence:SLOPe TRIGger Subsystem

HOLDoff TRIGger Subsystem OCCurrence:SOURce TRIGger Subsystem

*IDN Common Command OFFSet CHANnel Subsystem

INVerse DISPlay Subsystem OFFSet FUNCtion Subsystem

*IST Common Command ONLY FUNCtion Subsystem

KEY SYSTem Subsystem *OPC Common Command

LENGth HARDcopy Subsystem *OPT Common Command

LER Root Level Command OVERshoot MEASure Subsystem

LEVel TRIGger Subsystem PAGE HARDcopy Subsystem

LEVel:UNITs TRIGger Subsystem PATH TRIGger Subsystem

LIMittest MEASure Subsystem PERiod MEASure Subsystem

LINE DISPlay Subsystem PERSistence DISPlay Subsystem

LOGic TRIGger Subsystem POINts ACQuire Subsystem

LONGform SYSTem Subsystem POINts WAVeform Subsystem

LOWer MEASure Subsystem POSTfailure MEASure Subsystem

*LRN Common Command POWER:UNIT SYSTem Subsystem

LTER Root Level Command *PRE Common Command
MASK DISPlay Subsystem PREamble WAVeform Subsystem

MENU Root Level Command PRECision MEASure Subsystem

MERGe Root Level Command PREShoot MEASure Subsystem

MODE MEASure Subsystem PRINt Root Level Command

MODE TIMebase Subsystem PROBe CHANnel Subsystem

MODE TRIGger Subsystem PWIDth MEASure Subsystem

NWIDth MEASure Subsystem QUALify TRIGger Subsystem

OCCurrence TRIGger Subsystem RANGe CHANnel Subsystem
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Table 4-2. Alphabetic Command Cross..Reference (continued)

Command Where Used Command Where Used

RANGe FUNCtion Subsystem *STB Common Command

RANGe TIMebase Subsystem STOP Root Level Command

*RCL Common Command STORe Root Level Command
REFerence TIMebase Subsystem STRing DISPlay Subsystem

RESults MEASure Subsystem SUBTract FUNCtion Subsystem

RISetime MEASure Subsystem TDELta MEASure Subsystem

ROW DISPlay Subsystem TER Root Level Command
*RST Common Command TEXT DISPlay Subsystem

RUN Root Level Command TMARker DISPlay Subsystem

*SAV Common Command TMAX MEASure Subsystem

SCRatch MEASure Subsystem TMIN MEASure Subsystem

SCReen DISPlay Subsystem TNULI CALibrate Subsystem
SENSor CHANnel Subsystem *TRG Common Command
SENSor:TEMPerature CHANnel Subsystem *TST Common Command
SETup SYSTem Subsystem TSTArt MEASure Subsystem

SLOPe TRIGger Subsystem TSTOp MEASure Subsystem

SOURce DISPlay Subsystem TTL CHANnel Subsystem

SOURce MEASure Subsystem TVERtical MEASure Subsystem

SOURce Root Level Command TVOLt MEASure Subsystem

SOURce TRIGger Subsystem TYPE ACQuire Subsystem

SOURce WAVeform Subsystem TYPE WAVeform Subsystem

SOURce:ATMarker MEASure Subsystem UNITs FUNCtion Subsystem

SPAN CHANnel Subsystem UNITs MEASure Subsystem

*SRE Common Command UPPer MEASure Subsystem

STATistics MEASure Subsystem VAMPlitude MEASure Subsystem
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Table 4-2.
Alphabetic Command Cross-Reference (continued)

Command Where Used Command Where Used

VAVerage MEASure Subsystem VSTOp MEASure Subsystem

VBASe MEASure Subsystem VTIMe MEASure Subsystem

VDELta MEASure Subsystem VTOP MEASure Subsystem

VERSus FUNCtion Subsystem *WAI Common Command

VERTical MEASure Subsystem WINDow TIMebase Subsystem

VFIFty MEASure Subsystem WINDow:DELay TIMebase Subsystem

VIEW Root Level Command WINDow:RANGe TIMebase Subsystem

VMARker DISPlay Subsystem XINCrement WAVeform Subsystem

VMAX MEASure Subsystem XORigin WAVeform Subsystem

VMIN MEASure Subsystem XREFerence WAVeform Subsystem

VPP MEASure Subsystem YINCrement WAVeform Subsystem

VRELative MEASure Subsystem YORigin WAVeform Subsystem

VRMS MEASure Subsystem YREFerence WAVeform Subsystem

VSTArt MEASure Subsystem ZERo CALibrate Subsystem
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Common Commands

Introduction The common commands are defined by the IEEE 488.2
standard. These commands will be common to all
instruments that comply with this standard. They
control some of the basic instrument functions:

• Instrument identification and reset

• Reading the learn (instrument setup) string

• Status reading and clearing

• Receiving and processing of commands and queries by
the instrument.

Common commands can be received and processed by
the Peak Power Analyzer whether they are sent over the
HP-IB as separate program messages or within other
program messages. If an instrument subsystem has been
selected, and a common command is received by the
instrument, the instrument will remain in the current
subsystem for the rest of that message or until a leading
colon is seen. For example, if the program message

OUTPUT 707;II:ACQUIRE:COUNT 1024;*CLS;
:TYPE AVERAGE II

is received by the instrument, the instrument will set the
acquire count, clear the status information, and specify
the acquisition as average. This would not be the case if
some other type of command were received within the
program message. For example, the program message

OUTPUT 707;II:ACQUlRE:COUNT 1024;:AUTDSCALE;
:ACQUlRE:TYPE AVERAGE"
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Note

5-2

HP 8990A

would set the acquire count, complete the autoscale, and
then set the acquire type. In this example :ACQUIRE is
sent again in order to reenter the acquire subsystem and
set the type. ('-'.

Refer to figure 5-1 for the common command syntax
diagram.

Each of the status registers mentioned in this chapter
has an enable (mask) register. By setting the bits in
the enable register you can select the status information
you wish to use. For a complete discussion of how to
read the status registers and how to use the status
information available from the Peak Power Analyzer,
refer to chapter 3.
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recall-buffer-numbGr~---~

eavo..buf , er..nmber 1-----..1

Figure 5·1. Common Commands Syntax Diagram
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mask_arg = An integer, 0 through 255. This number
is the sum of all the bits in the mask corresponding
to conditions that are enabled. Refer to the *ESE
and *SRE commands for bit definitions in the enable
registers.

mask_value =An integer, 0 through 255. This number
is the sum of all the bits in the mask corresponding to
conditions that are enabled. Refer to the *IST? query.

recall_buffer_number = An integer, 0 through 4.

save_buffer_number =An integer, 1 through 4.

Figure 5-1. Common Commands Syntax Diagram (continued)
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·CLS
(Clear Status)

Common Commands

The *CLS (clear status) common command clears the
status data structures, including the device defined error
queue. This command also clears the Request-for-OPC
flag.

If the *CLS command immediately follows a PROGRAM
MESSAGE TERMINATOR, the output queue and the
MAV (message available) bit will be cleared.

Command Syntax: *CLS

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II*CLS II

Note Refer to chapter 3 for a complete discussion of status.
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*ESE
(Event Status
Enable)

HP 8990A

The *ESE command sets the Standard Event Status
Enable Register bits. The Standard Event Status Enable
Register contains a mask value for the bits to be enabled
in the Standard Event Status Register (see HP-IB
command *ESR?). A "one" in the Standard Event
Status Enable Register will enable the corresponding
bit in the Standard Event Status Register, a "zero" will
disable the bit. Refer to Table 5-1 for the information
about the Standard Event Status Enable Register hits,
bit weights, and what each bit masks.

The *ESE query returns the current contents of the
Standard Event Status Enable Register.

(
\

Command Syntax: *ESE <mask>

Where:

<mask> ::= 0 to 255

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II*ESE 64"

In tills example, the *ESE 64 command will enable
URQ (user request) bit 6 of the Standard Event Status
Enable Register. Therefore, when a front panel key
is pressed, the ESB (event summary bit) in the Status
Byte Register will also be set.
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Query Syntax:

Note

Common Commands

*ESE?

Returned Format:

<mask><NL>

Where:

<mask> ::= 0 to 255 (integer-NRI format)

Example:

OUTPUT 707;Il*ESE?1l
ENTER 707;Event
PRINT Event
END

Table 5-1.
Standard Event Status enable Register

Event Status Enable Register
(High-Enables the ESR bit)

Bit Weight Enables

7 128 PON-Power On

6 64 URQ-User Request

5 32 CME-Command Error

4 16 EXE-Execution Error

3 8 DDE-Device Dependent Error

2 4 QYE-Query Error

1 2 RQC-Request Control

0 1 OPC-Operation Complete

Refer to chapter 3 for a complete discussion of status.
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*ESR?
(Event Status
Register)

Note

HP 8990A

The *ESR query returns the contents of the Standard
Event Status Register.

Reading the register clears the Standard Event Status
Register.

Query Syntax: *ESR?

Returned Format:

<status><NL>

Where:

<status> ::= 0 to 255

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II*ESR?1l
ENTER 707;Event
PRINT Event
END

Table 5-2 shows the Event Status Register. The table
shows each bit in the Event Status Register and the bit
weight. When you read the Event Status Register, the
value returned is the total bit weights of all bits that are
high at the time you read the byte.
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Table 5-2. Standard Event Status Register

Bit Bit Bit Condition
Weight Name

7 128 PON 1 = an OFF to ON transition has occurred
6 64 URQ o= no front-panel key has been pressed

1 == front-panel key has been pressed
5 32 CME o= no command errors

1 =a command error has been detected
4 16 EXE o=no execution error

1 = an execution error has been detected
3 8 DDE o=no device dependent errors

1 = a device dependent error has been detected
2 4 QYE o=no query errors

1 = a query error has been detected
1 2 RQC o= request control- NOT used - always 0
0 1 ope o== operation is not complete

1 =operation is complete

o== False = Low
1 =True == High
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*IDN?
(Identification
Number)

HP 8990A

The *IDN query allows the instrument to identify itself.
It returns the string:

"HEWLETT-PACKARD,8990A,
<XXXXAYYYYY>,<MMDD>"

Where:

<XXXXAYYYYY> ::= the serial number of this
instrument.

<MMDD> ::= the software revision of this instrument.
The first two parameters represent the month, and the
second two parameters represent the day of the month.

An *IDN query must be the last query in a message.
Any queries after the *rDN query in this program
message will be ignored.

(
\

Query Syntax: *IDN?

Returned Format:

HEWLETT-PACKARD ,8990A,
XXXXAYYYYY,MMDD<NL>

Example:

DIM Id$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;"*IDN?1I
ENTER 707;Id$
PRINT Id$
END
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*1ST?
(I ndividual Status
Query)

Query Syntax:

Common Commands

The *IST query returns the current state of the IEEE
488.1 defined "ist" local message in the instrument. This
is the same information returned during a parallel poll of
the Peak Power Analyzer. The response to this query is
dependent upon the current status of the instrument

*IST?

Returned Format:

<id><NL>

Where:

<id> ::= 0 or 1

Where:

oindicates the "ist" local message is false.
1 indicates the "ist" local message is true.

Example:

OUTPUT 707;"*IST?"
ENTER 707;Id
PRINT Id
END
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*LRN?
(Learn)

Note

Note

5-12
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The *LRN query returns a program message that
contains the current state of the Peak Power Analyzer.

This command allows you to store an instrument setup
in the controller. The stored setup can then be returned
to the instrument when you want that setup at a later
time.

The format of the learn string contents may change if
the firmware version is changed. This means that the
format of the stored learn string may not be compatible
with the new firmware.

This command performs the same function as the
:SYSTEM:SETUP? query. The data can be sent to the
instrument using the :SYSTEM:SETUP command. (

The Peak Power Analyzer always returns the header
:SYSTEM:SETUP for the LRN query, whether the
current :SYSTEM:HEADER setting is ON or OFF.
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Query Syntax: *LRN?

Returned Format:

:SYSTem:SETup <setup><NL>

Where:

<setup> ::= #800001024<learn string><NL>

The learn string is 1024 data bytes in length.

Example:

DIM Lrn$ [2000J
OUTPUT 707; II*LRN? II

ENTER 707 USING "-K II ;Lrn$
END
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*OPC
(Operation
Complete)

HP 8990A

The *OPC (operation complete) command will cause
the instrument to set the operation complete bit in the
Standard Event Status Register when all pending device
operations have finished.

The *OPC query places an ASCII "I" in the output
queue when all pending device operations have finished.

{
"'-

Command Syntax: *OPC

Example:

OUTPUT 707j"*OPC"

Query Syntax: *OPC?

Returned Format:

l<NL>

Example:

OUTPUT 707;Il:AUTOSCALE;*OPC?"
ENTER 707;Op
PRINT Op
END

5-14
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WOPT?

Common Commands

The *OPT query will report the total number of
installed channels (sensor and oscilloscope), the number
of plugged in sensors, and whether or not a Sensor Check
Source is installed.

Query Syntax: *OPT?

Return Syntax:

<Channels>,<Sensors>,<Sensor Check Source><NL>

Where:

<Channels> ::= 2, 3, or 4
<Sensors> ::= 0, 1, or 2
<Sensor Check Source> ::= 0 or 1

Example:

DIM Value$[100]]
OUTPUT 707;"*OPT?"
ENTER 707;Value$
PRINT Value$
END
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*PRE
(Parallel Poll
Register Enable)

HP 8990A

The *PRE command sets the parallel poll register enable
bits.

The Parallel Poll Enable Register contains a mask value
for the bits to be enabled that can produce an "ist"
during a parallel poll. For additional information, refer
to the *IST? command in this section.

The *PRE query returns the current value.

Command Syntax: *PRE <mask>

Where:

<mask> ::= 0 to 255

Example:

OUTPUT 707j"*PRE 16"

5-16

Note This example will allow the Peak Power Analyzer to
generate an "ist" when a message is available in the
output queue. When a message is available, the MAV bit
in the Status Byte Register will be set high.
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Query Syntax: *PRE?

Returned Format:

<mask_value> <NL>

Where:

<mask_value> ::= sum of all bits that are set-O through
255.

Example:

OUTPUT 707 j ll*PRE?"
ENTER 707;Vl
Print VI
END
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*RCL
(Recall)

Note

HP 8990A

The *RCL command restores the state of the Peak
Power Analyzer from the specified internal save/recall
register. An instrument setup must have been stored
previously in the specified register. Registers 1 through
4 are general purpose and can be used with the *SAV
command. Register 0 is a special recall only register,
because it recalls the state that existed before the last
AUTOSCALE, RECALL, EeL, or TTL operation.

An error message will appear on screen if nothing has
been previously saved in the specified register.

Command Syntax: *RCL <rclJegister>

Where:

<rclJegister> ::= 0 through 4

Example:

OUTPUT 707;"*RCL 3"<NL>
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*RST
(Reset)

Common Commands

The *RST command places the Peak Power Analyzer
in a known state. Refer to Table 5-3 for the reset
conditions.

Command Syntax: *RST

Example:

OUTPUT 707;I*RST"
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Table 5-3.
Reset Conditions for the Peak Power Analyzer

5-20

Timebase Menu
reference
Time/Div
delay
timebase window

Channel Menu
Channell

Channel 2, 3, and 4
Scale
external loss
Bandwidth
Volts/Diy
offset
coupling
probe attenuation

Trigger Menu
Mode
triggering
source
level
slope
holdoff

cntr
100 J.ls
0.00 s
off

on (With sensor
connected.)
off
1 rnW/Div
odB
Auto
500mV
0.00
de
1.000:1

edge
auto
Channell
O.OW
positive
40 ns

(
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Table 5·3.
Reset Conditions for the Peak Power Analyzer

(continued)

Display Menu
Mode
persistence
Power Display
off/frame/axes/grid
connect dots
# of screens

Markers
Time markers
Amplitude markers

Carrier Frequency
chl=ch4

Waveform Math Menu
f1
f2
display
chan/mem
operator
chan/mem
function sensitivity
function offset

Waveform Memory Menu
waveform/pixel
nonvolatile
display
source

norm
minimum
linear
frame
off
1

off
off

1 GHz

off
off
off
chan 1

+
chan 1
64 mW/Div
O.OW

waveform
ml
off
chan 1
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Table 5-3.
Reset Conditions for the Peak Power Analyzer

(continued)

Define Meas Menu
meas/def/limit meas
meas
continuous on
statistics off
meas def
definition standard
meas limit
test off
set risetime
fail if > 50.0000 s
or if < 1.000 ns
save to off
after fail stop

Utility Menu
HP-m Menu /

form feed off
(

~,., A _

paper length 11 in.
dicker on
check source pulse

(
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·SAV
(SAVE)

Common Commands

The *SAV command stores the current state of the Peak
Power Analyzer in an internal save register. The data
parameter is the number of the save register where the
data will be saved. Internal registers 1 through 4 are
valid for this command.

Command Syntax: *SAV <saveJegister>

Where:

<saveJegister> ::= 1 through 4

Example:

OUTPUT 707;"*SAV 311
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*SRE
(Service Request
Enable)

Command Syntax:

Note

5·24
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The *SRE command sets the Service Request Enable
Register bits. The Service Request Enable Register
contains a mask value for the bits to be enabled in the
Status Byte Register. A one in the Service Request
Enable Register will enable the corresponding bit in the
Status Byte Register, a zero will disable the bit. Refer
to Table 5-5 for the bits in the Service Request Enable
Register and what they mask.

The *SRE query returns the current value.

*SRE <mask>

Where:

<mask> ::= 0 to 255

Example:

OUTPUT 707;"*SRE 1611

This example enables a service request to be generated
when a message is available in the output queue. When
a message is available the MAV bit will be high.
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Query Syntax:

Common Commands

*SRE?

Returned Format:

<mask><NL>

Where:

<mask> ::= sum of all bits that are set-O through 255

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II*SRE?1l
ENTER 707;Value
PRINT Value
END

Table 5-4. Service Request Enable Register

Service Request Enable Register
(High -Enables the SRE bit)

Bit Weight Enables

7 128 not used

6 64 RQS-Request Service

5 32 ESB-Event Status Bit

4 16 MAV-Message Available

3 8 LTF-Limit Test Fail

2 4 MSG-Message

1 2 LCL-Local

0 1 TRG-Trigger
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*STB
(Status Byte)

Note

HP 8990A

The *STB query returns the current value of the
instrument's status byte. The MSS (Master Summary
Status) bit is reported on bit 6 instead of the RQS
(request service) bit. The MSS indicates whether or not
the device has at least one reason for requesting service.
Refer to Table 5-6 for the meaning of the bits in the
status byte.

To read the instrument's status byte with RQS reported
on bit 6, use the HP-IB Serial Poll.

Query Syntax: *STB?

Returned Format:

<value><NL>

Where: .

<value> ::= 0 through 255 (integer-NRl)

Example:

OUTPUT 707; "*STB?"
ENTER 707;Value
PRINT Value
END

5-26
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Table 5-5,_ The Status Byte Register

Common Commands

Bit Bit Bit Condition
Weight Name

7 128 - 0= not used
6 64 RQSjMSS o= instrument has no reason for service

1 = instrument is requesting service
5 32 ESB o=no event status conditions have occurred

1 = an enabled event status condition has occurred
4 16 MAV o= no output messages are ready

1 =an output message is ready
3 8 LTF o= no limit test has failed

1 =limit test has failed
2 4 MSG o= no message has been displayed

1 =message has been displayed
1 2 LeL o= a remote-to-local transition has not occurred

1 = a remote-to-Iocal transition has occurred
0 1 TRG o=no trigger has occurred

1 = a trigger has occurred

o= False = Low
1 =True =High
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*TRG
(Trigger)

HP 8990A

The *TRG command has the same effect as the Group
Execute Trigger (GET). That effect is as if the Root
Level Command RUN had been sent.

The *TRG command performs the same function as the
front panel (SINGLE) key when :TIMEBASE:MODE is set
to SINGLE, and it performs the same function ·as the
front panel (RUN) key when :TIMEBASE:MODE is set to
AUTO or TRIGGERED.

Command Syntax: *TRG

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II*TRG II
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*TST?
(Test)

Note

Common Commands

The *TST query causes the Peak Power Analyzer to
perform a self-test. The result of the test will be placed
in the output queue.

Prior to sending this command all front panel inputs
must be disconnected.

If either vertical cal or delay cal have failed, the *TST?
query will fail. For more information about vertical cal
and delay cal, refer to the "instr cal menu" portion of
the Utility Menu in the Operating Manual.

A 0 indicates the test passed and a non-zero value
indicates the test failed.

If a test fails refer to the troubleshooting section of the
Peak Power Analyzer Service Manual.
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Query Syntax: *TST?

Returned Format:

<result> <NL>

Where:

<result> ::= 0 or non-zero value

Where:

oindicates the test passed.
Non-zero indicates the test failed.

Example:

OUTPUT 707;1I*TST?1I
ENTER 707;Result
PRINT Result
END
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·WAI
(Wait)

Common Commands

The *WAI command has no function in the Peak Power
Analyzer, but is parsed for compatibility with other
instruments.

/

[
\

Command Syntax: *WAI

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II*WAI"
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6
Root Level Commands

Introduction Root Level commands control many of the basic
operations of the Peak Power Analyzer. These
commands are always recognized by the parser if they
are prefixed with a colon, regardless of current command
tree position. They are also recognized at the beginning
of each new program message, which is more common.
After executing a root level command, the parser is
positioned at the root of the command tree. Figure 6-1
lists the root level command syntax diagrams.
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chcnne '-"urn 1-......--...-.1

Figure 6·1. Root Level Commands Syntax Diagrams
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Figure 6·1. Root Level Commands Syntax Diagrams (continued)
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chcnnel-nurn ~-r-~

chonne l-nurn 1-----.----

(

pmernory-num

functlon-num

functton-num

pmemory-num t----~

wmemory-num

wmemory-num

wmemory..1lum

channel_num = an integer 1 through 4
function_num = an integer 1 or 2
wmemory_num = an integer 1 through 4
pmemory_Rum = an integer 1 or 2

Figure 6-1. Root Level Commands Syntax Diagrams (continued)
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AUToscale

Root Level Commands

The AUTOSCALE command causes the Peak Power
Analyzer to evaluate all input signals and set the
optimum conditions to display the signals. Autoscale is
aborted by returning the Peak Power Analyzer to local
and pressing any key or turning the knob. When the
AUTOSCALE command is sent, the following conditions
are set:

vertical sensitivity;

vertical offset j (Channels 2 and 3)

trigger, to edge mode with minimum persistence;

trigger level, holdoff, and slope;

sweep speed of the displayed channel; and

display to linear mode

In addition, the AUTOSCALE command turns off:

markers;

all measurements;

functions;

windows; and

memories

If signals are present on more than one vertical input,
the sweep triggers on channel 2 if a signal is present on
that channel. If a signal is not present on channel 2, the
Peak Power Analyzer triggers on channel 3 if a signal is
present on that channel. If a signal is not present on
channel 3, the Peak Power Analyzer triggers on channel
1 if a signal is present on that channel, or on channel 4 if
no other signals are found. If no signals are found on any
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Note

Command Syntax:

6-6

HP 8990A

vertical input, the Peak Power Analyzer is returned to
its former state.

When using AUTOSCALE, it is not necessary to use the
Common Command *OPC (Operation Complete). The
Peak Power Analyzer does not allow another operation
to begin until autoscale is complete.

A measurement command (Measure Subsystem)
immediately following an autoscale may fail. The
acquisition which is automatically initiated by autoscale
may not be completed by the time the measurement
command is executed. Refer to the Measure Subsystem
for the correct procedure to follow when making a
measurement after autoscale or any other command.

Under certain conditions, executing autoscale repeatedly
on the same signal may produce a different sweep speed
each time.

:AUToscale

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:AUTOSCALE II
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BEEPer

Root Level Commands

The BEEPER command sets the beeper mode, which
controls the sound of the Peak Power Analyzer during
most front panel key inputs. The beeper can be set to
on or off. If the BEEPER command is sent without an
argument, the beeper will be sounded without affecting
the current beeper mode.

The BEEPER query returns the current state of the
beeper mode.

Command Syntax: :BEEPer {{ON II} I {OFF I OJ}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;":BEEPER i"

Query Syntax: :BEEPer?

Returned Format:

[:BEEPer] {I I O}<NL>

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:BEEP?1I
ENTER 107;Click
PRINT Click
END
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BLANk

HP 8990A

The BLANK command causes the Peak Power
Analyzer to turn off (stop displaying) the specified
channel, function, pixel memory, or waveform
memory. To blank a channel display, use the
command :BLANK CHANNEL{lj2j314}. To blank a
waveform memory display, use the command :BLANK
WMEMORY{1!21314}. To blank a pixel memory
display, use the command :BLANK PMEMORY{112},
and to blank a function, use the command :BLANK
FUNCTION{112}.

To turn on (start displaying) a specified channel,
function, pixel memory, or waveform memory, refer to
the Root Level Command:VIEW.

Command Syntax: :BLANk <display>

Where:

<display> ::= {CHANnel{l I 2 I 3 14} I FUNCtion{l I
2} I WMEMory{l 1213 14} I PMEMory{112 }}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:BLANK CHANNEL1 11
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DIGitize

Note

Note

Root Level Commands

The DIGITIZE command is used to acquire waveform
data for transfer over the bus. It causes an acquisition to
take place on the specified channel(s) with the resulting
data being placed in the channel buffer.

The ACQUIRE subsystem commands are used to set
up conditions such as TYPE, number' of POINTS,
and COUNT for the next DIGITIZE command. See
the ACQUIRE subsystem for a description of these
commands,

The ACQUIRE subsystem commands will affect how
long a digitize will takej some combinations of commands
can cause a digitize to take an unreasonably long time
to complete. For additional information, refer to the
COMPLETE command in the ACQUIRE subsystem.

To determine the actual number of points that are
acquired and how the data will be transferred, refer to
the WAVEFORM Subsystem commands.

Only the channel(s) which are being digitized will be
displayed; the other channels are turned off. Digitizing a
channel that was previously off results in that channel
being turned on and left on.

When the Digitize operation is complete, the Peak
Power Analyzer is placed in the stopped mode. When
the instrument is restarted with a RUN command or
the front panel RUN key, the digitized data stored in
the channel buffers is overwritten. Therefore, ensure all
operations (for example, measurements) that require the
digitized data are completed before restarting the Peak
Power Analyzer.
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Note

Command Syntax:
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Additional DIGITIZE commands after the first digitize
will run quicker if no instrument state parameters are
changed. The digitize process is further improved if all
channels that are to be digitized are done so with a
single command line.

The sources for the :DIGITIZE command are channels 1
through 4.

When using DIGITIZE, it is not necessary to use the
Common Command *OPC (Operation Complete). The
Peak Power Analyzer does not allow another operation
to begin until a digitize is complete.

When Option 001, Single Sensor Input, is installed,
channel 4 can't be specified. Error -360, "Missing a
Baseband Board" is placed in the error queue when an
attempt is made to specify channel 4.

:DIGitize CHANnel<N>[,CHANnel<N>,
CHANnel<N>,CHANnel<N>]

Where:

<N> ::= 1,2,3, or 4.

Example:

OUTPUT 707;":DIGITIZE CHANNEL1,CHANNEL2"

/
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EOI
(End or Identify)

Note

Root Level Commands

The EOI command specifies whether or not the last
byte of a reply from the Peak Power Analyzer is to be
sent with the EOI HP-IB control line set true or not
true. The last byte of a response is usually a "new line"
character, ASCII decimallO (LF). EOr is set to ON
after a key-down-power-up reset.

EOI must be turned on for response messages to be in
compliance with IEEE 488.2.

The EOr query returns the current state of EOL

Command Syntax: :EOI {{ON II} I {OFF I O}}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:EOI OFF II

Query Syntax: :EOI?

Returned Format:

[:EOI] {I I O}<NL>

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:EOI1 11

ENTER 707;End
PRINT End
END
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ERASe

Note

HP 8990A

The ERASE command erases a specified pixel memory. (

Erasing pixel memory 0 is a special case which is the
same as pressing the (CLEAR DISPLAY 1front-panel key. If
the Peak Power Analyzer is running and being triggered
and ERASE PMEMORYO is executed, the instrument
will momentarily stop acquiring data, clear the CRT,
and then continue with data acquisition.

Erasing pixel memory 1 or 2 clears the specified pixel
memory and anything on the display from that pixel
memory.

Once you erase pixel memory 1 or 2, there is no way to
retrieve the original information.

Command Syntax: :ERASe {PMEMoryO I PMEMoryl I PMEMory2}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:ERASE PMEMORY1 11
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LER?
(Local Event
Register)

Query Syntax:

Root Level Commands

The LER query allows the LeL (Local) Event Register
to be read. After the LeL Event Register is read, it is
cleared. A "one" indicates a remote to local transition
has taken place due to the front-panel (LOCAL) key being
pressed. A "zero" indicates a remote to local transition
has not taken place.

Once this bit is set, it can only be cleared by reading the
Event Register or sending a *CLS command.

A Service Request (SRQ) can only be generated when
the bit transitions from 0 to 1. Therefore, the bit must
be cleared each time you would like a new Service
Request to be generated.

:LER?

Returned Format:

[:LER] {II O}<NL>

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:LER?1I
ENTER 707;Event
PRINT Event
END
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LTER?
(Limit Test Event
Register)

HP 8990A

The LTER query allows the Limit Test Event Register
to be read. The Limit Test Event Register contains the
Limit Test Fail bit. This bit is set when the limit test is
active, and a limit test has failed. After the Limit Test
Event Register is read, it is cleared.

A Service Request (SRQ) can only be generated when
the bit transitions from 0 to 1. Therefore, the bit must
be cleared each time you would like a new Service
Request to be generated.

Query Syntax: :LTER?

Returned Format:

[:LTER] {l I O}<NL>

Exampl~:

OUTPUT 707;II:LTER?1I
ENTER 707;Lmt
PRINT Lmt

END
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MENU

Root Level Commands

The MENU command selects one of the 11 menus on the
front panel.

The MENU query returns the current menu.

Command Syntax: :MENU <name><NL>

Where:

<name> ::= {TIMebase I CHANnel ITRIGger I
DISPlay I {MARKer I DELTa} I FREQuency I MATH I
SAV"E I MEASure I UTILity I SHOW}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;":MENU DISPLAYlI

Query Syntax: :MENU?
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6·16

HP 8990A

Returned Format:

[:MENU] <name><NL>

Where:

<name> ::= {TIMebase I CHANnel I TRIGger I
DISPlay I DELTal I FREQuencyl MATH I SAVE2 I
MEASure I UTILity I SHOW}

IDELTA is returned for the MARKER menu. DELTA is
provided for compatibility with other instruments.

2SAVE is returned for the WAVEFORM MEMORY
menu. SAVE is provided for compatibility with other
instruments..

Example:

DIM Menu$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;II:MENU?1I
ENTER 707;Menu$
PRINT Menu$
END



HP 8990A

MERGe

Root Level Commands

The MERGE command stores the contents of the active
display into the specified pixel memory. The pixel
memories are PMEMORY lor 2.

This command has an identical function as the "add
to memory" key in the pixel menu of the Waveform
Memory menu.

(
\

Command Syntax: :MERGe {PMEMoryl IPMEMory2}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;Il:MERGE PMEMory2"
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PRINt?

Query Syntax:

HP 8990A

The PRINT query outputs a copy of the display over (
HP-IB as soon as the Peak Power Analyzer is addressed
to talk.

The output includes the displayed waveforms, the
graticule, time and amplitude markers, trigger setup, and
measurement results.

:PRINt?

The following examples describe two ways to output
the display data over HP-IB. In the first example, the
controller directs the flow of data from the Peak Power
Analyzer to the printer. In the second example, the
controller takes a more active role. The display data
is first sent to the controller, and then the controller
outputs the data to the printer.

First Example:

10 OUTPUT 707;":HARDCOPY:PAGE AUTOMATIC"
20 OUTPUT 707;II:PRINT?1l
30 SEND 7; UNT UNL
40 ! Devices on interface stop talking and listening.
50 SEND 7;LISTEN 1
60 ! Printer is set to listen.
70 SEND 7;TALK 7
80 ! Peak Poyer Analyzer is set to talk.
90 SEND 7;DATA
100 ! Svitch to data mode.
110 END
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Second Example:

10 DIM Dump$[32765J
20 !Load raster dump commands into this array.
30 ASSIGN ~Buffer TO BUFFER [35000J
40 !Ray bits are read into this buffer
50 ASSIGN ~Spike TO 707
60 !Access to instrument through I/O path
70 ASSIGN ~Printer TO 701
80 !Access to printer through I/O path
90 !
100 CLEAR SC(~Spike)

110 !Interface clear out any previous attempts
120 OUTPUT ~Spike;"EOI ON"
130 !Instrument send last byte of message with
140 !EOl set.
150 OUTPUT ~Spike;"PRINT?1I

160 !Tell instrument to dump display image
170 !
180 DISP "Reading image from instrument .. 11

190 !Tell operator ye are waiting for data.
200 TRANSFER ~Spike TO ~Buffer;ENDtWAIT

210 !Read and wait until an EOl comes in.
220 DlSP
230 !Clear message, we now have the data in
240 !buffer
250
260 DlSP "Dumping to printer ... 11

270 TRANSFER ~Buffer TO ~Printer;WAIT

280 !Copy buffer contents over HP-IB to printer
290 DISP
300 !Clear display message, transfer now finished.
310
320 END
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RUN

HP 8990A

The RUN command acquires data for the active
waveform display. The data is acquired in the manner
defined by the timebase subsystem.

If the timebase subsystem MODE is set to SINGLE, the
RUN command enables the trigger once and displays the
acquired data on the CRT. This also occurs when the
front panel (SINGLE) key is pressed, and the instrument is
STOPPED.

If the timebase subsystem MODE is set to AUTO or
TRIGGERED, the RUN command enables the trigger
repeatedly and displays the data it acquires after each
trigger continuously on the CRT. This is the same thing
that happens when the front panel [RUN) key is pressed.
See the :TIMEBASE:MODE command for a description
of the various modes.

Command Syntax: :RUN

Example:

OUTPUT 707;I1:RUNII
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SOURce

Note

Root Level Commands

The SOURCE command controls the Sensor Check
Source. The Sensor Check Source is either off, CW, or
pulsed. At power-up or preset, the Sensor Check Source
defaults to pulse.

The SOURCE query returns the current state of the
Sensor Check Source.

Settling time for the Sensor Check Source is two to three
seconds.

Command Syntax :SOURCE {OFF I PULSed leW}

Example

OUTPUT 707;IJ:SOURce PULSEDII

Query Syntax :SOURCE?

Returned Format

[:SOURCE] {OFF I PULSed I CW}<NL>

Example

DIM Souree$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;II:S0URCE?"
ENTER 707;Source$
PRINT Source$
END
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STOP

HP 8990A

The STOP command causes the Peak Power Analyzer
to stop acquiring data for the active display. The
command does not have any effect if a DIGITIZE is
being performed.

The RUN command must be executed to restart the
acquisition.

Command Syntax: :STOP

Example:

OU1'PUT 707;II:STOplI
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STORe

Note

Command Syntax:

Root Level Commands

The STORE command moves a channel, function, or
stored waveform to an internal waveform memory. This
command has two parameters. The first is the source
of the waveform. The source can be specified as any
channel, function, or waveform. memory. The second
parameter is the destination of the waveform which can
only be waveform memories 1 through 4.

When Option 001, Single Sensor Input, is installed, the
advisory "no valid data ... nothing stored" is displayed
on the front panel when an attempt is made to store
channel 4.

:STORe <source>,<destination>

where:

<source> ::= {CHANnel{l 12 I 3 \4} I FUNCtion{l\ 2} I
WMEMory{112 I 3\4}}
<destination> ::= WMEMory {l I 2 13 14}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;Il:STORE CHANNEL2,WMEMORY4 1l
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TER?
(Trigger Event
Register)

Note

HP 8990A

The TER query allows the Trigger Event Register to
be read. When the Trigger Event Register is read, it is
cleared. A "one" indicates a trigger has occurred. A
"zero" indicates a trigger has not occurred.

If a trigger event is not found and the sweep is
auto-triggering, this bit will not be set.

A Service Request (SRQ) can only be generated when
the bit transitions from 0 to 1; therefore, the bit must be
cleared each time you would like an new Service Request
to be generated.

Query Syntax: :TER?

Returned Format:

[:TER] {I I O}<NL>

Example:

OUTPUf 707;II:TER?1I
ENTER 707;Trg_event
PRINT Trg_event
END
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VIEW

Note

Root Level Commands

The VIEW command causes the Peak Power Analyzer
to turn on (start displaying) an active channel, function,
pixel memory, or waveform memory.

If you want to display a channel, use the command
:VIEW CHANnel{l I 2 I 3 I 4}. If you want to display a
pixel memory, use the parameter :VIEW PMEMory{l
I 2}. To display a function, send the command :VIEW
FUNCtion{l I 2}.

The BLANK command causes the Peak Power Analyzer
to turn off (stop displaying) a specified channel, function,
pixel memory, or waveform memory_

When Option 001, Single Sensor Input, is installed,
channel 4 can't be specified. Error -360, "Missing a
Baseband Board" is placed in the error queue when an
attempt is made to specify channel 4.

Command Syntax: :VIEW {CHANnel{l I 2 13 14} I FUNCtion{ll 2} I
PMEMory{l I 2} I WMEMory{l I 2 I 3 I4}}

Example:

OUTPUT 707; II : VIEW CHANNEL1It
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System Subsystem

Introduction System subsystem commands control the way in which
query responses are formatted, simulate front panel key
presses, and enable reading and writing to the advisory
line of the instrument.

Refer to Figure 7-1 for System Command syntax
diagrams.
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7-2

dsp_arg = any quoted string
key_arg = keycode 1 through 45
block_data = data in IEEE 488.2 # format

Figure 7·1. System Subsystem Syntax Diagrams



HP 8990A

DSP

Command Syntax:

System Subsystem

The :SYSTEM:DSP command writes a quoted string,
excluding delimiting quotes, to the advisory line (line 1)
of the CRT.

The DSP query returns the last string written to the
advisory line. This may be a string written with a DSP
command, an internally generated advisory, or an error
message.

The string is actually read from the message queue
which is one message deep. The message queue is cleared
when it is read. Therefore, the displayed message can
only be read once over the bus.

:SYSTem:DSP <quoted ASCII string>

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:SYSTEM:DSP III1This is a message llllll
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Query Syntax: :SYSTem:DSP?

Returned Format:

[SYSTem:DSPJ <string><NL>

Where:

<string> ::= string response data containing the last
information written on the advisory line

Example:

DIM Display$[100]
OUTPUT 707;IISYSTEM:DSP?1I
ENTER 707;Display$
PRINT Display$
END

7·4
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ERRor?

Note

Query Syntax:

System Subsystem

The :SYSTEM:ERROR query outputs the next error
number in the error queue over HP-IB. The Peak Power
Analyzer has an error queue that is 30 errors deep
and operates on a first-in, first-out basis. Successively
sending the query, :SYSTEM:ERROR?, returns the
error numbers in the order that they. occurred until the
queue is empty. IT the error queue overflows, error -350
is returned. When the error queue is empty, any further
queries return zeros until another error occurs.

When the NUMBER parameter is used in the query,
only the numeric error code is output. When the
STRING parameter is used, the error number is
output followed by a comma and a quoted string. IT
no parameter is specified, the numeric error code is
output. No parameter specified is the same as specifying
NUMBER.

See Table 7-1 for the ERROR numbers.

For an explanation of error codes +9.99999E+37 and
-9.99999E+37, refer to "Measurement Error" at the
beginning of Chapter 15, Measure Subsystem.

:SYSTem:ERRor? {NUMBer I STRing I (no_param)}

Returned Format:

[:SYSTem:ERRor] <error>[,<quoted string>]<NL>

Where:

<error> ::= an integer error code
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<quoted string> ::= an alpha string specifying
the error condition

Example:

DIM Emsg$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;II:SYSTEM:ERROR?1I
ENTER 707;Emsg$
PRINT Emsg$
END

Table 7..1. Error Messages

7·6

Error Number

10
11
12
20
70

-100
-101
-110
-111
-120
-121
-123
-129
-130
-131
-132
-133
-134
-139
-142
-143
-144
-145
-146
-147
-149

Description

Data invalidated
Questionable horizontal scaling
Edges required not found
Invalid on/off parameter
Ram write protected
Command error (unknown command)
Invalid character received
Command header error
Header delimiter error
Numeric argument error
Wrong data type (numeric expected)
Numeric overflow
Missing numeric argument
Non-numeric argument error
Wrong data type (char expected)
Wrong data type (string expected)
Wrong data type (block expected)
Data Overflow: string or block to long
Missing non-numeric argument
Too many arguments
Argument delimiter error
Invalid message unit delimiter
Invalid suffix for power
Invalid suffix for volts
Valid only for voltages
Valid only for power channel

(~:.
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Table 7-1. Error Messages (continued)

Error Nmnber

-150

-200
-201
-202
-203
-211
-212
-221
-222
-232
-233

-300
-301
-302
-303
-310
-311
-312
-313
-320
-321
-322
-330
-340

Description

Valid only for voltage channel

No Can Do (generic execution error)
Not executable in local mode
Settings lost due to rtl or power on*
Trigger ignored
Legal command) but settings conflict
Argument out of range
Busy doing something else
Insufficient capability or configuration
Output buffer full or overflow
Power Sensor is missing or unusable

Device failure
Interrupt fault
System error
Time out
RAM error
RAM failure (hard error)
RAM data loss (soft error)
Calibration data loss
ROM error
ROM checksum
Hardware and firmware incompatible
Power on test failed
Self test failed
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Table 7-1. Error Messages (continued)

Error Number Description

-350 Too Many Errors (error queue overflow)
-360 Missing a baseband board
-370 Bad sensor data checksum
-371 Unknown sensor data format
-372 Sensor data read failure
-373 Sensor data write failure

-400 Query Error (generic)
-410 Query INTERRUPTED
-420 Query UNTERMINATED
-421 Query received, Indefinite block response

in progress
-422 Addressed to Talk, Nothing to Say
-430 Query DEADLOCKED

*rtl= remote
to local
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HEADer

Note

System Subsystem

The :SYSTEM:HEADER command tells the Peak
Power Analyzer whether or not to output a header for
query responses. When HEADER is set to ON, query
responses will include the command header.

The HEADER command does not affect the header
returned by the *LRN? query. The header for this query
is always returned whether the HEADER command is
set to on or off.

The HEADER query returns the state of the HEADER
command.

Command Syntax: :SYSTem:HEADer {{ ON II} I { OFF I 0 }}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:SYSTEM:HEADER ON II

Query Syntax: :SYSTem:HEADer?

Returned Format:

[:SYSTem:HEADer] {l I 0 }<NL>

Where:

1 ::= ON
0::= OFF
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Example:

DIM Hdr$[100]
OUTPUT 707;I1:SYSTEM:HEADER?1t
ENTER 707;Hdr$
PRINT Hdr$
END

The following example shows the response to the query
:CHANNEL1:RANGE? with the headers on and off.

Headers ON; longform ON:
Headers ONj longform OFF:
Headers OFF:

:CHANNEL1:RANGE +4.00000E-07
:CHAN1:RANG +4.00000E-07
+4.00000E-07

Note

7-10

Headers should be turned off when returning values
to numeric variables. For more information, refer to
Chapter 1, Introduction to Programming the HP 8990A
Peak Power Analyzer.
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KEY

Note

System Subsystem

The :SYSTEM:KEY command simulates the pressing
of a specified front panel key. Key commands may be
sent over the HP-IB in any order that are legal key
presses from the front paneL Make sure the Peak Power
Analyzer is in the desired state before executing the
KEY command.

The KEY query returns the key code for the last key
pressed from the front panel or the last simulated key
press over the HP-IB. Key codes range from 1 to 45; zero
represents no key and is returned after power up.

Some Utility Menu functions may act unpredictably if
accessed with the KEY command. The HP-IB may lock
up until the function is complete.

Concerning portability, softkey positions may change
with a firmware revision.

Refer to Table 7-2 for key codes.

Command Syntax: :SYSTem:KEY <keycode>

Where:

<keycode> ::= 1 to 45

Example:

OUTPUT 707;":SYSTEM:KEY 2"
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Query Syntax: :SYSTem:KEY?

Returned Format:

[:SYSTem:KEY] <keycode><NL>

Where:

<keycode> ::= 0 through 45 (integer-NRI format)

Example:

DIM Input$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;II:SYSTEM:KEY?11
ENTER 707;Input$
PRINT Input$
END

7·12
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Table 7·2.
Peak Power Analyzer Front-Panel Key Codes

Key Key Key Key
Code Code

Menus-TIMEBASE 1 FINE 17

Menus-CHAN/VERT 2 sW 18

Menus-TRIG 3 msmW 19

Menus-DISPLAY 4 Jl.s p.W 20

Menus-MARKERS 5 nsnW 21

Menus-WFORM MATH 6 CLEAR 22

Menus-WFORM MEMORY 7 Shift (blue key) 23

Menus-DEFINE MEAS 8 "-"(minus) 24

Menus-UTIL 9 "." (decimal pt.) 25

Function Select 1 10 0 26

Function Select 2 11 1 27

Function Select 3 12 2 28

Function Select 4 13 3 29

Function Select 5 14 4 30

Function Select 6 15 5 31

Function Select 7 16 6 32
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Table 7-2.
Peak Power Analyzer Front-Panel Key Codes

(continued)

Key Key Key Key
Code Code

7 33 HARDCOPY 40

8 34 AUTOSCALE 41

9 35 RECALL 42

RUN/STOP 36 SAVE 43

SINGLE 37 SHOW 44

CLEAR DISPLAY 38 Menus-CARRIER FREQ 45

LOCAL 39 no key 0

The function select keys are at the right of the CRT and
are numbered from the top (10) to the bottom (16).
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LONGform

Note

System Subsystem

The :SYSTEM:LONGFORM command sets the
longform variable which tells the Peak Power Analyzer
how to format query responses. If the LONGFORM
command is set to OFF, command headers and alpha
arguments are sent from the Peak Power Analyzer in
the short form. If the LONGFORM command is set to
ON, the whole word will be output. This command does
not affect the input data messages to the Peak Power
Analyzer. Headers and arguments may be sent to the
Peak Power Analyzer in either the longform or shortform
regardless of how the LONGFORM command is set. For
more information, refer to the HEADER command in
this chapter.

The LONGFORM query returns the state of the
LONGFORM command.

Even though the command can be sent using an alpha or
numeric argument, the response is always a 1 or 0 (1 for
ON, 0 for OFF).

Command Syntax: :SYSTetn:LONGform {{ ON II} I { OFF I 0 }}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:SYST:LONG ON U
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Query Syntax: :SYSTem:LONGform?

Returned Format:

[:SYSTem:LONGform]{l I O}<NL>

Where:

1 ::= ON
a ::= OFF

Example:

DIM Long$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;":SYSTEM:LONGFORM?1I
ENTER 707;Long$
PRINT Long$
END

7-16
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POWER:UNIT

Note

Note

System Subsystem

The POWER:UNIT command only has an affect on
channels 1 and 4

The :SYSTem:POWER:UNIT command sets the
measurement units to either watts (linear) or dBm (log).

The POWER:UNIT query returns the current
measurement units.

The Peak Power Analyzer performs all calculations on
linear values. If log mode (dBm) has been selected,
the results of the calculations are converted prior to
displaying or outputting the data. The ability to select
linear or log units was added as a convenience for the
user.

The POWER:UNIT command does not affect the units
for waveform data. Waveform data sent over the bus is
always linear.

/

i

Command Syntax: :SYSTem:POWER:UNIT {DBM I WATTs}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:SYST:POWER:UNIT WATTSII
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Query Syntax: :SYSTem:POWER:UNIT?

Returned Format:
(o/'~-'

[:SYSTem:POWER:UNIT]{DBM I WATTS}<NL> \

7-18

Note IT the :SYSTem:LONGform command is off, a query will
return WATT if watts is the current unit.

Example:

DIM Unit$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;1I:SYSTEM:POWER:UNIT?1l
ENTER 707;Unit$
PRINT Unit$
END

('
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SETup

Note

System SUbsystem

The :SYSTEM:SETUP command sets the Peak Power
Analyzer as defined by the data in a previously obtained
learn string sent from the Peak Power Analyzer to the
controller. The setup string contains 1024 bytes of setup
data. The 1024 bytes do not include the header or
"#800001024" .

The SETUP query outputs the current Peak Power
Analyzer setup in the form of a learn string to the
controller. The SETUP query operates in the same
manner as the *LRN? query. Unlike the *LRN? query,
the header for the SETUP query can be turned off.

As discussed in Chapter 1, Introduction to Programming
the HP 8990A Peak Power Analyzer, the learn string is
sent and received as a binary block of data. The format
for the data transmission is the # format defined in the
IEEE 488.2 specification.

The format of the learn string contents may change if
the firmware version is changed. This means that the
format of the stored learn string may not be compatible
with the new firmware.

Command Syntax: :SYSTem:SETup <setup>

Example:

OUTPUT 707;t1:SYSTEM:SETUP <setup>"

Where:

<setup> ::= #800001024<setup data string>
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Query Syntax:

Note

7·20
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:SYSTem:SETup?

Returned Format:

[:SYSTem:SETup] <setup><NL>

Where:

<setup> ::= #800001024<setup data string>

Example:

10 DIM Set$[2000]
20 !Setup the instrument as desired
30 OUTPUT 707;II:SYST:HEAD OFF"
40 OUTPUT 707;II:SYSTEM:SETUP?1I
50 !Transfer the instrument setup to controller
60 ENTER 707 USING Il-KII ;Set$ !Store the setup
70 PAUSE !Change the setup as desired
80 OUTPUT 707 USING 1I#,KII ;Il:SYST:SETUP Il;Set$
90 !Returns the instrument to the first setup (
100 END

The logical order for this instruction entails sending the
query first and following it with the command at a time
of your choosing. The query causes the learn string to be
sent to the controller, and the command causes the learn
string to be returned to the Peak Power Analyzer.

The query saves the instrument state in the controller as
opposed to an internal instrument state register.
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Introduction

Note

The ACQUIRE subsystem command~ set up conditions
for executing a DIGITIZE root level command to acquire
waveform data. This subsystem selects the type of data,
the number of averages, and the number of data points.
See Figure 8-1 for the ACQUIRE subsystem syntax
diagrams.

The on-screen time is divided into one of a few
possible number of horizontal time points as defined
by the :ACQUIRE:POINTS command. Each of these
increments in time is referred to as a time bucket with
each time bucket having a fixed time interval associated
with it.

The ACQUIRE subsystem is also the HP-IB control for
two display parameters: Display Mode and Number of
Averages. There is a coupling between the front panel
and the ACQUIRE subsystem parameters. This means
that when the HP-IB parameters for ACQUIRE TYPE
or COUNT are changed, the Display Menu changes.
Also, when the Display Menu parameters change, the
HP-IB parameters change.
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(Normal)
Persistence
mode

Averaging
Mode

8..2

HP 8990A

The :ACQUIRE:TYPE NORMAL command sets
the Peak Power Analyzer to the variable persistence
mode. The front panel user activates the same
mode by selecting the Display menu and setting the
display mode to Normal. The persistence time is set
via the bus in the DISPLAY subsystem using the
:DISPLAY:PERSISTENCE command.

The :ACQUIRE:COUNT command can be set in this
mode, but has no impact on the current display mode
or digitized waveform. The :ACQUIRE:COUNT query
always returns a 1 in normal mode.

The :ACQUIRE:TYPE AVERAGE command sets the
Peak Power Analyzer to the Averaging-mode.

COUNT can be set in AVERAGE mode by sending the
:ACQUIRE:COUNT command followed by the number
of averages. In this mode, the value is rounded to the
nearest p~wer of 2, which determines the number of
averages that must be acquired.

To activate the averaging mode from the front panel,
select the Display men"Q., and then, select Average.
Changing the number of averages changes the COUNT
value.
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Envelope Mode

Acquire Subsystem

The :ACQUIRE:TYPE ENVELOPE command sets the
Peak Power Analyzer to the Envelope mode. In envelope
mode, two waveforms are kept, one for the top part
of the waveform and the other for the bottom of the
waveform.

A COUNT value can be set in the envelope mode. This
value determines the number of values to be used at
each time point when constructing the envelope. The
COUNT value cannot be set from the front panel in
envelope mode.

To activate the Envelope mode from the front panel,
select the Display menu, and then, select the Envelope
mode.
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comp I e h_arg 1------....,

complete_arg ::= An integer, 0 through 100.

count_arg ::= An integer, 1 to 2048. It specifies the
number of values to average for each time point when
in averaged mode, or the number of hits per each time
point to form the envelope in Envelope Acquisition
mode.

points_arg ::= 32, 64, 128, 256, 500, 512, or 1024.

Figure 8·1. Acquire Subsystem Syntax Diagrams
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COMPlete

Note

Acquire Subsystem

The :ACQUIRE:COMPLETE command specifies the
completion criteria for an acquisition. The parameter
determines what percentage of the time buckets need to
be "full" before an acquisition is considered complete.
If you are in the NORMAL mode, the Peak Power
Analyzer only needs one data bit per time bucket for
that time bucket to be considered full. In order for the
time bucket to be considered full in the AVERAGE or
ENVELOPE modes, a specified number of data points
(COUNT) must be acquired.

The range for the COMPLETE command is an integer
oto 100 inclusive and indicates the percentage of time
buckets that must be "full" before the acquisition is
considered complete. H the complete value is set to
100%, all time buckets must contain at least one sample
for the acquisition to be considered complete. If the
complete value is set to 0, then one acquisition cycle
takes place.

With an extremely fast or slow timebase setting,
a DIGITIZE may take an unreasonably long time
to complete. To reduce completion times, decrease
the percent COMPLETE, or reduce the resolution
by changing the timebase, the number of POINTS
requested, and the COUNT.

The COMPLETE query returns the completion criteria
for the currently selected mode.
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Command Syntax: :ACQuire:COMPlete <camp>

Where:

<camp> ::= ato 100 percent

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:ACQUIRE:COMPLETE 85 11

Query Syntax: :ACQuire:COMPlete?

Returned Format:

[:ACQuire:COMPlete] <comp><NL>

Where:

<comp> ::= 0 to 100 (integer-NRI format)

Example:

DIM Cmp$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;II:ACQUIRE:COMPLETE?1I
ENTER 707;Cmp$
PRINT Cmp$
END

8-6
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COL'Nt

Command Syntax:

Acquire Subsystem

In average mode, the :ACQUIRE:COUNT command
specifies the number of values to be averaged for each
time bucket before the acquisition is considered complete
for that time bucket.

When acquisition type is set to NORMAL, the count is
1.

When the acquisition type is set to AVERAGE, the
count can range from 1 to 2048. Any value can be sent;
however, the parameter is changed to the nearest power
of 2.

When the acquisition type is set to ENVELOPE, the
count can be any value between 1 and 2048.

The COUNT query returns the currently selected count
value.

:ACQuire:COUNt <count>

Where:

<count> ::= 1 to 2048

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:ACQUIRE:!YFE AVERAGE;COUNT 102411
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Query Syntax: :ACQuire:COUNt?

Returned Format:

[:ACQuire:COUNt] <count><NL>

Where:

<count> ::= 1 through 2048 (integer-NRI format)

Example:

DIM Cnt$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;1I:ACQ:COUNT?"
ENTER 707;Cnt$
PRINT Cnt$
END
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POINts

Note

Note

Acquire Subsystem

The :ACQUIRE:POINTS command specifies the number
of time buckets for each acquisition record. The legal
settings are 32, 64, 128, 256, 500, 512, or 1024.

Any value between 32 and 1024 can be sent to the.Peak
Power Analyzer. If a value is sent th~t is not one of the
legal values, it is changed to the nearest power of two. If
a number smaller than 31 or greater than 1024 is sent,
the instrument will generate an error response, and the
points are set to the upper or lower limit.

There are some sweep speeds where the actual number
of points is less than requested. These are shown in the
following table:

Although the sweep speeds in the following table have
points limitations, the POINTS value can be set to 1024.
The Peak Power Analyzer sets the points to the limit for
the desired sweep speed.

Sweep Speed (Per Division)

2ns 5ns 10 ns >10 ns

Points 32,64, 32,64,128, 32,64,128, 32,64,128,
Allowed 128, 200 256, 500 256,500, 256, 500,

512, 1000 512, 1024

The POINTS query returns the number of time buckets
to be acquired.

Use the WAVEFORM:POINTS? query to determine the
actual number of time buckets acquired.
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Command Syntax: :ACQuire:POINts <points_arg>

Where:

<points_arg>::= 32 to 1024 (see above for legal values)

Example:

OUTPUT 707;":ACQ:POINTS 512 11

Query Syntax: :ACQuire:POINts?

Returned Format:

[:ACQuire:POINts] <points_arg> <NL>

Where:

<points_arg> ::= 32-1024 (see above for legal values)

Example:

DIM Pnts$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;II:ACQUlRE:POINTS?"
ENTER 707;Pnts$
PRINT Pnts$
END
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TYPE

Acquire Subsystem

The :ACQUIRE:TYPE command selects the type of
acquisition that takes place when a DIGITIZE root level
command is executed. There are three acquisition types:
NORMAL, AVERAGE, and ENVELOPE. Refer to the
discussion at the beginning of this chapter for more
about NORMAL, AVERAGE, and ENVELOPE modes.

The :ACQUIRE:TYPE query returns the current
acquisition type.

(

Command Syntax: :ACQuire:TYPE {NORMal IAVERage I ENVelope}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;":ACQUIRE:TYPE ENVELOPE"

Query Syntax: :ACQuire:TYPE?

Returned Format:

[:ACQuire:TYPE] <type><NL>

Where:

<type> ::= {NORMal \ AVERage I ENVelope}

Example:

DIM Tpe$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;II:ACQUIRE:TYPE?1I
ENTER 707;Tpe$
PRINT Tpe$
END
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Calibrate Subsystenl

Introduction

Note

The Calibrate subsystem contains two commands. The
TNULL command calibrates the Peak Power Analyzer
for different probes, cables, or setups. The ZERO
command zeros the peak power sensor at low power
levels.

The time null is set in the Probe Cal menu of the Utility
menu. For more information, refer to the Peak Power
Analyzer Operating Manual.

valuel = channel 1 to channel 2 skew
value2 = channel 1 to channel 3 skew
value3 = channel 1 to channel 4 skew
channel = 1 or 4

Figure 9..1. Calibrate Subsystem Syntax Diagrams
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TNULI

HP 8990A

The :CALIBRATE:TNULL command sends the time
null (channel-to-channel skew) values to the Peak
Power Analyzer. The time null values should have
been obtained from the Peak Power Analyzer during a
previous setup.

The TNULL query tells the Peak Power Analyzer to
output the time null values to the controller.

Command Syntax: :CALibrate:TNULl
< null_valuel> ,< null_value2>,<null_value3>

Where:

<null_valuel> ::= channell to channel 2 skew
<null_value2> ::= channell to channel 3 skew
<null_value3> ::= channell to channel 4 skew

Example:

OUTPUT 707;":CAL:TNUL <null_value1>t<null_value2>,
<null_value3>
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Query Syntax: :CALibrate:TNULl?

Returned Format:

(:CALibrate:TNULl] <null_valuel>,<null_value2>,
<null_value3> <NL>

Where:

<null_valuel> ::= channell to channel 2 skew
(exponential -NR3 format)
<null_value2> ::= channell to channel 3 skew
(exponential - NR3 format)
<null_value3> ::= channell to channel 4 skew
(exponential -NR3 format)

Example:

DIM NIl$ [100]
OUTPUT 707 j ll:CALIBRATE:TNULL?"
ENTER 707jNll$
PRINT NIl$
END
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ZERo

HP 8990A

1'--
At power levels less than 10 J.Lwatts, the peak power (,
sensor may contribute an offset that will affect the
Peak Power Analyzer's accuracy specification. The
command :CALIBRATE:ZERO eliminates the offset. If
the power level is greater than 10 J.Lwatts and the vertical
sensitivity is set to display the signal, the Peak Power
Analyzer meets its accuracy specification without the use
of the :ZERO command.

Using the command is very easy:

• The peak power sensor may remain connected to the
RF source. If the peak power sensor is disconnected
from the RF source, any ground loop currents are not
zeroed out.

• If possible, turn the RF source off. Otherwise,
disconnect the peak power sensor from the RF source.

• Send the command :CALIBRATE:ZERO. The zeroing
takes less than one minute.

• The advisory "Sensor zero completed" indicates when
zeroing is complete.

The procedure needs to be repeated when accuracy is a
concern for signals less than 10 Ilwatts and the peak
power sensor has been disconnected from the Peak Power
Analyzer since the last zeroing.

Note

9-4

When Option 001, Single Sensor Input, is installed,
channel 4 can't be specified. Error -360, "Missing a
Baseband Board" is placed in the error queue when an
attempt is made to specify channel 4.

(



HP 8990A Calibrate Subsystem

Command Syntax: :CALibra.te:ZERo <Cha.nnel>

Where:

<Channel> ::= {CHANnell I CHANne14}

Example:

OUTPUT 701;II:CAL:ZER Chanl 11
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Channel Subsystem

Introduction The CHANNEL subsystem commands control the
channel display and vertical or Y axis parameters of
the Peak Power Analyzer. Channels 1 through 4 are
independently programmable.

The channel commands can be sent with a channel
number specified or not specified. If a channel number is
specified in the command, then the specified channel is
affected; however, if the channel number is not specified,
then channel 1 is assumed.

The channel displays are toggled on and off with the
root level commands VIEW and BLANK.
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chClnne L..number

Figure 10-1. Channel Subsystem Syntax Diagrams
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ehannel_number = 1,2,3, or 4

factor_arg = A real number specifying the signal loss
external to the Analyzer.

offset_arg = A real number defining the voltage at the
center of the display range.

probe_arg = A real number from 0.9 to 1000.0
specifying the probe attenuation with respect to 1.

range_arg = A real number specifying the full scale
vertical axis.

Figure 10-1. Channel Subsystem Syntax Diagrams (continued)
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BANDwidth?

Note

Note

HP 8990A

The BANDWIDTH query can only be used with
channels 1 and 4.

The :CHANNEL<N>:BANDWIDTH? query
returns the nominal measurement bandwidth for the
specified channel. The bandwidth is a function of
:CHANNEL:BWMODE and :CHANNEL:RANGE.

When the front panel Chan/Vert Menu vertical
sensitivity or bandwidth is changed for channell or
4, a :BANDWIDTH query will not reflect the current
bandwidth until an acquisition has been completed.

Changing vertical sensitivity (:CHANNEL:RANGE) or (_._
bandwidth (:CHANNEL:BWMODE) over the bus does
not require an acquisition to be run before performing a
:BANDWIDTH query.

Query Syntax :CHANnel<N>:BANDwidth?

Where:

<N> ::= lor 4
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Note

Channel Subsystem

Under certain conditions, the queried bandwidth will not
be returned:

• Error code +9.99999E+37 is returned, for example,
when a peak power sensor is not connected to the
specified channel, or a baseband board is not installed
for the specified channel.

• Error code -9.99999E+37 is returned when the
bandwidth hasn't been determined. This could be
because the vertical sensitivity was changed, and the
Peak Power Analyzer is in stopped mode.

• Instruments having Option 001, Single Sensor Input,
installed will not have a baseband board installed for
channel 4. In addition to error code +9.99999E+37
being returned, error code -360, "Missing a Baseband
Board" is placed in the error queue if channel 4 is
specified.

Returned Format:

[:CHANnel<N>:BANDwidth] <bandwidth><NL>

Where:

<bandwidth> ::= The bandwidth of the specified
channel.

Example:

DIM Bw$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;":CHAN1:BANDWIDTH?1I
ENTER 707;Bw$
PRINT Bv$
END
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BWMode

Note

10·6
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The BWMODE command can only be used with
channels 1 and 4.

Noise may be visible on the detected signal from the
peak power sensor. The :CHANNEL<N>:BWMODE
command is used to specify filtering to minimize the
effect of the noise. The command selects the available
bandwidth of an internal low pass filter. The maximum
bandwidth available is 150 MHz. There are two variable
parameters which determine the bandwidth:

• Vertical sensitivity

• Under rare conditions, temperature at the peak power
sensor affects internal amplifier selection.

The :BWMODE command has three possible settings:

• Auto When auto is selected, the Peak Power Analyzer
selects the optimum level between available bandwidth
and noise.

• Low When low is selected, the bandwidth is the lowest
possible with the selected vertical sensitivity.

• High When high is selected, the bandwidth is the
highest possible with the selected vertical sensitivity.

The following table lists representative performance for
the three possible settings. Bandwidth switching points
are dependant upon circuit gain as well as ambient
temperature. Bandwidth may differ somewhat from unit
to unit and over wide temperature swings.



HP 8990A

Note

Channel Subsystem

Bandwidth Setlings

Vertical Sensitivity Auto Low High
(per division)

20 mW to 20 p.W 150 MHz 12 MHz 150 MHz

10j..LW 12 MHz 25 kHz 150 MHz

5p.W 500 kHz 25 kHz 500 kHz

2p.W 8 kHz 600 Hz 500 kHz

IIJW 8 kHz 600 Hz 500 kHz

500 nW 8 kHz 600 Hz 8 kHz

200 nW 2.5 kHz 600 Hz 8 kHz

100 nW 600 Hz 600 Hz 2.5 kHz

50 nW 600 Hz 600 Hz 2.5 kHz

The actual bandwidth is read by using the
:BANDWIDTH query_ The :BANDWIDTH query is
described in another part of this section.

Command Syntax :CHANnel<N>:BWMode {AUTO I LOW I HIGH}

Where:

<N> ::= 1 or 4
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Query Syntax :CHANnel<N>:BWMode?

Where:

<N> ::= 1 or 4

Returned Format:

[:CHANnel<N>:BWMode] {AUTO I LOW I HIGH}
<NL>

Example:

DIM Bmn$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;II:CHAN1:BWMODE?1I
ENTER 707;Bw.$
PRINT Bwm$
END

10-8
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COLIPling

Note

Channel Subsystem

The COUPLING command can only be used with
channels 2 and 3.

The :CHANNEL<N>:COUPLING command selects the
input coupling for channels 2 and 3. The coupling for
each channel can be set to AC or DC.

The COUPLING query returns the current coupling for
the specified channel.

Command Syntax: :CHANnel<N>:COUPling {AC I DC}

Where:

<N> ::= 2 or 3

Example:

OUTPUT 707;Il:CHAN2:COUP DC II
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Query Syntax :CHANnel<N>:COUPling?

Where:

<N> ::= 2 or 3

Returned Format:

[:CHANnel<N>:COUPling] {AC I DC}<NL>

Example:

DIM Ch$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;II:CHAN2:COUPLING?1I
ENTER 707;Ch$
PRINT Ch$
END

10·10
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Eel

Note

Command Syntax:

Channel Subsystem

The ECL command can only be used with channels 2
and 3.

The :CHANNEL<N>:ECL command sets the vertical
range, offset, channel coupling, and trigger level of
channels 2 and 3 for optimum viewing of ECL signals.
The offset and trigger level are set to -1.3 volts, and the
range is set to 1.6 volts full scale. Channel coupling is
set to DC.

There is no query form of this command.

:CHANnel<N>:ECL

Where:

<N> ::= 2 or 3

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:CHAN2:ECL II
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FACTor

Note

HP 8990A

The FACTOR command can only be used with channels
1 and 4.

The :CHANNEL<N>:FACTOR command is used to
enter the external loss from a device such as coupler,
amplifier, or cable. The loss must be entered in dB.
Valid entries are -30 to +99 dB. The command does not
change the actual input sensitivity of the Peak Power
Analyzer. It changes the reference constants for scaling
the display factors and for automatic measurements,
trigger levels, etc.

The FACTOR query returns the current gain or loss
factor for the selected channel.

Command Syntax: :CHANnel<N>:FACTor <value> [DB]

Where:

<N> ::= 1 or 4
<value> ::= loss in dB.

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:CHANNEL1:FACTOR 10 DB II
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Query Syntax: :CHANnel<N>:FACTor?

Where:

<N> ::= lor 4

Returned Format:

[:CHANnel<N>:FACTor] <value><NL>

Where:

<N> ::= 1 or 4
<value> ::=1085 in dB (exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Fact$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;II:CHAN1:FACT?1I
ENTER 707;Fact$
PRINT Fact$
END
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HFReject

Note

HP 8990A

The HFREJECT command can only be used with
channels 2 and 3.

The :CHANNEL<N>:HFREJECT command controls an
internallowpass filter. When ON, the bandwidth of the
specified channel is limited to approximately 20 MHz.
The bandwidth limit filter may be used with either AC
or DC coupling.

The HFREJECT query returns the current setting.

//"-~-

{
\

Command Syntax: :CHANnel<N>:HFReject {{ON II} I {OFF I O}}

Where:

<N> ::= 2 or 3

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:CHANNEL2:HFR ON II
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Query Syntax: :CHANnel<N>:HFReject?

Where:

<N> ::= 2 or 3

Returned Format:

[:CHANnel<N>:HFReject] {I IO}<NL>

Example:

DIM Hf$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;1l:CHAN2:HFR?"
ENTER 707;Hf$
PRINT Hf$
END
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OFFSet

Note

HP 8990A

The OFFSET command can only be used with channels
2 and 3.

The :CHANNEL<N>:OFFSET command sets the
voltage that is represented at center screen for the
selected channel. The range of possible values varies
with the value set with the RANGE command. H you
set the offset to a value outside the valid range, it will
automatically be set to the nearest valid value.

The OFFSET query returns the current offset value for
the selected channel.

Command Syntax: :CHANnel<N>:OFFSet <value>[V]

Where:

<N> ::= 2 or 3
<value> ::= offset value

Example:

OUTPUT 707;Il:CHAN2:0FFS 200M"
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Query Syntax: :CHANnel<N>:OFFSet?

Returned Format:

[:CHANnel<N>:OFFSet] <value><NL>

Where:

<N> ::= 2 or 3
<value> ::= offset value in volts (exponential-NR3
format)

Example:

DIM Offset$[100J
OUTPUT 707;II:CHANNEL2:0FFSET?1I
ENTER 707;Offset$
PRINT Offset$
END
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PROBe

Note

HP 8990A

The PROBE command can only be used with channels 2
and 3.

The :CHANNEL<N>:PROBE command specifies the
probe attenuation factor for the selected channel. The
range of the probe attenuation factor is from 0.9 to
1000.0. This command does not change the actual input
sensitivity of the Peak Power Analyzer. It changes the
reference constants for scaling the display factors and for
automatic measurements, trigger levels, etc.

The PROBE query returns the current probe
attenuation factor for the selected channel.

Command Syntax: :CHANnel<N>:PROBe <atten>

Where:

<N> ::= 2 or 3
<atten> ::= 0.9 to 1000

Example:

OUTPUT 707;Il:CHANNEL2:PROBE 10 11

10·18
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Query Syntax: :CHANnel<N>:PROBe?

Where:

<N> ::= 2 or 3

Returned Format:

[:CHANnel<N>:PROBe] <atten><NL>

Where:

<N> ::= 2 or 3
<atten> ::= 0.9 to 1000 (exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Prb$[100]
OUTPUT 701;II:CHANNEL2:PROBE?1I
ENTER 107;Prb$
PRINT Prb$
END
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RANGe

Note

10·20
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The :CHANNEL<N>:RANGE command defines the full
scale vertical axis of the selected channel.

In linear mode, the RANGE for channels 1 and 4 can be
set to any value from 400 nW to 160 roW. In log mode,
the RANGE for channels 1 and 4 can be set to any
value from -33.98 dBm to 22.04 dEmo After a reset or
key-down-power-up, the Analyzer defaults to linear mode
(watts). If no units are specified, the Analyzer assumes
the range is in watts. The :CHANNEL:FACTOR value
will scale the RANGE setting by the FACTOR value.

The RANGE for channels 2 and 3 can be set to any
value from 800 mV to 4.0 V, when using 1:1 probe
attenuation. If the probe attenuation is changed, the
range value is multiplied by the probe attenuation factor.

When setting vertical sensitivity in log mode for both
local and remote operation, the range value is the full
scale value. However, when in linear mode, the method
for setting vertical sensitivity via HP-IE differs from
the method used via the front panel. When setting
sensitivity over HP-IB, the full scale value is sent. When
using the front panel, the per division value is entered.

The RANGE query returns the current range setting for
the specified channel.
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Note

Channel Subsystem

If the argument is in watts, no units suffix is required.
However, if the argument is in dEm, the suffix dBm is
required. The Peak Power Analyzer will display the
argument in the current units.

The linear and log vertical sensitivity settings for
channels 1 and 4 are coupled. When the vertical setting
in one mode is changed, the setting in the other mode is
affected.

Command Syntax: :CHANnel<N>:RANGe <range>[W IDBM]

(Channels 1 and 4) Where:

<N> ::= 1 or 4
<range> ::= range value

Example:

:OUTPUT 707;"CHANNEL1:RANGE 400N lI

Command Syntax:
(Channels 2 and 3)

:CHANnel<N>:RANGe <range>[V]

Where:

<N> ::= 2 or 3
<range> ::= range value

Example:

:OUTPUT 707;"CHANNEL2:RANGE 1.2 11
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Query Syntax: :CHANnel<N>:RANGe?

Returned Format:

[:CHANnel<N>:RANGe] <range><NL>

Where:

<N> ::= 1, 2, 3, or 4
<range> ::= range value in Volts, Watts, or dBm
(exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Rng$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;II:CHAN1:RANGE?"
ENTER 707;Rng$
PRINT Rng$
END

10·22
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SENSor?

Note

Channel Subsystem

The :CHANNEL<N>:SENSOR query outputs the model
number, serial number, and calibration date of the peak
power sensor connected to the specified channel.

When Option 001, Single Sensor Inpu't, is installed,
channel 4 can't be specified. Error -360, "Missing a
Baseband Board" is placed in the error queue when an
attempt is made to specify channel 4.

Query Syntax: :CHANnel<N>:SENSor?

Where:

<N> ::= 1 or 4

Returned Format:

[:CHANnel<N>:SENSor]
<ModeL.num> ,<serial-llum>,<cal_date>
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Where:

<N> ::= 1 or 4
<Model_num> ::= HP84812A, 84813A, or 84814A
<serial-num> ::= In the form 1234A56789
<cal_date> ::= YYMMDD (YY is the year.
MM is the month. DD is the date.)

Example:

DIM Sensor$[100]
OUTPUT 107;1l:CHAN1:SENS?1I
ENTER 107jSensor$
PRINT Sensor$
END

(
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SENSor:TEMPerature?

Channel Subsystem

Note The SENSOR:TEMPERATURE query can only be used
with channels 1 and 4.

The :CHANNEL<N>:SENSOR:TEMPERATURE query
outputs the temperature of the thermistor in the peak
power sensor that is connected to the specified channel.

Query Syntax :CHANnel<N>:SENSor:TEMPerature?

Where:

<N> ::= 1 or 4
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Note
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If a peak power sensor is not connected to the specified
channel, or channel 4 is specified when Option 001,
Single Sensor Input, is installed, +9.99999E+37
is returned in response to the query, and error ('
-360,"Missing a Baseband Board", is placed in the error
queue.

Returned Format:

[:CHANnel<N>:SENSor:TEMPerature] <Value> <NL>

Where:

<Value> ::= The temperature of the thermistor in
degrees Celsius. (exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Stemp$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;":CHAN1:SENS:TEMP?1I
ENTER 707;Stemp$
PRINT Stemp$
END

/
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SPAN

Note

Channel Subsystem

The SPAN command is used with channels 1 and 4 when
the display units are set to log.

The :CHANNEL<N>:SPAN command sets the number
of dB which the vertical axis covers. The number
of dB per division is set by the number of screens
being displayed. The number of screens displayed
is affected by the :DISPLAY:FORMAT command,
:TIMEBASE:WINDOW command, and :FUNCTION
subsystem.

The SPAN query returns the current number of dB
which the vertical axis covers.

Command Syntax: :CHANnel<N>:SPAN {40 116 I 8} [DB]

Where:

<N> ::= 1 or 4

Example:

OUTPUT 707;1I:CHANNEL1:SPAN 40 11
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Query Syntax: :CHANnel<N>:SPAN?

Where:

<N> ::= 1 or 4

Returned Format:

[:CHANnel<N>:SPAN] {40 116 I 8}<NL>

10·28

Note Whether in linear mode or log mode, the returned value
is always in dB.

Where:

<N> ::::: 1 or 4

Example:

DIM Span$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;":CHAN1:SPAN?1l
ENTER 707;Span$
PRINT Span$
END
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rrL

Note

Channel Subsystem

The TTL command is only used with cha.nnels 2 and 3.

The :CHANNEL<N>:TTL command sets the vertical
range, offset, channel coupling, a.nd trigger level of the
selected channel for optimum viewing of TTL signals.
The offset is set to 2.5 volts. The trigger level is set
to 1.4 volts and the range is set to 4.0 volts full scale.
Channel coupling is set to DC.

There is no query form of this command.

/

(

{
\.

Command Syntax: :CHANnel<N>:TTL

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:CHAN2:TTL II

Where:

<N> ::= 2 or 3
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Display Subsystem
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Introduction

Note

The DISPLAY subsystem is used to control the
display of data, amplitude and time markers, text, and
graticules.

The command that changes the Display mode is
:ACQUIRE:TYPE. The command that controls the
number of averages is ACQUIRE:COUNT.
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Figure 11-1. Display Subsystem Syntax Diagrams
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HP 8990A Display Subsystem

Figure 11-1. Display Subsystem Syntax Diagrams (continued)
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column_arg = An integer from 0 through 72.

data_spec = Block data in IEEE 488.2 # format.

mask_arg = An integer, 0 through 255.

pers_arg = An real number 0.1 through II.

pmemory_num = An integer, 0 through 3.

row_arg = An integer, 0 through 24.

string_arg = Any quoted string.

Figure 11 .. 1. Display Subsystem Syntax Diagrams (continued)
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ATMarker

Display Subsystem

The :DISPLAY:ATMARKER command turns the
amplitude at time marker on and off.

The ATMARKER query returns the current state of the
marker. The returned status is indicated by using a 1 for
on and a 0 for off.

(

Command Syntax: :DISPlay:ATMarker {ON Il} I {OFF I O}

Example:

OUTPUT 707 j ":DISPLAY:ATMARKER ON II

11-5
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Query Syntax: :DISPlay:ATMarker?

Returned Format:

[:DISPlay:ATMarker] {I I O} <NL>

11·6

Note For the amplitude-at-time markers to be operational, the
time markers (:DISPlay:TMARker) must be on. When
the amplitude-at-time markers are operational, a positive
response of the time markers (:DISPlay:TMARker?) and
the amplitude-at-time markers (:DISPlay:ATMarker?) is
sent from the Peak Power Analyzer to the controller.

Example:

DIM Atm$ [100J
OUTPUT 701;II:DISPLAY:ATMARKER?1I
ENTER 707;Atm$
PRINT Atm$
END



HP 8990A

COLumn

Display Subsystem

The :DISPLAY:COLUMN command specifies the
starting column for subsequent STRING and LINE
commands.

The COLUMN query returns the column where tl).e next
LINE or STRING will start.

Command Syntax: :DISPlay:COLumn <number>

Where:

<number> ::= 0 through 72

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:DISPLAY:COLUMN 50 11

Query Syntax: :DISPlay:COLumn?

Returned Format:

[:DISPlay:COLumn] <number><NL>

Where:

<number> ::= 0 through 72 (integer-NRI format)

Example:

DIM Clmn$[100]
OUTPUT 707;II:DISPLAY:COLUMN?"
ENTER 707;Clmn$
PRINT Clmn$
END

11..7
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CONNect

HP 8990A

The :DISPLAY:CONNECT command turns the
connect-the-dots function on and off.

The CONNECT query returns the current setting of
the connect-the-dots function. The returned status is
indicated by using a I for on and a 0 for off.

(/><-

\.

Command Syntax: :DISPlay:CONNect {{ON II} I {OFF I OJ}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;1I:DISPLAY:CONNECT ONI!

Query Syntax: :DISPlay:CONNect?

Returned .Format:

[:DISPlay:CONNect] {l I O}<NL>

Example:

DIM Cnn$ [100]
OUTPUT 707i ll :DISP:CONNECT?1I
ENTER 707iCnn$
PRINT Cnn$
END

11-8
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DATA

Display Subsystem

The :DISPLAY:DATA command is used to write
waveform data to one of the graphic pixel planes in the
Peak Power Analyzer. The DATA command is followed
by a block of binary data that is transferred from the
controller to a specific displayed pixel plane in the Peak
Power Analyzer. Only pixel memories 1 and 2 may be
written to. The pixel data is in the IEEE 488.2 definite
block form with 16576 bytes of data preceded by seven
block header bytes. The 16576 bytes consist of 259 lines
of data, and each line contains 64 bytes. Each byte
consists of 8 pixels, where bit 7 is the left pixel and bit
ois the right pixeL Bytes are counted top to bottom,
left to right. Refer to the illustration below for more
information. The block header contains the ASCII
characters "#800016576".

LINE1

LINE259

byte1 byte64
\::-

-
....... :.. .......

• •• •... . , . . . ~ ., ... •• . .
• . •

• I- •
•

• • .-• . .
••••••• ••••-

byte16513 byte16576

EXAMPLE
byle64
BIT 7 6 5 4 3 2

I
LEFT
PIXEL

1 0

I
RIGHT
PIXEL

The :DISPLAY:DATA query is used to read waveform
data from one of the pixel planes in the Peak Power
Analyzer. The pixel planes available are planes 0
through 3. The DATA query causes the Peak Power
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Note

HP 8990A

Analyzer to output pixel data from the specified
plane. If plane 0 is specified, the Peak Power Analyzer
will transfer the active display. If PMEMORYl
or PMEMORY2 is specified, that memory will be (
transferred. When PMEMORY3 is specified, the '
half-bright portion of the display (graticule, markers, and
displayed memories) will be transferred.

The pixel planes are specified by the
:DISPLAY:SOURCE command with PMEMORYO
through PMEMORY3.

Command Syntax: :DISPlay:DATA <binary block>

Where:

<binary block> ::= block data in IEEE 488.2 # format

11-10
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Query Syntax: :DISPlay:DATA?

Returned Format:

[:DISPlay:DATA] #800016576<16576 bytes of binary
data><NL>

Example:

10 CLEAR 707
20 DIM Plane$ [17000J
30 OUTPUT 707;1I:SYST:HEAD ON;:EOI ON u

40 OUTPUT 707;II:DISPLAY:SOURCE PMEMORYO;DATA?1l
50 ENTER 707 USING II-KII ;Plane$
60 OUTPUT 707;":DISPLAY:SOURCE PMEM1"
70 OUTPUT 707 USINGlI#,-KlI;Plane$
80 END

This example transfers data from the active display
memory to the controller, and then, transfers the data
back to pixel memory 1 in the Peak Power Analyzer.
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FORMat

HP 8990A

The :DISPLAY:FORMAT command sets the number (~---
of display areas on the CRT. FORMAT 1 provides one
display area and uses eight divisions for the full scale
range. FORMAT 2 sets the number of screens to 2 and
uses four divisions for the full scale range. FORMAT 4
provides four display areas and uses two divisions for the
full scale range.

The FORMAT query returns the current display format.

Command Syntax: :DISPlay:FORMat {l 12 14}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:DISP:FORMAT 111

Query Syntax: :DISPlay:FORMat?

Returned Format:

[:DISPlay:FORMat] {l I 2 I 4}<NL>

Example:

DIM Frmt$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;II:DISPLAY:FORMAT?1I
ENTER 707; Frmt$
PRINT Frmt$
END
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GRATicuie

Display Subsystem

The :DISPLAY:GRATICULE command selects the type
of graticule that is displayed.

The GRATICULE query returns the type of graticule
displayed.

/
(

Command Syntax: :DISPlay:GRATicule {OFF I GRID I AXES I FRAMe}

Example:

OUTPUT 107;II:DISPLAY:GRATICULE AXES"

Query Syntax: :DISPlay:GRATicule?

Returned Format:

[:DISPlay:GRATicule] <type><NL>

Where:

<type> ::= {OFF I GRID I AXES IFRAMe}

Example:

DIM Grat$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;II:DISPLAY:GRATICULE?1I
ENTER 707;Grt$
PRINT Grt$
END
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INVerse

HP 8990A

The :DISPLAY:INVERSE command determines
whether text sent with the :DISPLAY:LINE or
:DISPLAY:STRING command is to be written with the
inverse attribute. If the inverse attribute is on, the text
will be written in inverse video.

The INVERSE query returns the current state of this
command.

Command Syntax: :DISPlay:INVerse {{ON II} I {OFF I O}}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;Il:DISPLAY:INVERSE OFF Il

Query Syntax: :DISPl~y:INVerse?

Returned format:

[:DISPlay:INVerse] {I I O}<NL>

Example:

DIM Iv$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;Il:DISP:INVERSE?"
ENTER 707;Iv$
PRINT Iv$
END
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LINE

Note

Display Subsystem

The :DISPLAY:LINE command writes a text string to
the screen. The text is displayed starting at the location
of the current row and column. The row and column are
set by the :DISPLAY:ROW and :DISPLAY:COLUMN
commands prior to sending the :DISPLAY:LINE
command. Text can be written over the entire screen
with the LINE command.

If the text string is longer than the available space to the
right of the starting column, defined by the COLUMN
command, the text will wrap to column zero of the same
row where the text began. The ROW value is then
incremented by one, but, the COLUMN value remains
the same. The next :DISPLAY:LINE command writes
on the next row starting at the same column as the
previous text. After writing line 24, the last line in the
display area, the ROW is reset to O.

Text written to the display is removed in one of the
following ways:

• Save the front panel settings before writing to the
display. Remove the text by recalling the saved front
panel settings. Common commands *SAV (Save) and
*RCL (Recall) are used for this function.

• Using the LINE command, write blank spaces to the
display at the same row and column that the text was
written to.

• Use common command *RST (reset). Default
parameters are recalled.
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Command Syntax: :DISPlay:LINE <quoted string>

Where:

<quoted string> ::= any series of ASCII characters
enclosed in double quotes. The quotes are not displayed.

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:DISPLAY:LINE III1ENTER PROBE ATTENUATION IIIlIl
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MASK

Note

Display Subsystem

The :DISPLAY:MASK command inhibits the Peak
Power Analyzer from writing to selected areas of the
screen. The purpose of the command is to allow HP-IB
text to be written anywhere on the screen and to prevent
the Peak Power Analyzer from overwriting the text
through its normal operation.

The MASK parameter is an 8-bit integer in which each
bit controls writing to an area of the screen. A zero
inhibits writing to the area represented by the bit, and a
one enables writing to that area.

Text sent over HP-IB with the DISPLAY:LINE and
DISPLAY:STRING commands, or the SYSTEM:DSP
command is not affected by this command.

The MASK query returns the current value of the
MASK.

The Peak Power Analyzer always forces bit three of the
mask high (1).

(
',,-

Command Syntax: :DISPlay:MASK <value>

Where:

<value> ::= 0 to 255 (integer-NRl format)

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:DISPLAY:MASK 67"

The previous example enables writing to the Menu Area
(bit 6), the Status Line (bit 1), and the Advisory Area
(bit 0).
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Query Syntax: :DISPlay:MASK?

Return Format:

[:DISPlay:MASK] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= 0 to 255 (integer-NRl format)

Example:

DIM Msk$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;":DISP:MASK?1\
ENTER 707;Msk$
PRINT Msk$
END

Table 11-1. Display Mask Byte

Bit Weight Screen Area Effected

7 128 unused

6 64 Menu Area

5 32 Timebase Information

4 16 Measurement Result Area

3 8 Graticule Area

2 4 unused

1 2 Status Line

0 1 Advisory Area

11·18
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Query Syntax: :DISPlay:PERSistence?

Returned Format:

[:DISPlay:PERSistence] <value> <NL>

Where:

<value> ::= {O I .2-10 I II} (exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Prs$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;":DISPLAY:PERSISTENCE?1I
ENTER 707;Prs$
PRINT Prs$
END
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ROW

Display Subsystem

The :DISPLAY:ROW command specifies the starting
row on the display for subsequent :DISPLAY:STRING
and :DISPLAY:LINE commands. The ROW number
remains constant until another ROW command is
received, or it is incremented by the LINE command.
The ROW value is 0 through 24.

The ROW query returns the current ROW value.

Command Syntax: :DISPlay:ROW <row number>

Where:

<row number>::= 0 through 24

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:DISPLAY:ROW 10 11
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Query Syntax: :DISPLAY:ROW?

Returned Format:

[:DISPlay:ROW] <row number><NL>

Where:

<row number> ::= 0 through 24 (integer-NRI format)

Example:

DIM Rw$ [100J
OUTPUT 707 j ":DISPLAY:ROW?tl
ENTER 707;Rw$
PRINT Rw$
END

11·22
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SCReen

Note

Display Subsystem

The :DISPLAY:SCREEN command turns the displayed
screen on and off. The only part of the screen that
remains on after the :DISPLAY:SCREEN OFF
command is executed is the status line. The screen can
be turned on again with the ON parameter.

The SCREEN query returns the current setting of this
function. The returned status is indicated by using a 1
for on and a 0 for off.

The command :DISPLAY:TEXT BLANK removes only
the text from the display.

Setting :SCREEN to OFF increases the speed of the
Peak Power Analyzer.

Command Syntax: :DISPlay:SCReen {{ON II} I {OFF I O}}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:DISPLAY:SCREEN aN Il
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Query Syntax: :DISPlay:SCReen?

Returned Format:

[:DISPlay:SCReen] {I I O}<NL>

Example:

DIM Sm$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;II:DISP:SCREEN?1I
ENTER 707;Srn$
PRINT Srn$
END
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SOURce

Display Subsystem

The :DISPLAY:SOURCE command specifies the source
or destination for the :DISPLAY:DATA query and
command. The SOURCE command has one parameter,
PMEMORYO through PMEMORY3.

The SOURCE query returns the currently specified
SOURCE.

(

(

Command Syntax: :DISPlay:SOURce PMEMory{O 11 121 3}

Where:

PMEMoryO ::= active display
PMEMoryl ::= pixel memory 1
PMEMory2 ::= pixel memory 2
PMEMory3 ::= half-bright portion of the display
(graticule, markers, and displayed memories)

Example:

10 CLEAR 707
20 DIM Planet [17000J
30 OUTPUT 707;":SYST:HEAD ON;:EOI ON
40 OUTPUT 707;II:DISPLAY:SOURCE PMEMORYO;DATA?II
50 ENTER 707 USING II-KII ;Plane$
60 OUTPUT 707;":DISPLAY:SOURCE PMEM1 11

70 OUTPUT 707 USING "#,-K II ;Plane$
80 END

This example transfers data from the active display to
the controller and then back to pixel memory 1 in the
Peak Power Analyzer.
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Query Syntax: :DISPlay:SOURce?

Returned Format:
;/

[:DISPlay:SOURce] PMEMory{O 11 I 2 I3}<NL> C

Example:

DIM Src$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;II:DISP:SOUR?1I
ENTER 707;Src$
PRINT Src$
END
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STRing

Note

Display SUbsystem

The :DISPLAY:STRING command writes a text string
to the display of the Peak Power Analyzer. The text is
written starting at the current :DISPLAY:ROW and
:DISPLAY:COLUMN values. If the column limit is
reached (column 72), the excess text is written over the
text on the left side of that line. If 9.0 or more characters
are sent, an error is produced. The :DISPLAY:LINE
command does increment the ROW value, the STRING
command does not.

Text written to the display is removed in one of the
following ways:

• Save the front panel settings before writing to the
display. Remove the text by recalling the saved front
panel settings. Common commands *SAV (Save) and
*RCL (Recall) are used for this function.

• Using the STRING command, write blank spaces to
the display at the same row and column that the text
was written to.

• Use common command *RST (reset). Default
parameters are recalled.

Command Syntax: :DISPlay:STRing <quoted string>

Example:

OUTPUT 707;":DISP:STRING ""INPUT SIGNAL TO CHANNEL 2111111
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TEXT

HP 8990A

The :DISPLAY:TEXT command allows you to blank
the user text area on the display. All text on the
entire screen is blanked. This command has only one
parameter. The text is displayed again by using the
:DISPLAY:SCREEN command.

There is no query form of this command.

Command Syntax: :DISPlay:TEXT BLANk

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:DISPLAY:TEXT BLAN II
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TMARker

Display Subsystem

The :DISPLAY:TMARKER command turns the time
markers on and off.

The TMARKER query returns the state of the time
markers.

Command Syntax: :DISPlay:TMARker {{ON II} I {OFF I O}}

Example:

OUTPUT 707; II: Drsp: TMAR OFF"

Query Syntax: :DISPlay:TMARker?

Returned Format:

[:DISPlay:TMARker] {I I O}<NL>

Example:

DIM Tmr$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;1I:DISP:TMARKER?"
ENTER 707;Tmr$
PRINT Tmr$
END

Note It is a recommended practice to turn the time
markers on before attempting to set them using
:MEASURE:TSTART or MEASURE:TSTOP. If
TMARKER is not set to on, the markers will not be
visible.
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VMARker

HP 8990A

The :DISPLAY:VMARKER command turns the vertical
amplitude markers on and off.

The VMARKER query returns the state of the
amplitude markers.

Command Syntax: :DISPlay:VMARker {{ON Il} I{OFF I O}}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;":DISP:VMARKER ON II

Query Syntax: :DISPlay:VMARker?

Returned Format:

[:DISPlay:VMARker] {l I O}<NL>

Example:

DIM Vmrk$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;Il:DISP:VMARKER?1I
ENTER 707;Vmrk$
PRINT Vmrk$
END

c-
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Note It is a recommended practice to turn the vertical
amplitude markers on before attempting to set them
using :MEASURE:TSTART or MEASURE:TSTOP. If
VMARKER is not set to on, the markers will not be
visible.
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Frequency Subsystem

Introduction The Frequency Subsystem has only one command: This
subsystem is used to specify the carrier frequency of
the CW/pulsed source being measured. The carrier
frequency is used by the Peak Power Analyzer to look
up calibration data which is stored in the peak power
sensor. Specifying this parameter is necessary to make
accurate power measurements.

channe I-"um )-------------'

frequency_orgchonneLnum

channel_num= 1 or 4

frequency_arg= 1 MHz to 200 GHz

Figure 12..1. Frequency Subsystem Syntax Diagram
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CHANnel

Note

Command Syntax:

Note

12-2

HP 8990A

The :FREQUENCY:CHANNEL command is used
to specify the carrier frequency of the source being
measured. Valid frequency entries are 1 MHz to 200
GHz. The frequency range which the Peak Power
Analyzer will accept is sensor dependent.

The CHANNEL query outputs the current carrier
frequency for the specified channel.

The front panel Carrier Frequency menu is set to "chI
f:. ch4" whenever one or both channels are programmed
remotely. To set both channels to the same frequency,
the controller must program then separately.

:FREQuency:CHANnel<number> <value>

When using mega hertz as a suffix, use the abbreviation
MAHZ> .

Where:
<number> ::= 1 or 4
<value> ::= 1 MHz to 200 GHz

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:FREQUENCY:CHANNEL1 10E0911



HP 8990A Frequency Subsystem

Query Syntax: :FREQuency:CHANnel<number>?

Where:
<number> ::== 1 or 4

Returned Format

[:FREQuency:CHANnel<number>J<value>

Where:
<value> ::= 1 MHz to 200 GHz (exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Freq$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;II:FREQ:CHAN1?1I
ENTER 707;Freq$
PRINT Freq$
END

12·3
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Introduction

Note

The FUNCTION subsystem defines five functions using
the displayed channels and/or the waveform memories as
operands.

A function is generated by mathematically manipulating
one or two operands with known operations. The
mathematical operations employed by the Peak Power
Analyzer are: ADD, SUBTRACT, DIVIDE, VERSUS,
and ONLY.

When the function is calculated, it can be used for the
following:

• Display
• Evaluation with the measurement features
• Storage in memory
• Output over HP-IB

See Figure 13-1 for a syntax diagram of the function
subsystem commands.

Channels 1 through 4 and waveform Memories 1 through
4 are availa.ble for functions.

A function operates on linear quantities. And the
displayed function is always in linear units.
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fune ~ ton-num

HP 8990A

chonnel-num

wmemory-num

chonn. !-nurn I"--r--'"

channe l-num t---r-----4~

wmemory-num

/
\

Figure 13-1. Function Subsystem Syntax Diagrams
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channa l-.num I--r----t-.l

channel-.num

wmemory-.num

channel_num 1-.---'

'tWnemory-.num

channel_Dum = 1, 2, 3) or 4
function_num = 1 or 2
offset_arg = Shifts amplitude of function.
range_arg = Full scale vertical axis.
wmemory....num = 1,2,3, or 4

Figure 13-1. Function Subsystem Syntax Diagrams (continued)
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ADD

Note

HP 8990A

The :FUNCTION<N>:ADD command algebraically
sums the two defined operands.

When Option 001, Single Sensor Input, is installed,
channel 4 can't be specified. Error -360, "Missing a
Baseband Board" is placed in the error queue when an
attempt is made to specify channel 4.

Command Syntax: :FUNCtion<N> :ADD <operand>,<operand>

Where:

<N> ::= 1 or 2
<operand> ::= {CHANnell I CHANnel2 I CHANnel3 I (,
CHANnel4 1 WMEMoryl I WMEMory2 I WMEMory3 I

WMEMory4}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;1l:FUNCTION2:ADD WMEMORY3,WMEMORY4 11

(
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DIVide

Note

Function Subsystem

The :FUNCTION<N>:DIVIDE command algebraically
divides the two operands.

When the divisor is a small number or zero, the
waveform may be clipped or not displayed at all.

If Option 001, Single Sensor Input, is installed, channel
4 can't be specified. Error -360, "Missing a Baseband
Board" is placed in the error queue when an attempt is
made to specify channel 4.

Command Syntax: :FUNCtion <N>:DIVide <operand>, <operand>

Where:

<N> ::= 1 or 2
<operand> ::= {CHANnell I CHANne12 I CHANne13 I
CHANnel41 WMEMory11 WMEMory21 WMEMory31
WMEMory4}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:FUNCTION2:DIVIDE CHANNEL1 t CHANNEL4"
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OFFSet

Note

Command Syntax:

13-6

HP 8990A
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The :FUNCTION<N>:OFFSET command shifts the (
amplitude for the selected function.

The OFFSET query returns the current offset value for
the selected function.

When a function consists of one or two power operands
and the offset is set so the bottom of the function is
clipped, an error may occur when a measurement is
made on the function.

:FUNCtion<N>:OFFSet <offset>

Where:

<N> ::= lor 2
<offset> ::= offset value (The offset does not
require a suffix, it uses the current units.

Example:

OUTPUT 707;Il:FUNCTION1:0FFSET 650E-4"



r
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HP 8990A Function Subsystem

Query Syntax: :FUNCtion<N>:OFFSet?

Where:

<N> ::= lor 2

Returned Format:

[:FUNCtion<N>:OFFSet] <offset><NL>

Where:

<N> ::= lor 2
<offset> ::= offset value (see above)
(exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Off$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;II:FUNCTION2:0FFSET?1I
ENTER 707;Of£$
PRINT Off$
END
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ONLY

Note

HP 8990A

The :FUNCTION<N>:ONLY command produces C----
a copy of the operand. The ONLY command
is useful when scaling channels and memories
with the :FUNCTION<N>:RANGE and
:FUNCTION<N>:OFFSET commands to settings that
are not achievable in the channel menu.

When Option 001, Single Sensor Input, is installed,
channel 4 can't be specified. Error -360, "Missing a
Baseband Board" is placed in the error queue when an
attempt is made to specify channel 4.

Command Syntax: :FUNCtion<N>:ONLY<operand>

Where:

<N> ::= 1 or 2
<operand> ::= {CHANnell I CHANne12 I CHANnel3 I
CHANne14 1 WMEMoryl I WMEMory2 1 WMEMory3 I

WMEMory4}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:FUNCTION2:0NLY WMEMORY4 11
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RANGe

Function Subsystem

The :FUNCTION<N>:RANGE command defines the
full scale vertical axis of the selected function.

The RANGE query returns the current range setting for
the specified function.

Command Syntax: :FUNCtion<N>:RANGe <range>

Where:

<N> ::= lor 2
<range> ::= amplitude value (Range does not
require a suffix, it uses the current units.

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:FUNCTION2:RANGE .260"
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Query Syntax: :FUNCtion<N>:RANGe?

Where:

<N> ::= lor 2

Returned Format:

[:FUNCtion<N>:RANGe] <range><NL>

Where:

<N> ::= 1 or 2
<range> ::= current range setting
(exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Rng$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;Il:FUNCTION2:RANGE?1I
ENTER 707;Rng$
PRINT Rng$
END
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HP 8990A

SUBTract

Note

Command Syntax:

Function Subsystem

The :FUNCTION<N>:SUBTRACT command
algebraically subtracts operand 2 from operand 1.

When Option 001, Single Sensor Input, is installed,
channel 4 can't be specified. Error -360, "Missing a
Baseband Board" is placed in the error queue when an
attempt is made to specify channel 4.

:FUNCtion<N>:SUBTract <operand>,<operand>

Where:

<N> ::= 1 or 2
<operand> ::= {CHANnell I CHANne12 I CHANnel3 I
CHANne14 I WMEMory1 IWMEMory2 IWMEMory3 I
WMEMory4}

Example:

OUTPUT 707; Jl:FUNCTION2:SUBTRACT WMEMORY3,WMEMORY2 Jl

In this example Waveform Memory 2 would be
algebraically subtracted from Waveform Memory 3.
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The :FUNCTION<N>:UNITS? query allows the user to
query the Peak Power Analyzer to determine the current
units for the selected function. The query will only
return the fundamental units. Any suffix multipliers,
such as, nano, micro, kilo, or milli will not be returned.
IT the function results in undefined units, such as,
dBmjVolts, UDF is returned.

Query Syntax: :FUNCtion<N>:UNITs?

Where:

<N> ::= lor 2

Returned Format:

[:FUNCtion<N>:UNITs] <units> <NL>

Where:

<N> ::= lor 2
<units> ::= {W I UDF IWjV I VjW I V IWjW IVjV}

Example:

DIM Unit$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;II:FUNCTION2:UNITs?"
ENTER 707;Unit$
PRINT UnitS
END
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VERSus

Note

Function Subsystem

The :FUNCTION<N>:VERSUS command allows X
versus Y displays with two operands. The first operand
defines the Y axis and the second defines the X axis.

The Y axis range and offset are initially equal
to that of the first operand and can be adjusted
with the FUNCTION<N>:RANGE and
FUNCTION<N>:OFFSET commands.

The X axis range and offset are always equal to that of
the second operand. It can only be altered by changing
the vertical settings of the second operand. This also
changes the Y axis vertical sensitivity and offset.

The following features do not work with a VERSUS
function:

• Waveform Measurements
• Waveform memory
• Ampl@time

When Option 001, Single Sensor Input, is installed,
channel 4 can't be specified. Error -360, "Missing a
Baseband Board" is placed in the error queue when an
attempt is made to specify channel 4.
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Command Syntax: :FUNCtion<N>:VERSus <Y_operand>,<X_operand>
Where:

<N> ::= 1 or 2

<V_operand> ::= {CHANnell I CHANne12 I CHANne13 I
CHANnel4 IWMEMoryl I WMEMory2 I WMEMory3 I
WMEMory4}

<X_operand> ::= {CHANnell I CHANne12 I CHANne13 I
CHANne14 I WMEMoryl I WMEMory2 I WMEMory3 I
WMEMory4}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;1I:FUNCTION2:VERSUS CHAN1,CHAN4 11
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Introduction The HARDCOPY subsystem commands set various
parameters for printing waveforms from the Peak Power
Analyzer. Everything on the display is printed when the
root level command PRINT is sent.

The portion of the waveform to be copied must be
placed on the display.

To actually make the hardcopy print, refer to the root
level command :PRlNT for the sequence of commands
that actually get the data to the printer.

Refer to Figure 14-1 for the syntax diagrams of the
HARDCOPY subsystem commands.

Figure 14-1. Hardcopy Subsystem Syntax Diagrams
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LENGth

HP 8990A

The :HARDCOPY:LENGTH command sets the length (~-
of the page to either 11 inches or 12 inches.

The LENGTH query returns the current length setting.

Command Syntax: :HARDcopy:LENGth {II II2}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;1I:HARDCOPY:LENGTH 12 11

Query Syntax: :HARDcopy:LENGth?

Returned Format:

[:HARDcopy:LENGth] {II I 12}<NL>

Example:

DIM Lgth$ [~OO]

OUTPUT 707;Il:HARDCOPY:LENGTH?1I
ENTER 707;Lgth$
PRINT Lgth$
END

14·2
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Measurement
Setup

Note

User-Defined
Measurements

15·2

HP 8990A

To make a measurement, the portion of the waveform
required for that measurement must first be displayed on
the Peak Power Analyzer. That is:

• For a PRI (Pulse Repetition Interval) or PRF (Pulse
Repetition Frequency) measurement, at least two
consecutive rising or falling edges must be displayed.

• For a pulse width measurement, the entire pulse must
be displayed.

• For a risetime measurement, the leading
(positive-going) edge of the waveform must be
displayed.

• For a falltime measurement, the trailing
(negative-going) edge of the waveform must be
displayed.

When the window function in the Timebase Subsystem
is turned on, measurements are ONLY applied to the
windowed portion of the waveform.

When User-Defined Measurements are made, the defined
parameters must be set before actually sending the
measurement command or query.

In User-Defined mode, when the lower threshold value is
less than the upper threshold value, the mid threshold is
the mid point between the upper and lower threshold .
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Measurement
Error

Measure Subsystem

If a measurement cannot be made, the value returned for
that parameter is +9.99999E+37. This is an error value
that is output when a measurement cannot be made.
Typically, this occurs because the proper portion of the
waveform is not displayed or is clipped. The error is
also returned when one of the following Utility Menus is
displayed when a measurement is attempted:

• Selftest Menu

• Probe Cal Menu

• Instrument Cal Menu

• Service Menu

• Show Status Menu

Using the MENU command to select a menu other than
one of the Utility Menus should allow the measurement
to be made.

If the result of a power measurement is too small to be
represented as a dBm value, the value returned for the
measurement is -9.99999E+37. When -9.99999E+37
is returned, -99 dBm is the result output to the front
panel.

If the horizontal scaling is questionable, an "error 11"
is placed in the error queue. In this case, the value
returned is the most accurate that can be made using
the current scaling. You might be able to obtain a more
accurate measurement by rescaling the horizontal to
obtain more data points on the edge.
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Measurement
Procedure

Note

HP 8990A

To maintain specified measurement accuracy, the
following procedure must be used when making a
measurement:

Before a measurement is made, a one hour warm-up
period is required.

• Setup the parameters for the measurement.

• Acquire the data.

• Query the Peak Power Analyzer.

First, setup the Peak Power Analyzer for the
measurement. Setup might include specifying the
vertical sensitivity, timebase, and triggering. Autoscale is
part of setup.

Second, acquire the data using the DIGITIZE command.
If a setup parameter is changed after the data is
acquired, the data must be acquired again to reflect the
setup change.

Finally, use the query form of the measurement, and
have the controller read the measurement results.

/

(
',-"

Making
Measurements

15·4

IT more than one waveform, edge, or pulse is displayed,
time measurements are made on the first (left-most)
portion of the displayed waveform that can be used.
When any of the defined measurements are requested,
the Peak Power Analyzer first determines the top (100%)
and base (0%) linear amplitudes of the waveform. From
this information, it can determine the other important (,_
linear amplitude values (10%, 90%, and 50%) for making,
the measurements.
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Except for VDELTA, all power values are returned as
dBm or watts depending on the display mode. In log
mode, VDELTA returns a ratio in dB.

Measurements are made on the displayed waveform(s)
specified by the SOURCE command. The SOURCE
command allows two sources to be specified. When two
sources are specified, amplitude Marker 1 is assigned
to the first specified source and amplitude Marker 2 is
assigned to the second specified source. VDELTA is the
only measurement that uses two sources.

Most measurements can only be made on a single source.
If one of these measurements is made with two specified
sources, the measurement is made on the first source
specified.

More information about measurement algorithms can be
found in Appendix A.

Refer to Figure 15-1 for the MEASURE subsystem
syntax diagrams. (
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Figure 15·1. Measure Subsystem Syntax Diagrams
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Figure 15·1. Measure Subsystem Syntax Diagrams (continued)
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Figure 15..1. Measure SUbsystem Syntax Diagrams (continued)
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Figure 15·1. Measure Subsystem Syntax Diagrams (continued)
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Figure 15·1. Measure Subsystem Syntax Diagrams (continued)
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Figure 15·1. Measure Subsystem Syntax Diagrams (continued)
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Figure 15·1. Measure Subsystem Syntax Diagrams (continued)
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channel_number = An integer, 1, 2, 3, or 4.
edge_number = An integer 1 through 100.
func_num = An integer, 1 or 2.
level = MIDDle, UPPer, or LOWer.
lower_limit = Lower limit for compare.
lowlimit_value = Lower threshold value in
percent.
measurement = Name of measurement to be compared.
pmem_num = An integer, 1 or 2.
polarity = Positive or negative
slope_and_occurrence = An integer -100 to 100
(excluding 0) specifying a displayed edge.
source_arg = Channell, 2, 3, or 4, function 1 or 2,
or waveform memory 1, 2, 3, or 4
tstart_arg =Time in seconds from trigger.
tstop_arg =Time in seconds from trigger.
tvertical_arg = A real number specifying voltage or power.
tvolt_arg = A real number specifying voltage.
upper_limit = Upper limit for compare.
upperlimit_value = Upper threshold value in
percent.
vrel_arg =An integer, 0 to 100.
vstart_arg = A real number within amplitude range.
vstop_arg =A real number within amplitude range.
vtime_arg =A real number in the horizontal
display window.
wmem_num = An integer, 1 through 4.

Figure 15·1. Measure Subsystem Syntax Diagrams (continued)
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ALL?

Measure Subsystem

The :MEASURE:ALL query makes a set of
measurements on the displayed signal and buffers the
measurement results for output over the HP-IB. The
measurement results are not output to the Peak Power
Analyzer display.

To make a measurement, the portion of the waveform
required for the measurement must be displayed. Time
measurements are made on the first (left-most) displayed
edges of the waveforms. To obtain the most accurate
measurement possible, use proper horizontal scaling.

Refer to the individual commands for information on
how the measurements are made and for the returned
format of the measurement results.

Query Syntax: :MEASure:ALL?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:FREQuency] <result>j[PERiod] <result>;
[PWIDth] <result>;[NWIDth] <result> j [RISetime]<result > j

[FALLtime] <result>;[OVERshoot]<result>j[DUTycycle]
<result>;[VMAX] <result > j [VMIN]<result> j[VTOP] <result> j
[VBASe] <result>; [VAVerage] <result><NL>

Where:

<result> ::= individual measurement results
(exponential- NR3 format)
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Example:

DIM A$[500]
OUTPUT 707;II:MEASURE:ALL?1l
ENTER 707;A$
PRINT A$
END

These values can be returned to numeric variables
instead of the BASIC string variables as shownt If
numeric variables are used, the headers must be turned
off.
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ATMarker?

Measure Subsystem

The :MEASURE:ATMARKER query is used with an
amplitude-at-time measurement. The amplitude-at-time
function allows the user to position one or both time
markers on the displayed waveform and read the
amplitude of the signal at that time. The ATMARKER
query returns the amplitude at the specified time
marker.

Related Commands • :DISPlay:ATMarker

• :MEASure:SOURce:ATMarker

• :MEASure:DEFine ATIME

• :MEASure:ATMarker:UNITS?

For more information about these commands, refer to
the Display and Measure Subsystems.

Note Turn the time markers on (:DISPlay:TMARker) and the
amplitude-at-time markers (:DISPlay:ATMarker) before
using the :MEASure:ATMarker command.

When making an amplitude-at-time measurement
on a waveform in memory, set the current timebase
(:TIMEBASE:RANGE) to the timebase of the stored
waveform.
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Query Syntax: :MEASure:ATMarker? {LOWer I UPPer}

Where:
Lower and Upper ::= Time marker(s) as defined by the
:MEASURE:DEFINE ATIME command.

15-18

Note

Note

The :MEASURE:DEFINE ATIME command defines
the upper and lower marker fields of the front panel
ampl@time saftkey (Marker Menu) ta be either start or
stop markers.

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:ATMarker] <result><NL>

Where:
<result> ::= The amplitude at the specified time.
(exponential-NR3 format)

The units associated with ATMARKER can be queried
using the :MEASURE:ATMARKER:UNITS? query.

Example:

DIM Res$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;"MEASure:ATMarker? LDWer ll

ENTER 707;Res$
PRINT Res$
END
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A"rMarker:UNITs?

Measure Subsystem

The :MEASURE:ATMARKER:UNITS query is
used with an amplitude-at-time measurement. The
amplitude-at-time function allows the user to position
one or both time markers on the displayed waveform
and read the amplitude of the signal at that time. The
ATMARKER:UNITS query returns the measurement
units of the displayed source at the specified time
marker.

Related Commands • :DISPlay:ATMarker

• :MEASure:SOURce:ATMarker

• :MEASure:DEFine ATIME

• :MEASure:ATMarker?

For more information about these commands) refer to
the Display and Measure Subsystems.

Query Syntax: :MEASure:ATMarker:UNITs? {LOWer I UPPer}

Where:
Lower and Upper ::= Time marker as defined by the
:MEASURE:DEFINE ATIME command.

Note The :MEASURE:DEFINE ATIME command defines
the upper and lower marker fields of the front panel
ampl@time softkey (Marker Menu) to be either start or
stop markers.
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Returned Format:

{:MEASure:ATMarker:UNITs] <unit> <NL>

Where:

<unit> ::= The current unit (W, V, or DBM) for
the specified marker.

Example:

DIM Unit$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;IlMEASure:ATMarker:UNIT? LOWer ll

ENTER 707;Unit$
PRINT Unit$
END

(
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AUTodig

Note

Measure Subsystem

The AUTODIG command enables the Peak Power
Analyzer to automatically execute the Root Level
DIGITIZE command before one of the following
measurements is made:

• :MEASure:VERTical?

• :MEASure:VMAX?

• :MEASure:VTIMe?

AUTODIG only works with these three measurements.

Use AUTodig when one or more of the listed
measurements is to be made on a number of different
waveforms. If multiple measurements, such as,
RISETIME, FALLTIME, PRF, and VMAX are to be
made on a single waveform, digitize the waveform and
then make the measurements with AUTodig set to off.

The measurement is completed faster when AUTodig
is on compared to the combination of digitizing the
waveform and then making the measurement. The
results are placed in the output queue. However,
the results are not placed in the measurement queue
or displayed on the screen. Refer to the desired
measurement for more information.
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Command Syntax :MEASure:AUTodig {{ON II} {OFF I Ol}

Example OUTPUT 707; II: MEASURE: AUTodig ON"
OUTPUT 707;":MEASURE:VMAX?1I

Query Syntax: :MEASure:AUTodlg?

Returned Format: [:MEASure:AUTodig] {II 0 }<NL>

Example: DIM Adig$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;IIMEASure:AUTodig?1I
ENTER 707;Adig$
PRINT Adig$
END
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COMPare

Measure Subsystem

The :MEASURE:COMPARE command specifies
the measurement and limits to be used for the
:MEASURE:LIMITTEST command. The first limit is
the upper limit; the second is the lower limit.

This command does not start the test, but only sets
the test parameters. The :MEASURE:LIMITTEST
command starts the test.

The COMPARE query returns the current specification

Related Commands • :MEASure:DESTination

• :MEASure:LIMittest

• :MEASure:POSTfailure

Note

Command Syntax:

Note

The remote-only measurements are not supported by the
measurement limit test. If any of these measurements
are active during the measurement limit test, the
measurement will always indicate "PASSED". These
are the remote-only measurements: PREShoot, TMAX,
TMIN, TVOLt, VAMPlitude, VERTical, VMIN, VPP,
VRMS, and VTIMe.

:MEASure:COMPare
<measurement>,<upper_limit>,<lower-limit>

If the argument is in volts or watts, no units suffix is
required. However, if the argument is in dBm, the suffix
dBm is required. The Peak Power Analyzer will convert
the argument to the cu~rent display units.
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Where:

<measurement> ::= {FALLtime I FREQuency I
OVERshoot I PERiod I PWIDth INWIDth I
RISetime I VBASe IVTOP IVAVerage I VMAX I (
DUTycycle I DELay}

<upper...lirnit> ::= High limit value.
<lower...limit> ::= Low limit value.

Example:

OUTPUT 707;Il:MEASURE:CDMPARE RISETIME,10,4 11

Query Syntax: :MEASure:COMPare? <measurement>

Where:

<measurement> ::={FALLtime I FREQuency I
OVERshoot IPElliod I PWIDth I NWIDth I
RISetime I VBASe I VTOP I VAVerage I VMAX I
DUTycyc1e I DELay}

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:COMPare] <measurement>, <upper_limit>,
<lower...limit> <NL>
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Note

Measure Subsystem

Example:

DIM Cmp$ [100]
OUTPUT 707 j IlMEASure:COMPare? VPP II

ENTER 707;Cmp$
PRINT Cmp$
END

For example, the sequence required to do a limit test on
frequency is:

OUTPUT 707;II:MEASURE:SOURCE CHANi 11

!Selects channel 1 as the source.
OUTPUT 707; II : MEASURE: FREQ II

!Select measurement
OUTPUT 707 j ll:MEASURE:COMPARE FREQ,i000HZ,10HZ II

!Set measurement limits
OUTPUT 707;II:MEASURE:LIMITTEST MEASURE"
!Start test

The only way to see if a limit test failure has occurred
over the bus is by checking if bit 3 (LTER?) of the status
byte is set to a 1.
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The :MEASURE:CURSOR query returns the time and
amplitude values of the specified marker as an ordered
pair of time/amplitude values.

When the CURSOR query is sent, no measurement is
made, and the cursors are not moved.

If DELTA is specified:

the instrument returns the value of delta time and
delta vertical.

If START is specified:

the positions of the start marker and amplitude
Marker 1 are returned.

If STOP is specified:

the positions of the stop marker and amplitude Marker
2 are returned.

Query Syntax: :MEASure:CURSor? {DELTa I STARt I STOP}
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Returned Format:

[:MEASure:CURSor] <time>,<amplitude><NL>

Where:

<time> ::= delta time, start time or stop time
<amplitude> ::= delta amplitude, Marker 1
amplitude or Marker 2 amplitude (Amplitude will be in
volts or power, depending on the channel that is being
used.) (exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Cur$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;II:MEAS:SOURCE CHAN1 11

OUTPUT 707;1I:MEAS:CURSOR? START II

ENTER. 707;Cur$
PR.INT Cur$
END
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The :MEASURE:DEFINE command sets up the
definition for a measurement. This command is only
valid in "user mode". To set "user mode", refer to the
MEASURE:MODE command in this section.

The DEFINE query returns the current setup.

Related Commands • :MEASure:MODE

• :MEASure:UPPer

• :MEASure:LOWer

• :MEASure:UNITs

Command Syntax: :MEASure:DEFine <measurement_spec>

Where:

<measurement_spec> ::= {ATIMe, {{UPPer I LOWer};
{STARt ISTOP}} I DELay <polarity>, <edge_num>,
<level>, <polarity>, <edge-.num>, <level> I PWIDth,
{MIDDle I UPPer I LOWer} I NWIDth, {MIDDle I UPPer I
LOWer}}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;1I:MEAS:DEFINE DELAYtPOSITIVEt1,
UPPER,NEGATlVE,2,MIDDLE II

This example will set the parameters for a time
measurement from the first positive edge at the upper
threshold level to the second negative edge at the middle
threshold. If one source is specified, both parameters
apply to that signal. If two sources are specified the
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measurement is from the first positive edge on source 1
to the second negative edge on source 2.

(

Query Syntax: :MEASure:DEFine? {ATIMe,{UPPer I LOWer} I DELay
I PWIDth I NWIDth}

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:DEFine] <measurement_spe~> <NL>

Where:

<measurement_spec> ::= {ATIMe, {{UPPer I LOWer},
{STARt ISTOP}} I DELay <polarity>, <edge_num>,
<level>, <polarity>, <edge_num> , <level> I PWIDth,
{MIDDle I UPPer I LOWer} I NWIDth, {MIDDle I UPPer I
LOWer}}

Example:

DIM Dfn$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;":MEASure:DEFine? DEtay' I

ENTER 701;Dfn$
PRINT Dfn$
END
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The :MEASURE:DELAY command causes the Peak (/- .
Power Analyzer to determine the delay either between
two edges on the same source or between an edge on one
source and an edge on another source.

The sources being measured are specified with the
:MEASURE:SOURCE command. .

If user defined measurement specifications are selected,
ensure the defined measurement is displayed.

The DELAY query returns the specified delay value.

Command Syntax: :MEASure:DELay

Example:

OUTPUT 707;":MEAS:DELlI

(
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Query Syntax: :MEASure:DELay?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:DELayJ <delay_value> <NL>

Where:

<delay_value> ::= time value in seconds
(exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Dly$ [100]
OUTPUT 707 jll:MEAS:DELAY?1I
ENTER 707jDly$
PRINT Dly$
END
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Note
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The :MEASURE:DESTINATION command specifies
the destination to be used when a limittest violation is
found.

If a waveform memory is specified, the memory is
overwritten each time a violation is found.

The DESTINATION query returns the destination
currently specified.

If Waveform Memory is the destination, the source must
be set up separately using the Root Level command
:STORE.

Related Commands • :MEASure:COMPare

• :MEASure:LIMittest

• :MEASure:POSTfailure

Command Syntax: :MEASure:DESTination {WMEMory{l 12 I 3 14} I
PMEMory{l I 2} I OFF}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;":MEAS:DEST PMEMORY2"
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Query Syntax: :MEASure:DESTination?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:DESTination] {WMEMory{ll 2 I 314} I
PMEMory{l I 2} I OFF}<NL>

Example:

DIM Dst$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;Il:MEAS:DEST?1I
ENTER 707;Dst$
PRINT Dst$
END
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The :MEASURE:DUTYCYCLE command places the
Peak Power Analyzer in the continuous measurement
mode and starts the Dutycycle measurement.

The DUTYCYCLE query measures and outputs the
duty cycle of the signal specified by the SOURCE
command. The signal must be displayed for the
measurement to be made. The value returned for duty
cycle is the ratio of the positive pulse width to period.

The positive pulse width and the period of the specified
signal are measured, and then the duty cycle is
calculated.

The duty cycle is calculated with the following formula:

duty cycle = +pulse width/period

Command Syntax: :MEASure:DUTycycle

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:MEASURE:DUTYCYCLE II
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Query Syntax: :MEASure:DUTycycle?

Returned Format:

[MEASure:DUTycycle] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= ratio of +pulse width to period
(exponential -NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Dc$ [100J
OUTPUT 101;II:MEASURE:DurYCYCLE?1I
ENTER 107;Dc$
PRINT Dc$
END
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The :MEASURE:ESTART command causes the Peak
Power Analyzer to position the start marker on the
specified edge and slope of the displayed waveform. All
edges must be displayed and are counted from the left
edge of the display. The start marker is positioned
where amplitude Marker 1 intersects the waveform. The
desired edge is specified by sending an integer value after
the command name. If a positive integer is sent, the
Peak Power Analyzer will place the start marker on a
positive-going waveform edge. If a negative integer is
sent, the start marker will be placed on a negative-going
waveform edge. If amplitude Marker 1 does not intersect
the waveform as specified, the error message "Edges
required not found" is displayed.

The ESTART query returns the currently specified edge. (
',.,

Amplitude marker 1 needs to be positioned on the
waveform in order to use the ESTART command. The
:MEASURE:VFIFTY command, or the combination of
:MEASURE:VTOP and :MEASURE:VRELATIVE can
be used to place the amplitude marker on the waveform.

The short form of this command does not follow the
defined convention. The short form "EST" is the same
for ESTART and ESTOP, so be careful not to send this
form for the ESTART command. Sending "EST" will
produce an error.
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Command Syntax: :MEASure:ESTArt <edge>

Where:

<edge> ::= sign and number (if a positive value is sent
the + sign may be omitted or a space may be used)

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:MEASURE:ESTART 2 11

This example places the start marker" at the second
displayed positive-going intersection of the waveform and
amplitude Marker 1.

Query Syntax: :MEASure:ESTArt?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:ESTART] <edge><NL>

Where:

<edge> ::= edge number (integer-NRI format)

Example:

DIM Estart$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;II:MEAS:ESTART?1I
ENTER 707;Estart$
PRINT Estart$
END
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The :MEASURE:ESTOP command causes the Peak
Power Analyzer to position the stop marker on the
specified edge and slope of the displayed waveform.
All edges must be displayed and are counted from the
left edge of the display. The stop marker is positioned
where amplitude Marker 2 intersects the waveform. The
desired edge is specified by sending an integer value
after the command name. If a positive integer is sent,
the Peak Power Analyzer places the stop marker on
a positive-going waveform edge. If a negative integer
is sent, the stop marker is placed on a negative-going
waveform edge.

If amplitude Marker 2 does not intersect the waveform as
specified, the error message "Edges required not found"
is displayed.

The ESTOP query returns the currently specified edge.

Amplitude marker 2 needs to be positioned on the
waveform in order to use the ESTOP command. The
:MEASURE:VFIFTY command, or the combination of
:MEASURE:VTOP and :MEASURE:VRELATIVE can
be used to place the amplitude markers on the waveform.

The short form of this command does not follow the
defined convention. The short form "EST" is the same
for ESTART and ESTOP, so be careful not to send this
form for the ESTOP command. Sending "EST" will
produce an error.

(
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Command Syntax: :MEASure:ESTOp <edge>

Where:

<edge> ::= sign and number (if a positive value is sent
the + sign may be omitted or a space may be used)

Example:

OUTPUT 707; II :MEAS:ESTOP -211

This example places the stop marker at the second
displayed negative-going intersection of the waveform at
amplitude Marker 2.

Query Syntax: :MEASure:ESTOp?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:ESTOP] <edge><NL>

Where:

<edge> ::= edge number (integer-NRI format)

Example:

DIM Estop$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;II:MEASURE:ESTOP?1I
ENTER 707;Estop$
PRINT Estop$
END
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FALLtime

Command Syntax:
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The :MEASURE:FALLTIME command places the Peak
Power Analyzer in the continuous measurement mode
and starts a Falltime measurement.

The FALLTIME query measures and outputs the fall
time of the first displayed falling (negative-going) edge.
For best measurement accuracy, set the sweep speed
as fast as possible while leaving the falling edge of the
waveform on the display. The falltime is determined· by
measuring the time at the upper threshold of the falling
edge then measuring the time at the lower threshold of
the falling edge and calculating the falltime with the
formula:

fall time = time at lower threshold point-time at upper
threshold point.

If the horizontal scaling is questionable when this
measurement is made, "error II" is placed in the error
queue. For more information, refer to the Measurement
Error section at the beginning of this chapter.

:MEASure:FALLtime

Example:

OUTPUT 707; II : MEAS :FALVI
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Query Syntax: :MEASure:FALLtime?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:FALLtime] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= time in seconds between lower threshold
and upper threshold amplitude points (exponential-NR3
format)

Example:

DIM Fll$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;II:MEASURE:FALLTIME?1l
ENTER 707;Fll$
PRINT Fll$
END
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Command Syntax:
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The :MEASURE:FREQuency command places the Peak (
Power Analyzer in the continuous measurement mode
and starts a Pulse Repetition Frequency measurement.

The FREquency query measures and outputs the
frequency of the first complete cycle on screen using the
50% levels when Standard measurements are selected
and at the mid threshold value when User Defined
measurements are selected.

The algorithm is:

iffirst edge on screen is rising
then
frequency = l/(time at second rising edge
-time at first rising edge)
else
frequency = 1/(time at second falling edge
-time at first falling edge)

:MEASure:FREQuency

Example:

OUTPUT 707;1I:MEASURE:FREQuencyJ'
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Query Syntax: :MEASURE:FREQuency?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:FREQuency) <value> <NL>

Where:

<value> ::= frequency in Hertz (exponential-NR3
format)

Example:

DIM Freq$[100]
OUTPUT 707;Il:MEASURE:FREQuency?1I
ENTER 707;Freq$
PRINT Freq$
END
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The :MEASURE:LIMITTEST command enables a limit (
test to be performed. The Peak Power Analyzer can run
limit tests on up to three measurements. If LIMITTEST
is sent with the MEASURE parameter, the Peak Power
Analyzer starts the test. IT the OFF parameter is sent,
the test is stopped.

The LTF (limit test failure) bit of the status byte is set
when a failure is found.

Related Commands • :MEASure:COMPare

• :MEASure:DESTination

• :MEASure:POSTfailure

The measurement and the measurement limits are set
with the :MEASURE:COMPARE command. The results
of the measurement are sent to the location specified ,
with the :MEASURE:DESTINATION command.
Testing is stopped or continued after a failure with the
:MEASURE:POSTFAILURE command.

Command Syntax: :MEASure:LIMittest {MEASure I OFF}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:MEAS:LIM MEAS"
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LOWer

Measure Subsystem

The :MEASURE:LOWER command sets the lower
measurement threshold. The command only applies
in "user mode". To set "user mode') , refer to the
MEASURE:MODE command in this chapter. The value
sent to the Peak Power Analyzer is in percent.

The LOWER query returns the current setting of the
lower measurement threshold.

Related Commands • :MEASure:MODE

• :MEASure:UPPer

• :MEASure:DEFine

• :MEASure:UNITs

Command Syntax: :MEASure:LOWer <lowlimit_value>

Where:

<lowlimit_value> ::= user defined lower threshold in
percent.

Example:

OUTPUT 707;":MEASURE:LOWER 47"
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Query Syntax: :MEASure:LOWer?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:LOWer] <lowlimit_value><NL>

Where:

<lowlimit_value> ::= user defined lower threshold in
percent. (exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Lwr$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;II:MEAS:LOW?1I
ENTER 707;Lwr$
PRINT Lwr$
END
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MODE

Measure Subsystem

The :MEASURE:MODE command sets the measurement
mode (definitions and thresholds).

The MODE query returns the current mode setting.

Related Commands • :MEASure:DEFine

• :MEASure:LOWer

• :MEASure:UPPer

• :MEASure:UNITs

Command Syntax: :MEASure:MODE {STANdard I USER}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;":MEAS:MODE STAN"

Query Syntax: :MEASure:MODE?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:MODE] {STANdard I USER}<NL>

Example:

DIM Md$ [100]
OUTPUT 107;II:MEASURE:MDDE?1I
ENTER 107;Md$
PRINT Md$
END
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NWIDth

Command Syntax:
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The ~MEASURE:NWIDthcommand places the Peak
Power Analyzer in the continuous measurement mode
and starts a pulse offtime measurement.

The NWIDth query measures and outputs the width of
the first negative pulse on screen. The NWIDTH query
uses the 50% levels when Standard measurements are
selected.

If User Defined measurements are selected, the
measurement is made at the specified threshold value.

The algorithm is:

if the first edge on screen is rising
then
width =(time at second rising edge
-time at first falling edge)
else
width = (time at first rising edge
-time at first falling edge)

:MEASure:NWIDth

Example:

OUTPUT 707;Il:MEAS:NWIDth ll
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Query Syntax: :MEASure:NWIDth?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:NWIDth] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= negative pulse width in seconds
(exponential -NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Nwd$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;II:MEASURE:NWIDth?1I
ENTER 707;Nyd$
PRINT Nwd$
END
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OVERshoot

Note

Command Syntax:
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The :MEASURE:OVERSHOOT command places the
Peak Power Analyzer in the continuous measurement
mode and selects the Overshoot measurement.

The OVERSHOOT query measures and outputs the
overshoot of a selected signal. Overshoot measures the
first edge on screen with the following algorithm:

overshoot = (peak-top)jtop-base

The Peak Power Analyzer isn't able make automatic
overshoot measurements when overshoot is greater than
50%. It may be necessary to use the markers to make
the measurement.

:MEASure:OVERshoot

Example:

OUTPUT 707;1I:MEAS:OVER II
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Query Syntax: :MEASure:OVERshoot?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:QVERshoot] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= ratio of overshoot to amplitude, top-base
(exponential -NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Ovr$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;II:MEASURE:OVERSHOOT?1l
ENTER 707;Ovr$
PRINT Ovr$
END
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The :MEASURE:PERIOD command places the
Peak Power Analyzer in the continuous measurement
mode and selects the PRI (Pulse Repetition Interval)
measurement.

The PERIOD query measures and outputs the PRI of
the first complete cycle on screen. The PRI is measured
at the 50% point if Standard measurements are selected
and at the mid threshold level of the waveform if
User-Defined measurements are selected.

The algorithm for this measurement is:

if the first edge on screen is rising
then
PRI = (time at second rising edge
-time at first rising edge)
else
PRJ = (time at second falling edge
- time at first falling edge)

Command Syntax: :MEASure:PERiod

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:MEAS:PERIOD II
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Query Syntax: :MEASure:PERiod?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:PERiod] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= waveform PRI in seconds (exponential-NR3
format)

Example:

DIM Prd$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;u:MEASURE:PERIOD?"
ENTER 707;Prd$
PRINT Prd$
END
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The :MEASURE:POSTFAILURE command specifies
what will occur after a violation has been found by the
limit test. If CONTINUE is selected, the Peak Power
Analyzer will continue to look for another violation. If
STOP is selected, the Peak Power Analyzer stops the
limit test.

If CONTINUE is selected and a violation is found,
the violation is written to the desired location. If a
waveform memory is selected as the destination, then,
all subsequent violations will overwrite the previous
violation.

The POSTFAILURE query returns the current selection.

Related Commands • :MEASure:COMPare

• :MEASure:DESTination

• :MEASure:LIMittest

Command Syntax: :MEASure:POSTfailure {CONTinue I STOP}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:MEAS:POST CONT II
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Query Syntax: :MEASure:POSTfailure?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:POSTfailure] {CONTinue I STOP}<NL>

Example:

DIM Pf$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;Il:MEASURE:POSTFAILURE?1l
ENTER 707;Pf$
PRINT Pf$
END
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The :MEASURE:PRECISION command is included in
the Peak Power Analyzer for compatibility with other
Hewlett-Packard instruments. It has no effect on the
Peak Power Analyzer.

The PRECISION query always returns COARSE in the
Peak Power Analyzer.

Command Syntax: :MEASure:PRECision COARse

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:MEAS:PREC COARSE II

Query Syntax: :MEASure:PRECision?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:PRECision] COARse<NL>

Example:

DIM Pc$ [100]
OUTPUT 101;II:MEAS:PRECISION?1I
ENTER 107;Pc$
PRINT Pc$
END
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PREShoot

Note

Command Syntax:

Measure Subsystem

This command can only be used on a non-power
measurement source, such as, channel 2 or 3, a function,
or waveform memory.

The :MEASURE:PRESHOOT command places the Peak
Power Analyzer in the continuous measurement mode
and starts the Preshoot measurement.

The PRESHOOT query measures and outputs the
preshoot of the selected signal. Preshoot measures the
first edge on screen with the following algorithm:

if the first edge on screen is rising
then
preshoot = (Vbase-Vmin) jVampIitude
else
preshoot = (Vmax-Vtop)jVamplitude

:MEASure:PREShoot

Example:

OUTPUT 707;1l:MEASURE:PRES ll
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Query Syntax: :MEASure:PREShoot?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:PREShoot] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= ratio of preshoot to Vamplitude
(exponential - NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Prs$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;":MEASURE:PRESHOOT?"
ENTER 707;Prs$
PRINT Prs$
END
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PWIDth

Command Syntax:

Measure Subsystem

The :MEASURE:PWIDTH command places the Peak
Power Analyzer in the continuous measurement mode
and starts the pulse width measurement.

The PWIDTH query measures and outputs the width
of the first displayed positive pulse. Pulse width is
measured at the 50% amplitude level with Standard
measurements selected and at the specified level
threshold value with User-Defined measurements
selected. The algorithm for this measurement is:

if the first edge on screen is falling
then
width = (time at second falling edge
-time at first rising edge)
else
width = (time at first falling edge
-time at first rising edge)

:MEASure:PWIDth

Example:

OUTPUT 707 j ll:MEAS:PWIDTH II
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Query Syntax: :MEASure:PWIDth?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:PWIDth] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= width of positive pulse in seconds
(exponential -NR3 format)

Example:

DIM PYd$[100] .
OUTPUT 707 j ll:MEASURE:PWIDTH?1l
ENTER 707;PYd$
PRINT PYd$
END
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RESults?

Query Syntax:

Measure Subsystem

The :MEASURE:RESULTS query tells the Peak Power
Analyzer to return the currently active measurements. IT
statistics are on, the current, minimum, maximum, and
average are returned for each measurement. If the limit
test is on and POSTFAILURE is set to CONTINUED,
then, the pass ratio is returned instead of the average.
This is a pure ratio and not a percentage.

If the number of measurements returned is 0 then no
<measurement>s are returned.

:MEASure:RESults?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:RESults] <No. of
Meas>[j<measurement> ... ]<NL>

Where:

<No. of Meas> ::= number of measurements displayed on the
CRT, 0 through 8. (integer-NRI format)
<measurement> ::=measurement-llame measurementJesult .

Example:

DIM Mr$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;1l:MEASURE:RESULTS?1l
ENTER 707;Mr$
PRINT Mr$
END
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Command Syntax:
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The :MEASURE:RISETIME command places the Peak
Power Analyzer in the continuous measurement mode
and starts a Risetime measurement.

The RISETIME query measures and outputs the
risetime of the first displayed rising (positive-going) edge.
For best measurement accuracy, set the sweep speed
as fast as possible while leaving the leading edge of the
waveform on the display. The risetime is determined by
measuring the time at the lower threshold of the rising
edge, and the time at the upper threshold of the rising
edge. The risetime is then calculated with the following
formula:

risetime = (time at upper threshold point-time at lower
threshold point)

If the horizontal scaling is questionable when this
measurement is made an "error 11" is placed in the
error queue. For additional information, refer to the
Measurement Error section at the beginning of this
chapter.

:MEASure:RISetime

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:MEAS:RIS II
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Query Syntax: :MEASure:RISetime?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:RISetime] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= rise time in seconds (exponential-NR3
format)

Example:

DIM Rs$[100]
OUTPUT 707;II:MEAS:RIS?1l
ENTER 707;Rs$
PRINT Rs$
END
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The :MEASURE:SCRATCH command clears the
measurement results from the Peak Power Analyzer
display.

Command Syntax: :MEASure:SCRatch

Example:

OUTPUT 707;":MEASURE:SCRATCHII
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SOURce

Note

Measure Subsystem

The :MEASURE:SOURCE command selects the
source(s) for the measurements. The source specified
becomes the source for the Measure Subsystem
commands. The source can be a channel, function, or
waveform memory.

One or two sources can be specified with this command.
All measurements except DELAY are made on the first
specified source. The DELAY measurement uses two
sources if two have been specified. If only one source is
specified, the DELAY measurement uses that source for
both of its parameters.

The SOURCE query returns the current source selection.
If the specified sources are different both are returned.
Otherwise, one source is returned.

When Option 001, Single Sensor Input, is installed,
channel 4 can't be specified. Error -360, "Missing a
Baseband Board" is placed in the error queue when an
attempt is made to specify channel 4.

Command Syntax: :MEASure:SOURce <source1>(,<source2>]

Where: <sourcel> and <source2> ::= {CHANnel{l 1 2
1314} I FUNCtion{ll 2} IWMEMory{ll 2 13 14}}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:MEASURE:SOURCE CHANNEL1, WMEMORY1 11
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Query Syntax: :MEASure:SOURce?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:S0 URce] <sourcel> [, <source2>]<NL>

Where:

<sourcel> and <source2> ::= {CHANnel{l I 2 I 3 I4} I
FUNCtion{l I 2} I WMEMory{l I 2 I 3 [4}

Example:

DIM Src$[100]
OUTPUT 707;1I:MEAS:SOUR?1I
ENTER 707;Src$
PRINT Src$
END
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SOURce:A"'rMarker

Measure Subsystem

The :MEASURE:SOURCE:ATMARKER command
selects the source(s) for an amplitude-at-time
measurement. The amplitude-at-time function allows
the user to position one or both time markers on the
displayed waveform and read the amplitude at the
marker. The source(s) specified become the source(s) for
the amplitude-at-time measurement.

The SOURCE:ATMARKER query returns the current
source selection. If the specified sources are different,
both are returned. Otherwise, one source is returned.

Related Commands • :DISPlay:ATMarker

• :MEASure:ATMarker?

• :MEASure:DEFine ATIME

• :MEASure:ATMarker:UNITS?

For more information about these commands, refer to
the Display and Measure Subsystems.

Note When the :MEASURE:SOURCE:ATMARKER
command is received, the specified source(s) are turned
on if not already on.

lf Option 001, Single Sensor Input, is installed, channel
4 can't be specified. Error -360, "Missing a Baseband
Board" is placed in the error queue when an attempt is
made to specify channel 4.
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Command Syntax: :MEASure:SOURce:ATMarker <Upper>[,<Lower>]

Note <Upper> and <Lower> are associated with the two
sources of the front panel ampl@time softkey (Marker
Menu). <Upper> sets the top source and <Lower> sets
the bottom source.

IT one argument is sent both sources will be the same.
Two arguments are needed to have two different sources.

Where:

<Upper> and <Lower> ::= {CHANnel{l I 2 I 3 I 4} I
FUNCtion{ll 2} I WMEMory{ll 2 I 314}}

Example:

OUTPUT 707 j ll:MEAS:SOUR:ATM CHAN1, WMEM1 1l

Query Syntax: :MEASure:SOURce:ATMarker?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:SOURce:ATMarker]
<Upper> [,<Lower>]<NL>

Where:

<Upper> and <Lower> ::= {CHANnel{l I 2 I3 I4} I
FUNCtion{l I 2} IWMEMory{l 12 13 I 4}

Example:

DIM Sat$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;II:MEAS:SOUR:ATM?"
ENTER 707;Sat$
PRINT Sat$
END
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STATistics

Note

Command Syntax:

Measure Subsystem

The :MEASURE:STATISTICS command enables the
statistics mode to be controlled. When this mode is on
and the measurements are in the continuous mode, the
min, max, avg, and current measurement are shown
as the active measurements. If a RESULTS query is
executed, all of the displ~yed data is returned to the
controller.

The STATISTICS query returns the current mode.

"Average" is replaced by "pass ratio" when limit test is
selected and "after failure" is set to continue. Pass ratio
lists the percentage of times a certain test passed.

:MEASure:STATistics {{ON II} I{OFF I O}}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:MEASURE:STAT DN II
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Query Syntax: :MEASure:STATistics?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:STATistics] {l I O}<NL>

Example:

DIM Stt$[100]
OUTPUT 707;II:MEASURE:STAT?1I
ENTER 707;Stt$
PRINT Stt$
END
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TDELta?

Measure SUbsystem

The :MEASURE:TDELTA query returns the time
difference between the start and stop time markers; that
is:

Tdelta =Tstop-Tstart

where Tstart is the time at the start marker, and Tstop
is the time at the stop marker

Query Syntax: :MEASure:TDELta?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:TDELta] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= difference between start and stop markers
(exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Tdl$ [100J
OUTPUT 707; II : MEASURE: TDELTA? II

ENTER 707jTdl$
PRINT Tdl$
END
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The :MEASURE:TMAX query returns the time at which
the first maximum amplitude occurred. This assumes
that the waveform is not clipped.

Query Syntax: :MEASure:TMAX?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:TMAX] <time at max amplitude><NL>
(exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Tmx$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;I\:MEASURE:TMAX?1I
ENTER 707;Tmx$
PRINT Tmx$
END
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-rMIN?

Measure Subsystem

The :MEASURE:TMIN query returns the time at which
the first minimum amplitude occurred. This assumes
that the waveform is not clipped.

Query Syntax: :MEASure:TMIN?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:TMIN] <time at min amplitude><NL>
(exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Tmn$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;II:MEAS:TMIN?1I
ENTER 707;Tmn$
PRINT Tmn$
END
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TSTArt

Note

HP 8990A

The :MEASURE:TSTART command moves the start
marker to the specified time with respect to the trigger
time.

The TSTART query returns the time at the start
marker.

The short form of this command does not follow the
defined convention. The short form "TST" is the same
for TSTART and TSTOP, so be careful not to send this
form for the TSTART command. Sending "TST" will
produce an error.

Command Syntax: :MEASure:TSTArt <start marker time>

Where:

<start marker time> ::= time at start marker in seconds

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:MEASURE:TSTART 30 NS II
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. Query Syntax: :MEASure:TSTArt?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:TSTArt] <value> <NL>

Where:

<value> ::= time at start marker in seconds
(exponential- NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Tst$[100]
OUTPUT 707;":MEASURE:TSTART?1I
ENTER 707;Tst$
PRINT Tst$
END
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TSTOp

Note

HP 8990A

The :MEASURE:TSTOP command moves the stop
marker to the specified time with respect to the trigger
time.

The TSTOP query returns the time at the stop marker.

The short form of this command does not follow the
defined convention. The short form "TST" is the same
for TSTART and TSTOP, so be careful not to send this
form for the TSTOP command. Sending "TST" will
produce an error.

(
\

Command Syntax: :MEASure:TSTOp <stop marker time>

Where:

<stop marker time> ::= time at stop marker in seconds

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:MEAS:TSTOP 40 NS II
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Query Syntax:

Measure Subsystem

:MEASure:TSTOp?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:TSTOp] <value> <NL>

Where:

<value> ::= time at stop marker in seconds
(exponential- NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Tst$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;Il:MEASURE:TSTOP?1I
ENTER 707;Tst$
PRINT Tst$
END
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When the :MEASURE:TVERtical? query is sent, the (
displayed signal is searched for the defined amplitude
and transition. The time interval between the trigger
event and this defined occurrence is returned as the
response to this query.

For voltage waveforms, the <amplitude> can be
specified as a negative or positive value. To specify
a negative value, use a minus (-) sign. The sign of
<slope> selects a rising (+) or falling (-) edge.

The magnitude of <occurrence> defines the occurrence
to be reported. For example, +3 will return the time for
the third time the waveform crosses the specified level in
the positive direction. Once this level crossing is found,
the Peak Power Analyzer will output the time at that / ....
crossing in seconds with the trigger point (time zero) as \
the reference.

If the indicated crossing cannot be found, the Peak
Power Analyzer outputs +9.99999E+37. This will
happen if the waveform does not cross the specified
amplitude, or if the waveform does not cross the
specified amplitude for the indicated number of times in
the specified direction.
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Query Syntax:

Note

Measure Subsystem

:MEASure:TVERtical?
< amplitude>,< slope> < occurrence>

If the argument is in volts or watts, no units suffix is
required. However, if the argument is in dBm, the suffix
dEm is required.

Where:

<amplitude> ::= level the waveform" must cross.
<slope> ::= direction of waveform when <amplitude>
is crossed, rising (+) or falling (-)
<occurrence> ::= number of crossing to be
reported (if one -first crossing reported, if
two-second crossing is reported, etc.)

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:TVERtical] <time> <NL>

Where:

<time> ::= time in seconds of specified amplitude
crossing (exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Tver$[100]
OUTPUT 707;tlMEASURE:SOURCE CHANNEL1 11

OUTPUT 707;"MEASURE:TVERtical? 5M,+3 11

ENTER 707;Tver$
PRINT Tver$
END
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TVOLt?

Note

15-80

HP 8990A

This command can only be used with a voltage
measurement source, such as, channel 2 or 3, a function,
or waveform memory. For the command that works
with a power or voltage measurement source, see
:MEASURE:TVERTICAL.

When the :MEASURE:TVOLT query is sent, the
displayed signal is searched for the defined voltage level
and transition. The time interval between the trigger
event and this defined occurrence is returned as the
response to this query.

The <voltage> can be specified as a negative or positive
voltage. To specify a negative voltage, use a minus (-)
sign. The sign of <slope> selects a rising (+) or falling (
(-) edge.

The magnitude of <occurrence> defines the occurrence
to be reported. For example, +3 will return the time for
the third time the waveform crosses the specified voltage
level in the positive direction. Once this voltage crossing
is found, the Analyzer will output the time at that
crossing in seconds with the trigger point (time zero) as
the reference.

If the indicated crossing cannot be found, the Analyzer
outputs +9.99999E+37. This will happen if the
waveform does not cross the specified voltage, or if the
waveform does not cross the specified voltage for the
indicated number of times in the specified direction.

(
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Query Syntax:

Measure Subsystem

:MEASure:TVOLt? <voltage>[V],
<slope> < occurrence>

Where:

<voltage> ::= voltage level the waveform must cross. This
can be a positive or negative voltage.
[V] ::= voltage suffix
<slope> ::= direction of waveform when <voltage> is
crossed, rising (+) or falling (-)
<occurrence> ::= number of crossing to be reported
(if one -first crossing reported~ if two-second
crossing is reported, etc.)

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:TVOLt] <time><NL>

Where:

<time> ::= time in seconds of specified voltage crossing
(exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Tvlt$[100]
OUTPUT 707; "MEASURE: TVOLT? -.250, +3 11

ENTER 707;Tvlt$
PRINT Tvlt$
END
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LINITs

Note

HP 8990A

The :MEASURE:UNITS command sets the measurement
threshold units when user defined measurement mode
is selected. The command has been included for
compatibility with other Hewlett-Packard instruments.
Percent is the default value.

Since percent is the only unit available and the Peak
Power Analyzer defaults to percent, the UNIT command
is optional.

The UNITS query will return percent.

(

Related Commands • :MEASure:DEFine

• :MEASure:LOWer

• :MEASure:MODE

• :MEASure:UPPer

Command Syntax: :MEASure:UNITs {PERCent}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:MEASURE:UNITS PERCENT"
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Query Syntax: :MEASure:UNITs?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:UNITs] {PERCent}<NL>

Example:

DIM Unt$ [100J
OUTPUT 707; I' :MEASURE:UNITS?11
ENTER 701jUnt$
PRINT Unt$
END
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UPPer

HP 8990A

The :MEASURE:UPPER command sets the upper
measurement threshold. The command applies only
to "user mode". To set "user mode" , refer to the
MEASURE:MODE command in this section. The
units of the upper measurement threshold are always in
percentages.

The UPPER query returns the value of the upper
measurement threshold.

Related Commands • ;MEASure:DEFine

• :MEASure:LOWer

• :MEASure:MODE

• :MEASure:UNITs

Command Syntax: :MEASure:UPPer <value>

Where:

<value> ::= upper threshold value in percent

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:MEAS:UPPER 90"
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Query Syntax: :MEASure:UPPer?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:UPPer] <upper_threshold value><NL>

Where:

<upper_threshold value> ::= upper threshold value in
percent (exponential-NR3 format) .

Example:

DIM Upp$[100]
OUTPUT 707;":MEAS:UPP?1I
ENTER 707;Upp$
PRINT Upp$
END
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VAMPlitude

Note

HP 8990A

This command can only be used with anon-power
measurement source, such as, channel 2 or 3, a function,
or waveform memory.

The :MEASURE:VAMPLITUDE command places the
Peak Power Analyzer in the continuous measurement
mode and starts a Vamplitude measurement.

The VAMPLITUDE query returns the top-base
amplitude of the displayed signal. The VAMPLITUDE
value will not normally be the same as the Vp-p value if
the input signal is a pulse.

The top-base value is calculated with the following
formula:

amplitude = Vtop-Vbase
(

Command Syntax: :MEASure:VAMPlitude

Example:

OUTPUT 707;":MEAS:VAMpli
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HP 8990A Measure Subsystem

Query Syntax: :MEASure:VAMPlitude?

Returned Format:

(:MEASure:VAMPlitude] <value> <NL>

Where:

<value> ::= difference between top and base
amplitude- delta Vertical value (exponential-NR3
format)

Example:

DIM Vmp$ [100]
OUTPUT 707 j ll:MEASURE:VAMPLlTUDE?1I
ENTER 707jVmp$
PRINT Vmp$
END
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VAVerage

HP 8990A

The :MEASURE:VAVERAGE command places the Peak
Power Analyzer in the continuous measurement mode
and starts a Vaverage measurement.

When a full cycle of a periodic waveform is detected,
the VAVERAGE query returns the average over only
one period of the signal not the overall average of the
displayed signal.

Command Syntax: :MEASure:VAVerage

Example:

OUTPUT 707;1I:MEAS:VAV Il

Query Syntax: :MEASure:VAVerage?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:VAVerage] <avg_value><NL>

Where:

<avg_value> ::= calculated average amplitude
(exponential- NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Vv$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;":MEAS:VAV?1l
ENTER 707;Vv$
PRINT Vv$
END
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VBASe

Measure Subsystem

The :MEASURE:VBASE command places the Peak
Power Analyzer in the continuous measurement mode
and starts a pulse base measurement.

The VBASE query measures and outputs the amplitude
value at the base of the waveform. The base amplitude
of a pulse is normally not the same as the minimum
value.

(

(
\

Command Syntax: :MEASure:VBASe

Example:

OUTPUT 707;Il:MEAS:VBASEIl

Query Syntax:· :MEASure:VBASe?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:VBASe] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= amplitude at base of selected waveform
(exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Vbs$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;II:MEASURE:VBASE?1I
ENTER 707;Vbs$
PRINT Vbs$
END
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VDELta?

HP 8990A

The :MEASURE:VDELTA query outputs the amplitude
difference between Marker 2 and Marker 1. No
measurement is made when the VDELTA query is
received by the Peak Power Analyzer. The delta
amplitude value that is output is the current value. This
is the same as the front panel delta amplitude value.

VDELTA = Amplitude at Marker 2-Amplitude at
Marker 1

Query Syntax: :MEASure:VDELta?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:VDELta] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= delta amplitude (exponential-NR3 format;
units are in volts, watts, or a ratio in dB, in log mode.)

Example:

DIM Vdl$[100]
OUTPUT 707;u:MEAS:VDELTA?1I
ENTER 707;Vdl$
PRINT Vdl$
END
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VERTical?

Note

Measure SUbsystem

The :MEASURE:VERTICAL query makes an
instantaneous amplitude measurement on an untriggered
signal at an unspecified time.

When AUTODIG (refer to :MEASURE:AUTODIG) is
used with the VERTICAL query, measurement speed is
increased. Using AUTODIG and VERTICAL together,
only one point on the waveform is digitized before
the measurement is made. To gain more speed, the
command :DISPLAY:SCREEN must be set to "off".

Whether :DISPLAY:SCREEN is set to "on" or "off", the
waveform will not be displayed when VERTICAL is used
with AUTODIG.

Query Syntax: :MEASure:VERTical?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:VERTical] <value> < NL>

Where:

<value> ::= Random amplitude point (exponential-NR3
format; units are in volts or watts.)

Example:

DIM Vt$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;":DISPLAY:SCREEN OFF"
OUTPUT 707;":MEAS:AUTODIG ON"
OUTPUT 707;II:MEAS:VERTICAL?1I
ENTER 707;Vt$
PRINT Vt$
END
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VFIFty

Note

HP 8990A

The :MEASURE:VFIFTY command instructs the
Peak Power Analyzer to find the top and base values of
the specified source(s), and then places the amplitude
markers at the 50% amplitude point on the specified
source(s).

If only one source has been specified with the
:MEASURE:SOURCE command, the VFIFty command
sets both amplitude markers (Marker 1 and Marker 2) to
the 50% amplitude level on that source.

If two sources are specified with the
:MEASURE:SOURCE command, Marker 1 is
set to the 50% level of the :first -specified source and
Marker 2 is set to the 50% level of the second specified
source.

There is no query form of this command.

If the display is in log mode, the markers are set to the
50% point in linear units (watts) and not in dBm.

(
"

(

Command Syntax: :MEASure:VFIFty

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:MEASURE:VFIFTY"
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VMAX

Note

Measure Subsystem

The :MEASURE:VMAX command places the Peak
Power Analyzer in the continuous measurement mode
and starts a VMAX measurement.

The VMAX query measures and outputs the absolute
maximum amplitude present on the selected waveform.

When AUTODIG (refer to :MEASURE:AUTODIG)
is used with the VMAX query, measurement speed is
increased. AUTODIG together with VMAX enable a
complete digitize to take place before the measurement
is made. The query form (VMAX?) must be used
with AUTODIG to achieve the faster measurement
speed. AUTODIG has no effect on the command
form of VMAX. Also, for more speed, the command
:DISPLAY:SCREEN must be set to "off".

When the VMAX query is used with AUTODIG
and :DISPLAY:SCREEN is set to "on", the digitized
waveform will be displayed.

Command Syntax: :MEASure:VMAX

Example:

OUTPUT 707;Il:MEAS:VMAX"
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Query Syntax: :MEASure:VMAX?

15-94

Note A small difference may exist between the autodig VMAX
value and the VMAX value measured on the digitized
data due to resolution differences in the algorithm.

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:VMAX] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= maximum amplitude of selected waveform
(exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Max$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;":DISPLAY:SCREEN OFF II

OUTPUT 707;":MEASURE:AUTODIG ON II

OUTPUT 707 j ll:MEASURE:VMAX?"
ENTER 707;Max$
PRINT Max$
END

(
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VMIN

Measure Subsystem

The :MEASURE:VMIN command places the Peak Power
Analyzer in the continuous measurement mode and
starts a VMIN command.

The VMIN query measures and outputs the absolute
minimum amplitude present on the selected waveform.

(
\

Command Syntax: :MEASure:VMIN

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:MEAS:VMIN"

Query Syntax: :MEASure:VMIN?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:VMINJ <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= minimum amplitude value of the selected
waveform (exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Vmn$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;":MEASURE:VMIN?1I
ENTER 707;Vmn$
PRINT Vmn$
END
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vpp

Note

HP 8990A

This command applies to non-power measurements from
channel 2 or 3, a function, or waveform memory.

The :MEASURE:VPP command places the Peak Power
Analyzer in the continuous measurement mode and
starts a VPP measurement.

The VPP query measures the maximum and minimum
voltages for the selected source, and then, calculates
the peak-to-peak voltage and outputs that value. The
peak-to-peak voltage (Vpp) is calculated with the
following formula:

Vpp = Vmax-Vmin

where Vmax and Vmin are the maximum and minimum
voltages present on the selected source.

,

Command Syntax: :MEASure:VPP

Example:

OUTPUT 707;1I:MEAS:VPpll
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Query Syntax: :MEASure:VPP?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:VPP] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= voltage peak to peak (exponential-NR3
format)

Example:

DIM Vp$ [100J
OUTPUT 707 j ll:MEAS:VPP?1I
ENTER 707jVp$
PRINT Vp$
END
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VRELative

15-98
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The :MEASURE:VRELATIVE command moves the
amplitude markers to the specified percentage points
of their last established position. The last established
position is not necessarily on the currently displayed
waveform.

For example, after a :MEAS:VAMPLITUDE? query has
been sent, Marker 1 is located at the base (0%) of the
signal and Marker 2 is at the top (100%) of the signal. If
the VRELATIVE 10 command was executed, Marker 1
is moved to the 10% level and Marker 2 to the 90% level
of the signal.

Any value between 0% and 100% can be used. If
VRELATIVE 0 is sent, the markers are not moved
because the command indicates 0% movement from the
current position.

As an example, when the following values are sent, the
markers are moved to the following percentage values of
their current position.

10 moves Marker 1 to 10% and Marker 2 to 90%
20 moves Marker 1 to 20% and Marker 2 to 80%
50 moves both markers to 50%
90 moves Marker 1 to 10% and Marker 2 to 90%

The position of the markers starting position must
be known for this command to be meaningful. The
markers can be set to a known position using the
:MEAS:VAMPLITUDE? query.

The VRELATIVE query returns the current relative
position of Marker2 which is always in the range 50%
through 90%.



HP 8990A

Note

Measure Subsystem

The VRELATIVE command does not affect the upper
and lower thresholds selected by the UPPER and
LOWER commands.

When the Peak Power Analyzer is in log mode, the
markers are moved to linear percents, and then, the
linear values are converted to dB.

(
\

Command Syntax: :MEASure:VRELative <percent>

Where:

<percent> ::= {O through 100}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:MEASURE:VRELATIVE 20"

Query Syntax: :MEASure:VRELative?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:VRELative] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= marker2 position in percent {50 through
100} (exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Vrl$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;II:MEAS:VREL?"
ENTER 707;Vrl$
PRINT Vrl$
END
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VRMS

Note

Note

Command Syntax:

HP 8990A

This command applies to non-power measurements from
channel 2 or 3, a function, or waveform memory_

The :MEASURE:VRMS command places the Peak
Power Analyzer in the continuous measurement mode
and starts a Vrms measurement.

When a full cycle of a periodic waveform is detected, the
VRMS query returns the RMS voltage over only one
period of the signal not the overall RMS voltage of the
displayed signal.

This RMS measurement is an AC RMS measurement.
This means that the average value of the displayed
waveform is subtracted from each data point before RMS
is computed.

:MEASure:VRMS

Example:"

OUTPtIT 707;II:MEAS:VRMS"
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Query Syntax: :MEASure:VRMS?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:VRMS] <value> <NL>

Where:

<value> ::= rms voltage of displayed points
(exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Vrm$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;II:MEASURE:VRMS?1l
ENTER 707;Vrm$
PRINT Vrm$
END
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VSTArt

Note

Command Syntax:

Note

15-102
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/

The :MEASURE:VSTART command moves Marker 1 to (
the specified amplitude. The values are limited to the
currently defined channel, function, or waveform memory
measurement source.

The VSTART query returns the current amplitude level
of Marker 1.

The short form of this command does not follow the
defined convention. The short form "VST" is the same
for VSTART and VSTOP, so, be careful not to send this
form for the VSTART command. Sending "VST" will
produce an error.

:MEASure:VSTArt <amplitude>

If the argument is in volts or watts, no units suffix is
required. However, if the argument is in dBm, the suffix
dEm is required.

Example:

OUTPUT 707; II :MEAS:VSTA -10MV"



HP 8990A Measure Subsystem

Query Syntax: :MEASure:VSTArt?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:VSTArt] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= amplitude at Marker 1 (exponential-NR3
format) For power measurement sources <value> will be
in watts or dBm.

Example:

DIM VST$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;I1:MEASURE:VSTART?1l
ENTER 707;Vst$
PRINT Vst$
END
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VSTOp

Note

Command Syntax:

Note

15·104
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The :MEASURE:VSTOP command moves Marker 2 to (
the specified amplitude. The values are limited to the
currently defined channel, function, or waveform memory
measurement source.

The VSTOP query returns the current amplitude level of
Marker 2.

The short form of this command does not follow the
defined convention. The short form "VST" is the same
for VSTART and VSTOP, so be careful not to send this
form for the VSTOP command. Sending "VST" will
produce an error.

:MEASure:VSTOp <amplitude>

If the argument is in volts or watts, no units suffix is
required. However, if the argument is in dBm, the suffix
dBm is required.

Where:

<amplitude> ::= amplitude value.

Example:

OUTPUT 707;1I:MEAS:VSTO -100MV II
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HP 8990A Measure Subsystem

Query Syntax: :MEASure:VSTOp?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:VSTOp] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= amplitude at Marker 2 (exponential-NR3
format) For power measurement sources <value> will be
in watts or dBm.

Example:

DIM Vst$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;":MEASURE:VSTOP?"
ENTER 701jVst$
PRINT Vst$
END
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VTIMe?

Note

HP 8990A

The :MEASURE:VTIME query returns the amplitude
at a specified time. The time is referenced to the trigger
event. The specified time must be on screen.

When AUTODIG (refer to :MEASURE:AUTODIG)
is used with the VTIME query, measurement speed
is increased. AUTODIG together with VTIME enable
only a partial digitize to be completed. The waveform is
digitized at the specified time. To gain more speed, the
command :DISPLAY:SCREEN must be set to "off".

When the VTIME query is used with AUTODIG, and
:DISPLAY:SCREEN is set to "on" or "otr', the digitized
waveform will not be displayed.

Query Syntax: :MEASure:VTIMe? <time>

Where:

<time> ::= displayed time from trigger in seconds
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Returned Format:

[:MEASure:VTIMe] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= amplitude at specified time
(exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Vtm$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;":DISPLAY:SCREEN OFF"
OUTPUT 707;II:MEASURE:AUTODIG ON"
OUTPUT 701;II:MEASURE:VTIME? .001 11

ENTER 707;Vtm$
PRINT Vtm$
END
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VTOP

HP 8990A

The :MEASURE:VTOP command places the Peak
Power Analyzer in the continuous measurement mode
and starts a pulse top measurement.

The VTOP query returns the amplitude at the top of a
waveform.

Command Syntax: :MEASure:VTOP

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:MEASURE:VTOP II

Query Syntax: :MEASure:VTOP?

Returned Format:

[:MEASure:VTOP] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= amplitude at top of waveform
(exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Vtp$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;Il:MEASURE:VTOP?1I
ENTER 707;Vtp$
PRINT Vtp$
END
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Timebase Subsystem

Introduction The TIMEBASE subsystem commands control the
horizontal axis, "X axis," Peak Power Analyzer
functions.

The TIMEBASE subsystem also contains the commands
that control the Timebase Window mode.

The Timebase Window mode allows a second timebase
to be used. The Window settings are WINDOW:DELAY
(window position) and WINDOW:RANGE (window
width).

16·1
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rang&-value ~---------~~

range_value

delay_value = A real number, maximum. depends on sweep range.
range_value = A real number, 2 ns through 50 s (in a 1,2,5 sequence).

Figure 16·1. Timebase Subsystem Syntax Diagrams
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DELay

Command Syntax:

Timebase Subsystem

The :TIMEBASE:DELAY command sets the timebase
delay; it can be positive or negative. The delay is
the time interval between the trigger event and the
on screen delay reference point. The delay reference
point is the left edge of the display, the right edge of
the display, or center of the display. It is set with the
:TIMEBASE:REFERENCE command.

The DELAY query returns the current delay value.

:TIMebase:DELay <delay>

Where:

<delay> ::= time in seconds from trigger to on screen
delay reference point. Maximum value depends on
time/division setting.

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:TIM:DEL 2MS lI
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Query Syntax: :TIMebase:DELay?

Returned Format:

[:TIMebase:DELay] < delay> < NL>

Where:

<delay> ::= time from trigger to display reference
in seconds. Display reference is left, center or right
(exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Dl$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;II:TIMEBASE:DELAY?1I
ENTER 707;D1$
PRINT D1$
END

16·4
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MODE

Command Syntax:

Timebase Subsystem

The :TIMEBASE:MODE command selects the timebase
mode. This function is the same as the Trigger Menu
Trig'djAuto key and the SINGLE key on the front
panel.

If AUTO mode is selected, the unit will provide a
baseline on the display in the absence of a signal. If a
signal is present, but the Peak Power Analyzer is not
triggered, the display will be unsynchronized but will not
be a baseline. If a signal is present and the Peak Power
Analyzer is triggered, the display will be synchronized.

If TRIGGERED mode is selected and no trigger is
present, the unit will not sweep, and the data acquired
on the previous trigger will remain on screen.

If SINGLE mode is selected, the screen will be cleared
and the Peak Power Analyzer will be stopped. The RUN
command, will arm the trigger, and data will be acquired
when the trigger is found. To make a. single acquisition,
a RUN command should be sent.

The MODE query returns the current mode.

:TIMebase:MODE {AUTO I TRIGgered I SINGle}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:TIM:MODE TRIGgered ll
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Query Syntax: :TIMebase:MODE?

Returned Format:

[:TIMebase:MODE] <mode><NL>

<mode> ::= {AUTO I TRIGgered I SINGle}

Example:

DIM Mode$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;"TIMEBASE:MODE?1I
ENTER 707;Mode$
PRINT Mode$
END

16-6
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RANGe

Timebase Subsystem

The :TIMEBASE:RANGE command sets the full scale
horizontal time in seconds. The RANGE value is ten
times the time per division.

The RANGE query returns the current range value.

(-

Command Syntax: :TIMebase:RANGe <range>

Where:

<range> ::= 20 ns to 50 s in a 1,2,5 sequence.

Example:

OUTPUT 707;":TIM:RANG 100MS lI

Query Syntax: :TIMebase:RANGe?

Returned Format:

[:TrMebase:RANGe] <range> <NL>

Where:

<range> ::= 20 ns to 50 s (exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Rng$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;1I:TIMEBASE:RANGE?1I
ENTER 107; Rng$
PRINT Rng$
END
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REFerence

HP 8990A

The :TIMEBASE:REFERENCE command sets the delay (/
reference point to the left side of the screen, the right
side of the screen, or to the center of the screen. Delay is
set with the :TIMEBASE:DELAY command.

If :TIMEBASE:DELAY is set to 0, the reference point
consists of pre-trigger data to the left and post-trigger
data to the right.

The REFERENCE query returns the current display
reference.

Command Syntax: :TIMebase:REFerence {LEFT I CENTer IRIGHt}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;1I:TIMEBASE:REFERENCE LEFT II

Query Syntax: :TIMebase:REFerence?

Returned Format:

[:TIMebase:REFerence] {LEFT I CENTer I
RIGHt}<NL>

Example:

DIM Rf$ [100]
OUTPUT 707; II : TIMEBASE :REFERENCE? II

ENTER 707;Rf$
PRINT Rf$
END
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WINDow

Timebase Subsystem

The :TIMEBASE:WINDOW command controls whether
or not the second timebase is in use. If this command
is set to ON, the second timebase is displayed on
the bottom half of the screen. When the Timebase
Window is on, all measurements are taken on the second
(expanded) timebase.

When the Timebase Window is on, the second timebase
data can be acquired over the HP-IE by sending the
command WAVEFORM:DATA? However, care must be
taken in order to ensure valid data is present when the
data is requested.

The WINDOW query returns the current state of this
command.

Command Syntax: :TIMebase:WINDow {{ON II} I {OFF I O}}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:TIM:WIND 111
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Query Syntax: :TIMebase:WINDow?

Returned Format:

[:TIMebase:WINDow] {I I O}

Example:

DIM Tw$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;II:TIMEBASE:WINDOW?1l
ENTER 707;Tw$
PRINT Ty$
END
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WINDow:DELay
(Position)

Timebase Subsystem

The :TIMEBASE:WINDOW:DELAY command sets the
timebase window delay. The window delay actually sets
the position of the timebase window on the main sweep.
The range for this command is determined by the main
sweep seconds/division and delay values. The valu'e for
this command must position the window on the main
sweep display.

The WINDOW:DELAY query returns the current value.

Command Syntax: :TIMebase:WINDow:DELay <wid_delay>

Where:

<wid_delay> ::= time in seconds from trigger to on
screen delay reference point. Maximum value depends on
time/division setting.

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:TIM:WIND:DEL 20N"
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Query Syntax: :TIMebase:WINDow:DELay?

Returned Format:
/"--'-

[:TIMebase:WINDow:DELayJ <wid_delay><NL> (

Where:

<wid_delay> ::= current setting in seconds (exponential
-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Dly$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;II:TIMEBASE:WINDOW:DELAY?11
ENTER 707;Dly$
PRINT Dly$
END

/
{
\
'.- -
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WINDow:RANGe
(Timebase)

Timebase Subsystem

The :TIMEBASE:WINDOW:RANGE command sets
the full scale horizontal time in seconds for the second
(expanded) timebase. The RANGE value is ten times
the time per division of the second timebase.

The WINDOW:RANGE query return.s the current range
value. .

Command Syntax: :TIMebase:WINDow:RANGe <range>

Where:

<range> ::= 1 ns to 50 5 (Depends on the main sweep
setting.)

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:TIM:WIND:RANG 100N II
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Query Syntax: :TIMebase:WINDow:RANGe?

Returned Format:

[:TIMebase:WINDow:RANGe] <range> <NL>

Where:

<range> ::= 1 ns to 50 s (Depends on the main sweep
setting) (exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Wrng$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;IJ:TIMEBASE:WINDOW:RANGE?1l
ENTER 707;Wrng$
PRINT Wrng$
END
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17
Trigger Subsystem

Introduction The commands in the Trigger subsystem are used
to define the conditions for a trigger. Many of the
commands are used in more than one trigger mode. If
the command is a valid command for a trigger mode,
that setting will be accepted. If a command does not
apply to the current trigger mode, error -211 may be
generated. There are some commands that apply to only
one trigger mode, but are accepted under any trigger
mode. One example is the :TRIGGER:DELAY:SLOPE
command.

Be sure that the Peak Power Analyzer is in the proper
trigger mode for the command being sent. The Peak
Power Analyzer can be placed in the trigger mode from
the front panel or over the bus. One method of insuring
the Pea.k Power Analyzer is in the proper trigger mode is
to send the :TRIGGER:MODE command in the same
program message as the parameter being set. As an
example, the following program message could be used:

OUTPUT 707;II:TRIGGER:MODE EDGE;LEVEL 200 MVII

This will place the Peak Power Analyzer in the Edge
Trigger Mode and set the trigger level to 200 mV. This is
necessary because the LEVEL command is also valid for
the other trigger modes.

On the next few pages, the Trigger modes are described
prior to the command syntax. Table 17-1 lists the
different TRIGGER subsystem commands that are
available for each trigger mode.
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Note Auto or triggered mode is selected with the
TIMEBASE:MODE command.

Table 17-1.

HP 8990A

Note

17·2

EDGE PATTERN STATE DELAY
HOLDOFF CONDITION CONDITION CONDITION

LEVEL HOLDOFF HOLDOFF DELAY

SLOPE LEVEL LEVEL DELAY:SLOPE

SOURCE LOGIC LOGIC DELAY:SOURCE
PATH PATH LEVEL

SLOPE LOGIC
SOURCE OCCURRENCE

OCCURRENCE:SLOPE
OCCURRENCE:SOURCE
PATH
QUALIFY

SLOPE
SOURCE

Auto or triggered mode is selected with the
TIMEBASE:MODE comma.nd.



HP 8990A

-rhe EDGE
Trigger Mode

Trigger Subsystem

Edge Trigger Mode is the easiest trigger mode to
understand and use from the front panel or over the
bus. This is true because Edge Trigger Mode has the
least number of parameters to set. This explanation of
the edge trigger commands follows the front panel keys
very closely. The parameters for an edge trigger do not
have to be set in the order described below. Refer to the
Operating Manual for further explanation of edge trigger
operation.

In edge trigger mode, you set the trigger source using the
TRIGGER:SOURCE command. This selects the channel
on which the Peak Power Analyzer is triggered. The
argument for this command is channels 1 through 4.

The next field to be set in this mode is the trigger level.
This value is set using the LEVEL command. A different
LEVEL can be set for each trigger source. The trigger
level values that are set in this mode are used for all
modes. Conversely, the LEVELS set in the PATTERN,
STATE, or DELAY modes set the EDGE LEVELS as
well.

The trigger level in the PATTERN and STATE modes
determines if the input amplitude is a logic high or a
logic low for the logic triggers.

The next field to be set in the Edge Trigger Mode is the
actual edge that creates the trigger. This command is
the SLOPE command and can be set to POSITIVE or
NEGATIVE for each of the four sources.

The last setting in this mode is the Trigger Holdoff
value. This value is only used for EDGE mode; the edge
trigger holdoff value is not carried over to the other
trigger modes.

The following program could be used to set up an Edge
Trigger:
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10 OUTPUT 707;II:TIMEBASE:MODE TRIGGERED II

20 !Peak Power Analyzer is set to triggered mode.
30 OUTPUT 707;II:TRIGGER:MODE EDGE"
40 !Sets triggering to edge trigger.
50 OUTPUT 707;1I:TRIGGER:SOURCE CHANNEL1 11

60 OUTPUT 707;t1:TRIGGER:LEVEL 8M"
70 OUTPUT 707;":TRIGGER:SLOPE POSITIVE II

80 OUTPUT 707;Il:TRIGGER:HDLDOFF TIME,40N II
90 END



I
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HP 8990A

-rhe Pattern
Trigger Mode

Trigger SUbsystem

Pattern Trigger Mode is used to define a four-character
pattern for the Peak Power Analyzer to recognize and
then generate a trigger event. When the inputs satisfy
the trigger pattern and conditions, the Peak Power
Analyzer triggers and displays the desired portion of the
waveform.

Pattern mode is very useful for glitch detection, because
the Peak Power Analyzer triggers on a glitch and
displays the resulting waveform. .

The following description of Pattern Trigger Mode is also
related to the front panel keys. There are additional
parameters in this mode that are not used in Edge
Trigger Mode and one parameter that is carried over
from edge trigger mode.

The one parameter that is carried over is LEVEL. If the
level command is used in this mode, it changes the level
value for that source in Edge Trigger Mode.

The logic pattern for Pattern Trigger Mode is set
using the PATH and LOGIC commands. The PATH
command specifies which of the inputs is selected for
the logic pattern. Once the path has been selected, the
pattern can be set using the LOGIC command. The
LOGIC command uses the arguments HIGH, LOW, and
DONTCARE to set the "trigger on" bit pattern.

The next field on the front panel sets "when". This is
set with the CONDITION command. This command is
used in several of the trigger modes, therefore, it has
parameters that are not valid in this mode. The valid
parameters for the CONpITION command in Pattern
Trigger Mode are the following: ENTER, EXIT, GT
<value>, LT <value>, RANGE,<value>,<value>.

When the command TRIGGER:CONDITION ENTER
or TRlGGER:CONDITION EXIT is sent, the Entered
or Exited parameter is set on the front panel. When
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the GT or LT option is used, a time value must be
sent to define the limit. When the RANGE option
is used, two time values must be sent to define
the lower and upper limits. The correct syntax for (---
the RANGE option is TRIGGER:CONDITION
RANGE,<range-low>,<range-high>.

As in the Edge Trigger Mode, you can also set the
holdoff time using the TRIGGER:HOLDOFF command.

(
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-rhe State
Trigger Mode

Trigger Subsystem

State Trigger Mode is similar to pattern trigger mode
except that one channel is selected as the clock edge and
the other three channels define a pattern. When the
pattern becomes true, the Peak Power Analyzer triggers
on the next clock edge, if the pattern meets setup and
hold criteria.

When State Trigger Mode is selected, the
TRIGGER:SOURCE command selects the clock source.
An example of selecting the clock source is shown below:

OUTPUT 707 j ":TRIGGER:SOURCE CHANNEL2 11

The correct edge for the clock is selected using
the TRlGGER:SLOPE command which is set to
NEGATIVE or POSITIVE. The following is an example
of selecting the slope:

OUTPUT 707 j ll:TRIGGER:SLOPE POSITIVE II

The TRIGGER:PATH command is used with the
TRIGGER:LOGIC command to set the three bit logic
pattern to qualify the clock trigger. The following is an
example of the PATH and LOGIC commands:

OUTPUT 707;II:TRIGGER:PATH CHAN2 1l

OUTPUT 707;":TRIGGER:LOGIC LOr/II

The TRIGGER:CONDITION command sets the "is/is
not present" state using the parameters TRUE for "is
present" and FALSE for "is not present." An example of
the CONDITION command is presented below:

OUTPUT 707;II:TRIGGER:CONDITION TRUE Il

In this mode, as in most other modes, a holdoff value
can be set.
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The Delay
Trigger Mode
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HP 8990A

Delay Trigger mode qualifies on a signal edge, pattern,
or state. Delay is for a period of time or occurrence of
edges. Triggering is on a selected edge from any source.

This trigger mode is versatile and accommodates most
complex triggering situations. It has the flexibility
to select different trigger sources and delay times or
delay counts. Various points of the waveform are then
displayed.

In Delay Trigger Mode, the TRIGGER:QUALIFY
command is used to select EDGE, PATTERN, or
STATE mode as a qualifier. When the EDGE qualifier is
selected, all Edge parameters and commands are used to
set the source and slope. When the PATTERN qualifier
is selected, all Pattern commands are used to set the
pattern mode parameters. When the STATE qualifier
is selected, all State commands are used to set the state
mode parameters.

The DELAY command is used to set the time or
count parameter and the amount of delay. To set the
delay to time, use the command TRIGGER:DELAY
TIME. To set the delay to count, use the command
TRIGGER:DELAY EVENT. The following examples
could be used to set the delay time or delay count:

OUTPUT 707;II:TRIGGER:DELAY TIME,40N Il

OUTPUT 707;":TRIGGER:DELAY EVENT,50 11

If the trigger delay is set to EVENT (count), you then
set the delay source and slope. To set the delay source,
use the command :TRIGGER:DELAY:SOURCE.
To set the delay slope, use the command
:TRIGGER:DELAY:SLOPE. The following examples
present setting the source and slope:

OUTPUT 707;II:TRIGGER:DELAY:SOURCE CHANNEL1 11

OUTPUT 707;II:TRIGGER:DELAY:SLOPE POSITIVE II

/"
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The values of "trigger on" are set with the
OCCURRENCE command. To set the number of
occurrences, the following example could be used:

OUTPUT 707;Il:TRIGGER:OCCURRENCE 3333 11

To set the source for the number of occurrences, the
example below might be used:

OUTPUT 707;Il:TRIGGER:OCC:SOURCE CHAN2"

To set the slope of the trigger occurrence, this example
could be used:

OUTPUT 707;":TRIGGER:OCC:SLOPE NEGATIVE II
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hoidoff-time I---~

Figure 17..1. Trigger Subsystem Syntax Diagrams
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HP 8990A Trigger Subsystem

Figure 17·1. Trigger Subsystem Syntax Diagrams (continued)
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channa I_num 1--------..1

channel_num = An integer, 1, 2, 3, or 4.
event_arg = An integer, 1 to 16000000.
gt_arg = A time value, 20 ns to 160 ms. (
holdoff_time = A time value, 40 ns to 320 ms.
level_arg = A real number, specifying the trigger level.
It_arg = A time value, 20 ns to 160 ms.
range_gt = A time value, 20 ns to 159.999 ms (value must
be less than range.Jt).
range-lt = A time value, 30 ns to 160 ros (value must be
greater than range_gt).
time_arg = A time value, 30 ns to 160 ms.
OCCllr_arg = An integer, 1 to 16000000.

Figure 17·1. Trigger Subsystem Syntax Diagrams (continued)
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CONDition

Trigger Subsystem

The :TRIGGER:CONDITION command is valid in the
PATTERN, STATE, and DELAY trigger modes. The
function of the CONDITION command in each of these
modes is described below.

Time values entered using this command are rounded to
the nearest 10 ns.

In Pattern Trigger Mode, the valid arguments for
CONDITION are ENTER, EXIT, GT, LT, and
RANGE. The command is used to specify if the trigger
will be generated upon entry to the specified logic
pa.ttern, upon exiting the specified logic pattern, or if the
pattern must be present for a specified amount of time.
The time in pattern trigger mode can be specified to
be greater than a value (GT), less then a value (LT),
or between two values (RANGE). These are the same
settings that are specified using the front panel "when"
key in Pattern Trigger Mode.

rn State Trigger Mode, the valid parameters for the
CONDITION command are TRUE (is present) and
FALSE (is not present).

In Delay Trigger Mode, the CONDITION command
is valid when PATTERN or STATE is selected as the
qualifier. All arguments that are valid in the Pattern or
State Trigger Modes are valid here.

The CONDITION query returns the currently selected
condition for the currently selected mode.
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Command Syntax: :TRIGger:CONDition <argument>

Where in PATTERN or DELAY:PATTERN mode:

<argument> ::= {ENTer I EXIT I GT,<value> I
LT,<value> IRANGe,<range_gt>,<range-lt>}

Where in STATE or DELAY:STATE mode:

<argument> ::= {TRUE I FALSe}

Where:

<value> ::= 20 ns to 160 ms
<range_gt> ::= 20 ns to 159.999 ms (must be less
than range-lt )
<range-lt> ::= 30 ns to 160 fiS (must be greater
than range_gt)

Example:

OUTPUT 707;1l:TRIG:COND RANGE,22ms,33ms ll

Query Syntax: :TRIGger:CONDition?

Returned Format:

[:TRIGger:CONDition] <argument><NL>

Where in PATTERN or DELAY PATTERN mode:

<argument> ::= {ENTer I EXIT I GT,<value> I
LT,<value> I RANGe,<range_gt>,<range-lt>}

17-14
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Where in STATE or DELAY STATE mode:

<argument> ::= {TRUE I FALSe}

Where:

<value> ::= 20 ns to 160 ms
<range_gt> ::= 20 ns to 159.999 ms (must be less
than range-lt)
<range-lt> ::= 30 ns to 160 ms (must be greater than
range_gt)

Example:

DIM Con$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;II:TRIGGER:CONDITION?1I
ENTER 707;Con$
PRINT Con$
END
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The :TRIGGER:DELAY command only applies to the
Delay Trigger Mode. This command allows you to set
a delay value in either time or number of events. In the
time delay mode, this command specifies the delay value
in seconds. In the events delay mode, this command
specifies the delay value in number of trigger events.

The Delay query returns the current delay setting.

Command Syntax: :TRIGger:DELay {TIME,<time_value> I
EVENt,<event_value>}

Where:

<time_value> ::= time of delay from 30 ns to 160 ros
<event_value> ::== number of events from 1 to 16000000

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:TRIGGER:DELAY TlME I 1.23E-0111
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Query Syntax: :TRIGger:DELay?

Returned Format:

[:TRIGger:DELay] {TIME,<time_value> I
EVENt,<event_value>}<NL>

Where:

<time_value> ::== time of delay from 30 ns to 160 IDS

<event_value> ::= number of events from 1 to 16000000

Example:

DIM Value$ [100J
OUTPUT 707 j ll:TRIG:DELAY?1I
ENTER 707jValue$
PRINT Value$
END
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DELay:SLOPe
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The :TRIGGER:DELAY:SLOPE command sets the edge (
that is counted by the delay command. The parameters
for this command are NEGATIVE or POSITIVE. This
command only applies to the Delay Trigger Mode.
However, the command is accepted in any trigger mode.

The DELAY:SLOPE query returns the current delay
slope.

Command Syntax: :TRIGger:DELay:SLOPe {POSitive I NEGative}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:TRIG:DEL:SLOP POS"

Query Syntax: :TRIGger:DELay:SLOPe?

Returned Format:

[:TRIGger:DELay:SLOPe] {POSitive I NEGative}<NL>

Example:

DIM Tos$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;"TRIGGER:DELAY:SLOP?1I
ENTER 707;Tos$
PRINT Tos$
END
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DELay:SOURce

Note

Trigger Subsystem

The :TRIGGER:DELAY:SOURCE command sets the
source that is counted by the delay command. The
parameters for this command are CHANNELl through
CHANNEL4. This command only applies to the Delay
Trigger Mode.

The DELAY:SOURCE query returns the source of the
delay in the Delay Trigger Mode.

When Option 001, Single Sensor Input, is installed,
channel 4 is not useable. No error is reported when the
source is specified to be channel 4. Even though no error
is reported, the Peak Power Analyzer won't trigger on
the measured waveform.

Command Syntax: :TRIGger:DELay:SOURce {CHANnell I CHANne12 I
CHANne13 I CHANneI4}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:TRIG:DEL:SOURCE CHANNEL2 11
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Query Syntax: :TRIGger:DELay:SOURce?

Returned Format:

[:TRIGger:DELay:SOURce] {CHANnell ICHANne12 I
CHANne13 I CHANne14}<NL>

Example:

DIM Tos$[100J
OtITPUT 707;I1TRIGGER:DELAY:SOUR?1I
ENTER 707;T08$
PRINT T08$
END

17-20
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HOLDoff

Trigger Subsystem

The :TRIGGER:HOLDOFF command is valid
in the Edge, Pattern, and State Trigger Modes.
:TRIGGER:HOLDOFF disables the trigger circuit for
a selectable time period (in seconds) after the trigger
event. The holdoff in one trigger mode IS NOT carried
over to another trigger mode.

The HOLD0 FF query returns the value of the holdaff
far the current mode.

Command Syntax: :TRIGger:HOLDoff TIME, <haldoff_value>

Where:

<holdoff_value> ::= 40 ns to 320 ms rounded to nearest
20 ns increment.

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:TRIGGER:HOLDOFF TIME,216Ull
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Query Syntax: :TRIGger:HOLDoff?

Returned Format:

[:TRIGger:HOLDoff] TIME, <holdofLvalue> <NL>

Where:

<holdoff_value> ::= 40 ns to 320 IDS (exponential-NR3
format)

Example:

DIM Ho$[100]
OUTPUT 107 j ll:TRIGGER:HOLD?1I
ENTER 107jHo$
PRINT Ho$
END
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LEVel

Note

Trigger Subsystem

The :TRIGGER:LEVEL command sets the trigger level
of the active trigger. The level is in volts for channels 2
and 3 and in watts or dBm for channels 1 and 4. This
command can be used with any trigger mode.

If you are in Pattern Trigger Mode and set a level for the
active trigger, that level is used for the Edge, State, and
Delay Trigger Modes.

The LEVEL query returns the trigger level of the
current trigger mode.

( Command Syntax: :TRIGger:LEVel <level>
'\,

Note If <level> is in volts or watts, no units suffix is required.
However, if <level> is in dBm, the suffix dBm is
required. For channels 1 and 4, the Peak Power Analyzer
will convert the <level> to the current units.

For channels 2 and 3:

<level> ::= Maximum and minimum values are
dependent on HP-IB commands :CHANNEL:RANGE,
:CHANNEL:OFFSET, and :CHANNEL:PROBE. For
more information, refer to the Channel Subsystem
concerning setting these parameters.

For channels 1 and 4:

<level> ::= <level> can be in watts or dBm. Maximum
and minimum values are dependent on HP-IB commands
:CHANNEL:RANGE and :CHANNEL:FACTOR. For
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more information, refer to the Channel Subsystem
concerning setting these parameters.

Examples:

OlITPUT 707;":TRIGGER:LEVEL .3"
OUTPUT 707;II:TRIGGER:LEV 300M II

OUTPUT 707;II:TRIG:LEV 300E-03 11

OUTPUT 707;Il:TRIGGER:LEVEL .1 11

OUTPUT 707;II:TRIGGER:LEV 100MI!
OUTPUT 707;II:TRIG:LEV 100E-03 11

!(channe12,3)
!(channe12,3)
!(channe12,3)

!(channell,4)
!(channell,4)
!(channe11,4)

Query Syntax: :TRIGger:LEVel?

Returned Format:

[:TRIGger:LEVel] <level><NL>

Where:

<level>. ::= trigger level in volts, watts, or
dBm (exponential-NR3 format) Refer to the
:TRIGGER:LEVEL:UNITS? command to query the
trigger level units.

Example:

DIM Tlevel$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;II:TRIGGER:LEVEL?1I
ENTER 707;Tlevel$
PRINT Tlevel$
END
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LEVel:UNITs?

Query Syntax:

Trigger Subsystem

The LEVEL:UNITS? query returns the units of the
current trigger level.

:TRIGger:LEVel:UNITs?

Returned Format:

[:TRIGger:LEVel:UNITs] <units><NL>

Where:

<units> ::== units associated with a
:TRIGGER:LEVEL? query_ The units
returned are volts (V), watts (W), or dEmo

Example:

DIM Unit$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;II:TRIGGER:LEVEL:UNITS?"
ENTER 707;Unit$
PRINT Unit$
END
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The :TRlGGER:LOGIC command applies to the
Pattern and State Trigger Modes, as well as the DELAY
Trigger Mode when qualifying by PATTERN or STATE.
The LOGIC command is used to specify the relation
between the signal and the defined amplitude level that
must exist before that part of the pattern is considered
valid. If the signal on a selected path is greater than the
trigger level, that signal is considered HIGH. If it is less
than the trigger level, it is considered LOW. The signal
path is selected with the :TRIGGER:PATH command.

The LOGIC query returns the last specified logic level of
the currently enabled path.

Command Syntax: :TRlGger:LOGic {HIGH I LOW I DONTcare}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;":TRIG:LOGIC DONT"
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Query Syntax: :TRIGger:LOGic?

Returned Format:

[:TRIGger:LOGic] {HIGH I LOW I DONTcare}<NL>

Example:

DIM L$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;I1:TRIGGER:LOGIC?"
ENTER 707;L$
PRINT L$
END
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The :TRIGGER:MODE command selects the trigger
mode.

The MODE query returns the currently selected trigger
mode.

Command Syntax: :TRIGger:MODE {EDGE I PATTern I STATe I DELay}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:TRIGGER:MODE PATT II

Query Syntax: :TRlGger:MODE?

Returned Format:

[:TRlGger:MODE] {EDGE I PATTern I STATe I
DELay}<NL>

Example:

DIM Mode$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;Il:TRIGGER:MODE?1I
ENTER 707;Mode$
PRINT Mode$
END
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OCCurrence

Trigger Subsystem

The :TRIGGER:OCCURRENCE command sets the
number of trigger events that must occur before the
Peak Power Analyzer sweep is actually triggered. This
command applies to the Delay Trigger Mode.

The OCCURRENCE query returns the current value of
occurrence if the Peak Power Analyzer is in the Delay
Trigger Mode. Error -420, Query Unterminated is
returned if Delay Trigger is not the current mode.

(

i

\

Command Syntax: :TRIGger:OCCurrence <occ-D.umber>

Where:

<Dcc_number> ::= 1 to 16000000

Example:

OUTPUT 707 j ":TRIGGER:OCC 1411
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Query Syntax: :TRIGger:OCCurrence?

Returned Format:

[:TRIGger:OCCurrence] <occ_number><NL>

Where:

<occ_number> ::= 1 to 16000000 (integer-NRI format)

Example:

DIM Oc$ [100J
OUTPUT 707; II :TRIGGER: OCCURRENCE?"
ENTER 707;Oc$
PRINT Oc$
END
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OCCurrence:
SLOPe

Trigger Subsystem

The :TRIGGER:OCCURRENCE:SLOPE command sets
the edge that is counted by the occurrence command.
The parameters for this command are NEGATIVE or
POSITIVE. This command applies to the Delay Trigger
Mode.

The OCCURRENCE:SLOPE query returns the current
selected slope.

Command Syntax: :TRIGger:OCCurrence:SLOPe {POSitive I NEGative}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;1I:TRIG:OCC:SLOP POS"

Query Syntax:' :TRIGger:OCCurrence:SLOPe?

Returned Format:

[:TRIGger:OCCurrence:SLOPe {POSitive I
NEGative}<NL>

Example:

DIM Tos$[100]
OUTPUT 707; ItTR.IGGER:OCCURRENCE:SLOP?1I
ENTER 707jTos$
PRINT Tos$
END
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OCCurrence:
SOURce

Note

HP 8990A

The :TRIGGER:OCCURRENCE:SOURCE command
sets the source for the occurrence command. The
parameters for this command are CHANNELl through
CHANNEL4. This command applies to the Delay
Trigger Mode.

The OCCURRENCE:SOURCE query returns the source
of the occurrence in the Delay Trigger Mode.

When Option 001, Single Sensor Input, is installed,
channel 4 is not useable. No error is reported when the
source is specified to be channel 4. Even though no error
is reported, the Peak Power Analyzer won't trigger on
the measured waveform.

Command Syntax: :TRIGger:OCCurrence:SOURce {CHANnell I
CHANne12 I CHANne13 I CHANne14}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;":TRIG:OCC:SOURCE CHANNEL2 1l
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Query Syntax: :TRIGger:OCCurrence:SOURce?

Returned Format:

[:TRlGger:OCCurrence:SLOPe] {CHANnell I CHANnel2
I CHANne13 I CHANne14}<NL>

Example:

DIM T05$[100] .
OUTPUT 707; I'TRIGGER:OCCURREN"CE:SOUR?'I
ENTER 707;105$
PRINT Tos$
END
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The :TRIGGER:PATH command applies in the Pattern
Trigger Mode, State Trigger Mode, and Delay Trigger
Mode when "qualify on" pattern or state is selected.
This command selects a pattern bit as the source for
future :TRIGGER:LOGIC commands.

The PATH query returns the current trigger source of
the present mode.

When Option 001, Single Sensor Input, is installed,
channel 4 is not useable. No error is reported when the
path is specified to be channel 4. Even though no error
is reported, the Peak Power Analyzer won't trigger on
the measured waveform. (

Command Syntax: :TRIGger:PATH <path_name>

Where:

<path_name> ::= {CHANnell I CHANne121 CHANne13
I CHANne14}

Example:

OUTPUT 707; II :TRIGGER:PATH CHANNEL2"
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Query Syntax:

Trigger Subsystem

:TRIGger:PATH?

Returned Format:

[:TRIGger:PATH] CHANnel{l I 2 I 3 I 4}<NL>

Example:

DIM Tp$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;":TRIG:PATH?1I
ENTER 707;Tp$
PRINT Tp$
END
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The :TRIGGER:QUALIFY command applies to the
Delay Trigger Mode. The parameters for this command
are listed below:

• EDGE

• PATTERN

• STATE

The QUALIFY query returns the current setting of the
QUALIFY command.

Command Syntax: :TRIGger:QUALify <qualify_parameter>

Where:

<qualify_parameter> ::= {EDGE I PATTern I STATe}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;Il:TRIGGER:QUALIFY PATTI!
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Query Syntax: :TRIGger:QUALify?

Returned Format:

[:TRIGger:QUALify] {EDGE I PATTern I STATe}<NL>

Example:

DIM Tq$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;1I:TRIG:QUALIFY?1I
ENTER 707;Tq$
PRINT Tq$
END
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The :TRIGGER:SLOPE command specifies the slope of
the edge for the trigger. The SLOPE command applies
to the Edge Trigger Mode, State Trigger Mode, and
Delay Trigger Mode when EDGE or STATE is selected
as the qualifier.

The SLOPE query returns the current slope for the
currently selected trigger mode.

Command Syntax: :TRIGger:SLOPe {NEGative I POSitive}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;1l:TRIGGER:SLOPE POSITIVEII

Query Syntax: :TRIGger:SLOPe?

Returned Format:

[:TRlGger:SLOPe] {POSitive I NEGative}<NL>

Example:

DIM Ts$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;I1:TRIG:SLOP?1I
ENTER 707;Ts$
PRINT Ts$
END
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SOLIRce

Note

Command Syntax:

Trigger Subsystem

The :TRIGGER:SOURCE command selects the channel
that produces the trigger. The SOURCE command
applies to the Edge Trigger Mode, State Trigger Mode,
and Delay Trigger Mode. In the Delay Trigger Mode,
this command is valid when EDGE or STATE is selected
as the qualifier.

The SOURCE query returns the current source for the
selected trigger mode.

When Option 001, Single Sensor Input, is installed,
channel 4 is not useable. No error is reported when the
trigger source is specified to be channel 4. Even though
no error is reported, the Peak Power Analyzer won't
trigger on the measured waveform.

:TRlGger:SOURce {CHANnell I CHANnel2 I CHANne13
I CHANneI4}

Example:

OUTPUT 707 j ll:TRIGGER:SOURCE CHAN2 1l
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Query Syntax: :TRIGger:SOURce?

Returned Format:

[:TRIGger:SOURceJ {CHANnell I CHANne121
CHANne13 I CHANne14}<NL>

Example:

DIM Src$ [100]
OUTPUT 701;II:TRIGGER:SOURCE?1l
ENTER 707;Src$
PRINT Src$
END
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Introduction The WAVEFORM subsystem is used to transfer
waveform data between a controller and the Peak Power
Analyzer's waveform memories. The waveform record is
actually contained in two portions, the waveform data
and the preamble. The waveform data is the actual
data acquired for each point in the specified source.
The preamble contains the information for interpreting
the waveform data. This includes the number of
points acquired, format of acquired data, and type of
acquired data. The preamble also contains the X and
Y increments, origins, and references for the acquired
data, so that the raw data can be translated to time and
amplitude values.

The values set in the preamble are determined when
the :DIGITIZE command is executed on a channel
or the front panel Waveform Memory STORE key is
pressed. The preamble values are based on the settings
of variables in the ACQUIRE subsystem or the front
panel setup if the store key is pressed. Although the
preamble values can be changed with a controller, the
way that the data was acquired cannot be changed.
Changing the preamble values cannot change the type of
data that was actually acquired, the number of points
actually acquired, etc. Therefore, when changing any
waveform preamble values extreme caution must be
used to ensure the data will still be useful. For example,
setting POINTS in the preamble to a value different
from the actual number of points in the waveform will
result i;n. inaccurate data.
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The waveform data and preamble must each be read (by
the controller) or sent (to the Peak Power Analyzer)
with two separate commands: DATA and PREAMBLE.

If more than one channel is to be digitized, digitize the
desired channels with a single :DIGITIZE command.
Refer to the Root Level Command :DIGITIZE for more
information.

(
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Data
Acquisition
Types

Note

Waveform Subsystem

There are three types of waveform acquisition that
can be selected with the :ACQUIRE:TYPE command.
The three types are NORMAL, AVERAGE, and
ENVELOPE. When the data is acquired using the
DIGITIZE command, the data is placed in the channel
buffer of the specified source.

After a DIGITIZE command, the Peak Power Analyzer
is stopped. If the Peak Power Analyzer is restarted (over
the bus or from the Front Panel) the data acquired with
the DIGITIZE command is overwritten.

The on-screen time is divided into a specific
number of horizontal time points as defined by
the :ACQUIRE:POINTS command. Each of these
increments in time is referred to as a time bucket with
each time bucket having a fixed time associated with it.

Normal Normal data consists of the last data point (hit) in each
time bucket. This data is transmitted over HP-IB in
a linear fashion starting with time bucket 0 and going
through time bucket n-l, where n is the number returned
by the WAVEFORM:POINTS query. Time buckets that
don't have data in them return -1. Only the magnitude
values of each data point are transmitted, the time
values correspond to the position in the data array. The
first amplitude value corresponds to the first time bucket
on the left of the CRT, and the last value corresponds
to the next to last time bucket on the right side of the
CRT.
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Average Average data consists of the average of n hits in a
time bucket, where n is the value returned by the
ACQUIRE:COUNT query. Time buckets that have fewer
than n hits return the average of what data they do (/--
have. If the :ACQUIRE:COMPLETE parameter is set to
100%, then, each time bucket must contain the number
of data hits specified with the :ACQUIRE:COUNT
command. Again, if a time bucket doesn't have any data
in it, it will return -1. This data is transmitted over
the bus in a linear fashion starting with time bucket 0
and proceeding through time bucket n-1, where n is the
number returned by the WAVEFORM:POINTS query.
The first value corresponds to a point at the left side of
the screen, and the last value is one point away from the
right side of the screen.

Envelope Envelope data consists of two arrays of data, one
containing the minimum of at least n hits in each time
bucket and the other containing the maximum of at least
n hits in each time bucket, where n is the value returned
by the ACQUIRE:COUNT query. If a time bucket does
not have any hits in it, then -1 is returned for both the
minimum and maximum values. The two arrays are
transmitted one at a time over the bus linearly, starting
with time bucket 0 (on the left side of the CRT) and
proceeding through time bucket m-1, where m is the
value returned by the WAVEFORM:POINTS query. The
array with the minimum values is sent first. The first
value of each array corresponds to the data point on the
left of the CRT. The last value is one data point away
from the right side of the CRT.

The data is transferred from the channel buffer to a
controller using the WAVEFORM:DATA query.

Data is transferred into the Peak Power Analyzer from
a controller using the WAVEFORM:DATA command.
Envelope data will be transferred into Waveform
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Memories 1 and 3 ,if WMEMORY 1 is specified as the
source, or Waveform Memories 2 and 4 if WMEMORY 2
is specified as the source. The data is then transferred
as two arrays. If Waveform Memory 1 is specified as
the source, the first array is transferred into Waveform
Memory 1 and the second array is transferred into
Waveform Memory 3. If Waveform Memory 2 is specified
as the source, the first array is transferred in Waveform
Memory 2, and the second array is transferred into
Waveform Memory 4. The data type is then changed to
normal for each of the waveform memories.
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Data
Conversion

Note

Conversion from Data
Value to Amplitude

Conversion from Data
Value to Time

18-6
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Data sent from the Peak Power Analyzer is raw data and
must be scaled for useful interpretation. The values used
to interpret the data are the X and Y references, X and
Y origins, and X and Y increments. These values are
read from the waveform preamble.

Waveform data units for power quantities are always in
watts, never in dBm.

The formula to convert a data value from waveform
memories 1-4 to an amplitude value is:

amplitude = [(data value-yreference)(yincrement)] +
yorigin

The time value of a data point can be determined by the
position of the data point. As an example, the third
data point sent with XORIGIN = 16 ns, XREFERENCE
= 0, and XINCREMENT = 2 ns. Using the formula

time =[((data point number-I) 
xreference)(xincrement)] + xorigin

would result in the following calculation:

time = [«3 - 1)-:-0) * 2 ns ] + 16 ns = 22 ns.
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Data Format for
HP-IB Transfer

Waveform Subsystem

There are four formats for transferring waveform data
over the bus. These formats are WORD, BYTE,
COMPRESSED, and ASCII.

WORD, BYTE, and COMPRESSED formatted
waveform records are transm1tted using the arbitrary
block program data format specified in IEEE 488.2.
ASCII format block data does not use a block header.

When you use this format, the ASCII character string
"#8<DD ... D>" is sent before the actual data. The 8
indicates how many <D>'s will follow. The <D>'s are
ASCII numbers which indicate how many data bytes will
follow.

For example, if 512 points were acquired the Block
Header "#800000512" would be sent. The 8 indicates
that eight length bytes follow, and 512 indicates that 512
data bytes (binary) follow.

WORD Format In the WORn format the number of data bytes
is twice the number of words (data points). The
number of data points is the value returned by the
:WAVEFORM:POINTS? query. The number of data
bytes is followed by a sequence of bytes representing the
data points, with the most significant byte of each word
transmitted first. In this format, the data. is shifted so
that the most significant bit after the sign bit contains
the most significant bit of the data. If there is a hole in
the' data, it will be represented by the 2s-compliment
16-bit value of -1. The range of data in the WORD
format is from 0 to 32640.

WORn format is useful in applications where the
information is read directly into an integer array in a
controller.

WORD and ASCII formatted data preserves the full
data resolution values.
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BYTE Format BYTE format allows only seven bits to be used to
represent the amplitude values with the first bit
being the sign bit. If there is a hole in the data, it is
represented by a 2s-compliment 8-bit value of -l.

BYTE formatted data will transfer over the bus faster
than WORD formatted data since one byte per point is
transferred in BYTE format and two bytes per point are
transferred in WORD format. BYTE formatted data has
less resolution than WORD formatted data.

COMPRESSED
Format

The number of bytes transmitted when the format is
COMPRESSED is the same as the value returned by the
WAVEFORM:POINTS? query.

Eight bits of resolution are retained in the
COMPRESSED format. So that a hole in the data may
be represented, a data value of 255 is mapped to 254,
and 255 is used to represent a hole. This mode will give
greater vertical precision than BYTE formatted data,
with faster transfer times than WORD formatted data,
but will probably require more time once transferred to
be unpacked.

ASCII Format ASCII formatted waveform records are transmitted
one value at a time, separated by a comma. The data
values transmitted are the same as the values sent in the
WORD FORMAT except that they are converted to an
integer ASCII format (six or less characters) before being
sent over the HP-IB.
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I---~ block_data-spec 1--------..1
'--------'

preamb Ie_data I---------.t

wmemory-number

channel-number

Figure 18-1. Waveform Subsystem Syntax Diagrams
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XINCrement? t--------------------~

XREFerence? }--------------------~

YINCrement? }--------------------~

YREFerence? J---------------------'

channel_number = 1, 2, 3, or 4.
block_data_spec = A block of data in # format.
preamble_data = Refer to PREAMBLE command.
wmemory_number = An integer 1 through 4.

Figure 18·1. Waveform Subsystem Syntax Diagrams (continued)
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COUNt?

Waveform Subsystem

The :WAVEFORM:COUNT query will always return
a one in the Peak Power Analyzer. The query is
included for compatibility with other Hewlett-Packard
instruments.

The value returned has no meaning for the Peak Power
Analyzer.

Query Syntax: :WAVeform:COUNt?

Returned Format:

[:WAVeform:COUNt] l<NL>

Example:

DIM Cnt$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;":WAVEFORM:COUNT?"
ENTER 707;Cnt$
PRINT Cnt$
END
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DATA

Note
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The :WAVEFORM:DATA command causes the Peak
Power Analyzer to accept a waveform data record over
the bus and store it in the previously specified waveform
memory. The waveform memory is specified with the
WAVEFORM:SOURCE command. Waveform data may
only be written to waveform memories.

The format of the data being sent must match the
format previously specified by the waveform preamble for
the destination memory.

When new waveform data is downloaded to a waveform
memory, the units of the data may not agree with
the type of data. This could result in an incorrect
units indication of the waveform memory when using
the markers or making a measurement. The correct
units may be set ahead of time by using the root level
:STORE command to store an appropriate channel to
the waveform memory before downloading the data.
The preamble doesn't include the units of the waveform
data in order to maintain compatibility with other
Hewlett-Packard instruments.

The DATA query tells the Peak Power Analyzer to
output the waveform record stored in a waveform
memory or channel buffer, previously specified with the
:WAVEFORM:SOURCE command.

/
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Command Syntax: :WAVeform:DATA <binary block data in # format>

Example:
<\ OUTPUT 707;":WAV:DATA II

Query Syntax: :WAVeform:DATA?

Returned Format:

[:WAVeform:DATA] <bina.ry block length bytes> <binary
block> <NL>
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The following program moves data from the Peak Power
Analyzer to the controller and then back to the Peak
Power Analyzer with the :WAVEFORM:DATA query
and command. (------

Example:

10 CLEAR 707
20 ! SET UP ACQUIRE SUBSYSTEM
30 OUTPUT 707;II:ACQUIRE:TYPE NORMAL;COUNT l;POINTS 512"
40 OUTPUT 707;Il:DIGITIZE CHANNEL1" ! STORE CHAN 1 DISPLAY TO WMEMl
50 OUTPUT 707;":SYSTEM:HEADER OFF;:EOI ON II

60 OUTPUT 707;Il:WAVEFORM:SOURCE CHANNEL1;FORMAT WORD" !SELECT WAVEFORM DATA
70 ! SOURCE AND OUTPUT FORMAT
80 OUTPUT 707;II:WAVEFORM:DATA?"
90 ENTER 707 USING 1I#,2A,8D";Headers$,Bytes READ LENGTH BYTE
100 Length=Bytes
110 Length=Length/2
120 ALLOCATE INTEGER Waveform(l:Length)
130 ENTER. 707 USING "#,WII ;Waveform(*) ! ENTER WAVEFORM DATA TO INTEGER ARRAY
140 ENTER 707 USING "-K,B";End$ ENTER TERMINATOR
150 DIM Preamble$[200]
160 OUTPUT 707;II:WAV:PREAMBLE?1I OUTPUT WAVE SOURCE PREAMBLE TO CONTROLLER
170 ENTER 707 USING "-K";Preamble$ ! ENTER PREAMBLE INTO CONTROLLER
180 OUTPUT 707;II:WAV:SOURCE WMEMORY4" !CHANGE SOURCE TO WMEMORY 4
190 OUTPUT 707 USING "#,K II ;lI:WAVEFORM:PREAMBLE II;Preamble$ ! SEND PREAMBLE FROM
200 ! CONTROLLER TO WMEMORY 4
210 OUTPUT 707 USING "#,K II ;Il:WAVEFORM:DATA #80000102411 !SEND HEADER
220 OUTPUT 707 USING IIW";WAVEFORM(*) ! SEND WAVEFORM DATA TO WMEMORY 4
220 OUTPUT 707;II:BLANK CHANNEL1;VIEW WMEMORY4" ! TURN CHAN 1 OFF - WMEM 4 ON
230 END

18-14
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FORMat

Command Syntax:

Waveform Subsystem

The :WAVEFORM:FORMAT command sets the data
transmission mode for waveform data output. This
command controls how the data is formatted on the bus
when sent from the Peak Power Analyzer.

When the ASCII mode is selected, the data is ASCII
digits with each data value separated by a comma.

WORD formatted data transfers as 16-bit binary
integers in two bytes with the most significant byte of
each word sent first.

BYTE and COMPRESSED formatted data is
transferred as 8-bit bytes.

The FORMAT query returns the current output format
for transfer of waveform data.

:WAVeform:FORMat {ASCii I WORD I BYTE I
COMPressed}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;":WAV:FORMAT WORD IJ
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Query Syntax: :WAVeform:FORMat?

Returned Format:

[:WAVeform:FORMat] <mode><NL>

Where:

<mode>::= {ASCii I WORD I BYTE I COMPressed}

Example:

DIM Frmt$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;":WAV:FORMAT?"
ENTER 707;Frmt$
PRINT Frmt$
END

18..16
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POINts?

Waveform Subsystem

The :WAVEFORM:POINTS query returns the points
value in the currently selected waveform preamble. The
points value is the number of time buckets contained in
the waveform selected with the WAVEFORM:SOURCE
command.

In most cases, the number of time buckets actually
acquired will be the number of points set in the
ACQUIRE subsystem. There are some sweep speeds
where the actual number of points is less than requested.
The maximum timebase resolution limits the number of
points for certain sweep speeds. These are shown in the
following table:

Sweep Speed (Per Division)

2ns 5ns 10 ns >10 ns

Points 32,64, 32,64,128, 32,64,128, 32, 64, 128,
Allowed 128, 200 256, 500 256,500, 256,500,

512, 1000 512, 1024
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Query Syntax: :WAVeform:POINts?

Returned Format:

[:WAVeform:POINts] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= number of acquired data points
(integer-NRI format)

Example:

Dim Pts$ [100J
OUTPUT 707 j ll:WAV:POINTS?1I
ENTER 707;Pts$
PRINT Pts$
END

18·18
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PREamble

Command Syntax:

Query Syntax:

Waveform Subsystem

The :WAVEFORM:PREAMBLE command sends a
waveform preamble to the previously selected waveform
memory in the Peak Power Analyzer. The preamble can
only be written to waveform memory.

The PREAMBLE query sends a waveform preamble
to the controller from the currently selected waveform
source in the Peak Power Analyzer.

:WAVeform:PREamble <preamble block>

Where:

<preamble block> ::= <format NRl>,<type
NRl>,<points NRl>,<count NRl>,<xincrement
NR3>,<xorigin NR3>,<xreference NR3>,<yincrement
NR3>,<yorigin NR3>,<yreference NR3>

:WAVeform:PREamble?

Returned Format:

[:WAVeform:PREamble] <preamble block><NL>

Where:

<preamble block> ::= <format NRl>,<type
NRl>, <points NRl>,<count NRl>,<xincrement
NR3>,<xorigin NR3>,<xreference NRl>,<yincrement
NR3>,<yorigin NR3>,<yreference NRl>
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Where:

<format> ::= 0 for ASCII format
1 for BYTE format
2 for WORD format
4 for COMPRESSED format

<type> ::= 1 for NORMAL type
2 for AVERAGE type
3 for ENVELOPE type

Example:

This example program uses both the command and
query form of the PREAMBLE command. First, the
preamble is queried (output to the controller). Then, the
preamble is returned to the previously selected waveform
memory.

c--

Note

18-20

10 DIM Pre$ [120] ;'
20 OUTPUT 707; IISYSTEM: HEADER OFF II (

30 OUTPUT 707;II:WAVEFORM:PREAMBLE?1I
40 ENTER 707 USING "-K";Pre$
50 O~PUT 707 USING "#,K II ;II:WAV:PREAMBLE Il;Pre$
60 END

In line 50 of the program example, a space is inserted
between the word "PREAMBLE" and the closed
quotation mark. This space must be inside the quotation
mark because in this format (#,K) the data is packed
together. Failure to add the space will cause an illegal
command to be sent to the Peak Power Analyzer.
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Example:

The following program example brings the preamble into
a BASIC numeric array.

10 DIM Preamble(1:10)
20 OUTPUT 707;II:SYSTEM:HEADER OFF II
30 OUTPUT 707;II:WAVEFORM:PREAMBLE?1I
40 ENTER 707 ;Preamble(*)
50 OUTPUT 707;II:WAV:PREAMBLE ";Preamble(*)
60 END
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SOURce

Note

HP 8990A

/

The :WAVEFORM:SOURCE command selects the (
channel or waveform memory to be used as the source
for the waveform commands. The source can only be set
to waveform memory when sending data to the Peak
Power Analyzer.

The SOURCE query returns the currently selected
source for the waveform commands.

When Option 001, Single Sensor Input, is installed, no
error is reported when the" waveform source is specified
to be channel 4. The results from specifying channel 4
are unpredictable.

(
Command Syntax: :WAVeform:SOURce {CHANnel{l I 2 I 3 14} I

WMEMory{1121314}}

Example:

OUTPUT 707;II:WAV:SOURCE WMEMORY3 11
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Query Syntax: :WAVeform:S0URce?

Returned Format:

[:WAVeform:SOURce] <source><NL>

Where:

<source> ::= {CHANnel{l 12 13 J4} IWMEMory{ll
2J3[4}}

Example:

DIM Src$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;I1:WAVEFORM:SOURCE?1I
ENTER 707;Src$
PRINT Src$
END
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TYPE?

HP 8990A

The :WAVEFORM:TYPE query returns the data type
for the previously specified waveform source.

(

Query Syntax: :WAVeform:TYPE?

Returned Format:

[:WAVeform:TYPE] <mode><NL>

Where:

<mode> ::= {AVERage I ENVelope I NORMal}

Example:

DIM Typ$[100]
OUTPUT 707;":WAVEFORM:TYPE?1I
ENTER 707;Typ$
PRINT Typ$
END
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XINCrement?

Waveform Subsystem

The :WAVEFORM:XINCREMENT query returns the
x-increment value currently in the preamble for the
current specified source. This value is the time difference
between consecutive data points ·for NORMAL,
AVERAGE, or ENVELOPE data.

(

Query Syntax: :WAVeform:XINCrement?

Returned Format:

[:WAVeform:XINCrement] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= x-increment in the current preamble
(exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Xin$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;Il:WAV:XINCREMENT?"
ENTER 707;Xin$
PRINT Xin$
END
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XORigin?

HP 8990A

/r-_

The :WAVEFORM:XORlGIN query returns the x-origin (
value currently in the preamble for the current specified
source. This value is the time of the first data point in
memory with respect to the trigger point.

Query Syntax: :WAVeform:XORigin?

Returned Format:

[:WAVeform:XOlligin] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= x-origin value currently in preamble
(exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

DIM Xr$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;II:WAV:XORIGIN?1l
ENTER 707;Xr$
PRINT Xr$
END
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XREFerence?

Waveform Subsystem

The :WAVEFORM:XREFERENCE query returns the
current x-reference value in the preamble for the current
specified source. This value specifies the data point
associated with the x-origin data value. For the Peak
Power Analyzer, this value is always zero.

(
",

Query Syntax: :WAVeform:XREFerence?

Returned Format:

[:WAVeform:XREFerence] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= x-reference value in the current preamble,
always 0 (integer-NRI format)

Example:

DIM Xrf$ [100J
OUTPUT 701;II:WAV:XREFERENCE?"
ENTER 701;Xrf$
PRINT Xrf$
END
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YINCrement?

HP 8990A

The :WAVEFORM:YINCREMENT query returns the
y-increment value currently in the preamble for the
current specified source. This value is the amplitude
difference between consecutive data points.

Query Syntax: :WAVeform:YINCrement?

Returned Format:

[:WAVeform:YINCrement] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= y-increment value in the current preamble
(exponential-NR3 format) (--

Example:

DIM Yin$ [100J
OUTPUT 707;II:WAV:YINCREMENT?1I
ENTER 707;Yin$
PRINT Yin$,
END
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YORigin?

Waveform Subsystem

The :WAVEFORM:YORlGIN query returns the y-origin
currently in the preamble for the current specified
source. This value is the voltage at center screen. When
the Peak Power Analyzer is in log mode, the value
returned is the corresponding linear value at center
screen.

(
\

Query Syntax: :WAVeform:YORigin?

Returned Format:

[:WAVeform:YORigin] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::== y-origin in the current preamble
(exponential-NR3 format)

Example:

Dim Yr$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;1l:WAV:YORIGIN?1t
ENTER 707;Yr$
PRINT Yr$
END
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V.REFerence?

HP 8990A

;"

The :WAVEFORM:YREFERENCE query returns the (\
current y-reference value in the preamble for the current
specified source. This value specifies the data point
where the y-origin occurs.

Query Syntax: :WAVeform:YREFerence?

Returned Format:

[:WAVeform:YREFerence] <value><NL>

Where:

<value> ::= y-reference value in the current preamble
(integer-NRl format)

Example:

DIM Yrf$ [100]
OUTPUT 707;IIWAV:YREFERENCE?1l
ENTER 707;Yrf$
PRINT Yrf$
END
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Algorithms

Introduction

Measurement
Setup

A

One of the Peak Power Analyzer's primary features is its
ability to make automatic measurements on displayed
waveforms. Tills appendix provides details on how
automatic measurements are calculated and offers some
tips on how to improve results.

Measurements typically should be made at the fastest
possible sweep speed for the most accurate measurement
results. The entire portion of the waveform that is to be
measured must be displayed on the Analyzer. That is:

• at least one complete cycle must be displayed for PRI
(Pulse Repetition Interval) or PRF (Pulse Repetition
Frequency) measurements

• the rising edge followed by the negative edge must be
displayed for pulse width measurements

• the falling edge followed by the rising edge must be
displayed for offtime measurements

• the leading edge of the waveform and enough of the
pulse to define the top and base must be displayed
for risetime measurements and all other edge
measurements

• the trailing edge of the waveform must be displayed
for falltime measurements and all other edge
measurements

A-1
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HP 8990A

• the top, base, and peak of the waveform must be
displayed for overshoot measurements.

If more than one waveform, edge, or pulse is displayed,
the measurements are made on the first (leftmost)
portion of the displayed waveform that can be used.
If there are not enough data points, the Analyzer' will
display .:s; with the measurement results. This is to
remind you that the results may not be as accurate
as possible. It is recommended that you re-scale the
displayed waveform and make your measurement again.

When any of the standard measurements are requested,
the Peak Power Analyzer first determines the top-base
linear amplitude levels at 100%-0%. From tills
information, it can determine the other important C/"
linear amplitude values (10%, 90%, and 50%) needed
to make the measurements. The 10% and 90% linear
amplitude values are used in the risetime and falltime
measurements as well as in all other edge measurements.
The 10% and 90% values are also used to determine the
50% value. The 50% linear amplitude value is used for
measuring PRF, PRl, pulse width, and duty cycle.

Top-Base is the heart of most automatic measurements.
It is used to determine V top and Vbase, the 0% and 100%
linear amplitude levels at the top and the bottom of
the waveform. From this information the Analyzer can
determine the 10%, 50%, and 90% points, which are also
used in most measurements. The top or base of the
waveform is not necessarily the maximum or minimum
linear amplitude present on the waveform. Consider a
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Edge Definition

Algorithms

pulse that has slight overshoot. It would be wrong to
select the highest point of the waveform as the top since
the waveform normally rests below the perturbation.

Top-Base performs a histogram on the waveform and
finds the most prevalent point above and below the
waveform midpoint. The most prevalent point is one
that represents greater than approximately 5% of the
total display points (501) and is considered to be either
the top or base. If no point account~ for more than
5% of the total, then the top is chosen as the absolute
maximum and the base is chosen as the absolute
minimum.

If the top or base arrived at in the measurement is .
different from what is expected, the measurement results
may also be different than expected. If there is doubt,
turn continuous measurements off in the Define Measure
Menu and repeat the measurement to observe where the
markers are placed on the waveform.

Both rising and falling edges are defined as transitional
edges that must cross three thresholds.

A rising edge must cross the lower threshold in a positive
<lirection (defining it as a rising edge), cross the mid
threshold (any number of crossings, both positive and
negative are permissible) and then cross the upper
threshold without any crossing of the lower threshold.

A falling edge must cross the upper threshold in a
negative direction, cross the mid threshold (any number
of times), and then cross the lower threshold without
crossing the upper threshold.
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delay

HP 8990A

Most time measurements are made based on the position
of the first crossing of the middle threshold.

Following are the definitions that all measurements are
based on:

There are three types of delay measurement:

• jitter
• standard
• user-defined

Jitter occurs only under the following circumstances:

• standard/user-defined key is set to standard
• two delay parameters are the same
• display" mode is envelope

if

first edge on minimum waveform is rising

then

delay = mid-threshold of first rising edge of max
waveform rinus mid-threshold of first rising edge on
min waveform

else

delay = mid-threshold of first falling edge on min
waveform minus mid-threshold of first falling edge
on max waveform

The standard delay measurement occurs when in the
standard mode (not user-defined) and is not a jitter
measurement.

/
(
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Note

Algorithms

standard delay = mid-threshold of the first edge of
second parameter minus mid-threshold of the first
edge of the first parameter

Negative delay is possible

User defined delay = second channel edge minus first
channel edge

Pulse Width The pulse width algorithm has standard and user-defined
considerations.

if

first edge is rising

then

Pulse width= mid-threshold crossing of first falling
edge minus mid-threshold crossing of first rising
edge

else

Pulse width= mid-threshold crossing of second
falling edge minus mid-threshold crossing of first
rising edge

User-defined is the same as Standard definition except
user-defined threshold.

Offtime The offtime algorithm has standard and user-defined
considerations:

if

first edge is rising

then

offtime= second rising edge-first falling edge

A·5
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PRI

HP 8990A

else

offtime= first rising edge-first falling edge

if

first edge is rising

then

PRI = second rising edge-first rising edge

else

PRI = second falling edge-first falling edge

/

(

PRF PRF= l/PRI

Duty Cycle duty cycle = (pulse width/PRI)(lOO)

Note Pulse width is always calculated using mid-threshold.

Risetime risetime = time at upper threshold-time at lower
threshold

Falltime falltime = time at lower threshold-time at upper
threshold

Overshoot Overshoot = (peak - top) *100
(top - base)

A·6

Note The algorithm will tend to fail for overshoot values
exceeding 50%.



Vrms . The rms voltage of the first cycle of the displayed signal
is measured. If a complete cycle is not present, the
measurement will compute rms on all data points.

Vrms(ac) = {lin 2:1=1Vj2 -lin 2:j:=1Vj}1 j 2

(
\

(

HP 8990A

Vmax

Vmin

Vp_p

Vamp

Vavg

Algorithms

Vmax = amplitude of the maximum point on screen

Vmin =amplitude of the minimum point on screen

Vp-p = Vmax- Vmin (For voltage only.)

Vtop = most prevalent point above waveform midpoint

Vbase = most prevalent point below waveform midpoint

Vamp = V top- Vbase (For voltage only.)

Average amplitude of the first cycle of the displayed
signal is measured. If a complete cycle is not present, the
Analyzer will average all data points.

A-7
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Programming Examples

Note The following examples were written in HP BASIC 5.0 for an HP 9000
Series 200/300 Controller.

I"
\

Spec Line Program

10
20
30 This program demonstrates hov spec 1ines can be created and used
40 in the BP 8990i. The overa11 steps or this program are as Iollovs:
50
60 0 When RUB, the program causes data to be acquired on channel
70 'Chan' (as speciried in the 'Initialize 1 subroutine be1ov).
80
90 0 The acquired vaverorm is read into memory. The program
100 computes some minilllum and maximum spec limits based on the
110 values that vere acquired. Both min I: max speclines are
120 vritten to the BP 8990i vaveform memories. (late: it takes a

130 rev minutes to compute the spec limits!)
140
150 0 The vaveform math rllnctions are set up to monitor differences
160 betveen the spec lines and any nevly acquired data from the
170 previously specified channel.
180
190 0 Finally, the measure compare function or the UP 8990! is enabled
200 to flag any deviations of 1evel beyond the )spec lines), vith
210 those violations being vritten to the BP 8990i pixel memory.
220
230 0 The program is stopped. The RP 89901 is set to run mode, so
240 it can repeatedly monitor the named chllD.llel for changes.
250
260

270 RP 8990! RESOURCE USiGE:
280 Vaveform Kemory 1: Bolds the KAI spec limit, derived from 1st acq.
290 Vaveform Memory 2: Holds the KII spec limit, derived from 1st acq.

8 ..1
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Initialize: ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
! Set up the I/O Paths and demo variables and reset the instrument.
OUTPUT IBD; CBR$ (255)1:1'1" ; ! Clear screen of previous text
PRIIT TABIY(2S ,S); liS P E C L I lED E M 0"; UBIY(1 ,7)

Tab_in=5 ! Specify indent 'for status prints
DISP IIlu i t ializing t autoscaling the HP 8990.6. .. "
Volt_tol=5 Volt limits =+/- Sy. of acq value
Time_tol=S ! Time limits =+/- Sr, of acq value
Chan=2 ! This is the chlUlD.el to get data
OUTPUT ChaD-id$ USIIG "I,I.D"; I CHAI" , Chan ! String vars of chan to acq.
.6.SSIGI ~ppa TO 707 ! Use def'ault addross.

-->IOTE: You can turn off the Display Connect Dots for more throughput"

COM Pre~ble$[200J.Preamb(1:10)

COM IITEGER Vaveform(1:1024)
COM IDTEGER Vavemax(1:1024)
COM IITEGER Vavemin(1:1024)

B-2

300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780

Function 1:
Function 2:

Pixel Memory 1:

I1TEGER Chan

DIM Chan_id$ [5]
I1TEGER. Vdelta
I1TEGER Tdelta
I1TEGER Tcenter
I1TEGER Telipse

!

GOSUB Initialize

GOSUB Acq_modes
GOSUB Get_waveform

GOSUB Kake_spec_lines
GOSUB Minspec2vmem2
GOSUB Maxspec2vmeml
!

GOSUB Compare_2_specs
GOSUB Setup_compare
nISP USIIG "I"; "Done.
PRII!
PRIIT
PRIIT "

PAUSE

STOP

Acquired Data - Max Spec (WJIIEH1)
Kin Spec (VKEK2) Acquired Data
Holds any violations of the spec line.

Tvo versions of 98.veform preamble
The acquired waveform.unsealed.
Max spec line of acquired data
Min spec line of acquired data

Specifies which chan to acq data
String vars of data acq is channel
y-axis ellipse vidth about each pt
x-axis ellipse vidth about each pt
x-axis ellipse center of each pt.
x-axis value during ellipse calc.

Initialize the I/O paths and HP 8990A

Set up the acquisition modes.
Acquire vaveform, read to memory

Make min/max spec line envelopes.
Vrite Min spec line to SP 8990.1 llMEH2
Vrite Max spec line to HP 8990! VKEK1

Set vaveformmath to check v/specs
Set up continuous spec meas compares

The UP 8990.1 is nOll monitoring channel ". Chan I" for changes."

Pause so vars can be looked a.t
lDanually. if' desired.
Stop pgm. bu.t instr keeps :running
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PRIi! TAB(Tab_in);"o HP 8990A Acquisition mode is set."
RETURI

OUTPUT C1ppa;" :liAVeform: SOURce t11Chan_id$ ! Waveform system -) Chanl
!

Read the real scale factors
Read x/y scale factorsj preamble

Specify vaveform format as vord.
Capture data to ch2 and stop
Read the range for later use.

Read an equivalent ASCII string
for later outputting again.

Set up a fast path g/out formats
Send an BP-IB Device Clear
Preset hv settings of HP 8990.1
Autoscale to acquire signals.

DISP "Acqo.iring reference waveform .. "
OUTPUT C1ppaj "WAVeform: FORMat liORD"
OUTPUT C1Ppaj "digitize tllChan_id$
OUTPUT CPpa;"CHAlne12:RAIGc?"
EITER C1PpajV_range_value

!

OUTPUT C1ppaj"vaveform:data?" Read unsealed vaveform data
EITER Clppa USIIG u'.2A.8D"jHeader$.Bytes ! Read header 1 byte count
Length=Bytes/2 ! Word format. 2 bytes/data elem.
REDIK Waveform(1:Length).liavemax(1:Length).Vavemin(1:Length)
EITER C1Fastjliave'form(.) ! Read copy o'f signal vaveform in
EITER Cppa USIIG "-I .BtI ;End$ ! Svallow a linefeed
PRIIT TAB(Tab_in)j"o Reference llaveform acquired from channel"jChan
RETURI

OUTPUT Clppa; "SYSTem: HEADer OFF" Return only numbers vith any query
OUTPUT ClPpa;":DISPlay:CODlect OJl;GRATicule FRAMe ;FORHat 1"
OUTPUT Clppa;":DISPlay:CODBect OB" ! Turned Oil the connect dots mode.
PRII! TAB(Tab_in);" o Initializing and Autoscaling complete."
RETURI

ASSIGI C1Fast TO 707;FORKAT OFF
CLEAR C1ppa
OUTPUT C1ppa; ".RST"
OUTPUT Clppa;": AUT"

!

Acq~odes: ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DISP IISet t ing HP 89S0A acquis it ion mo des .. "
! This section sets up the acquisition modes and display.

OUTPUT C1ppa;":ACQuire:COKPlete 100jTYPE AVERage;COUJlt 4;POIlts 500"

790
800
810
820
830
840
850
860
870
880
890
900
910
920
930
940
950
960
970
980
990 Get_vaveform: ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1000 Acquire and then read the vaveform into the computer memory arrays.
1010 Tho vavefoDtl is acquired and read 'from the Chan_id$ channel. The
1020 min and max limits arrays are also allocated here.
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120 OUTPUT C1ppa j"llaveform:preamble?"
1130 EITER. C1ppajProambC*)
1140
1150 OUTPUT Ippaj"llaveform:preamble?"
1160 EITER C1ppa USIIG "-~" ; Preamble$
1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220
1230
1240
1250
1260
1270

{
"

(
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Then prey min lover than this
e1ip y-val. so use it nov.

! r '- .,ad min spec line to WHEK2

envelope of min~ -- ~alues in VaveminC*) are
current preamble, .~to the BP 8990A vavef'orm

In this code, every 'Tdelta' index values are evaluated; at each
of' these evaluation points an elliptical. envelope is formed vith
the largest +/- values at the Teenter of the ellipse and vith lover
vaJ.ues as Telipse is varied +/- 2Tde1ta's about Tcenter. Each
of the x,y pairs in the min t max of the ellipse are then compared
to the corresponding x-y in the min ,max arrays. The larger of
the tva is saved for the max spec line, and the min of the tva is saved
for the min spec line.

I

\

DISP "Calculating spec limits envelope (takes a fev minutes) .. "
HAT Vavemin= Vaveform Init KII speclimit to acq data
HAT Vavemax= Vaveform Init KAI speclimit to acq data
Tdelta=Length.Time_tol/100 ~Timo delta in ary indices
Vdelta=32767.Volt_tol/l00 = %Vert delta in rag value.
FOR. Tcenter=1 TO Length = Time Bucket Center of ellipse

FDa Telipse=CTcenter-Tdelta) TO CTcenter+Tdelta) ! Each pt on ellipse
IF Telipse>O ADD Telipse<=Length THEI ! Iindex is in range

Volt_pt=Vdelta*SQRC1-CCTelipse-Tcenter)/Tdelta)-2)
V_vv=Waveform(Tcenter) ! Establish ellipse y-center value
Volt Jl1ax=V_vv+Volt_pt Sets top part of the ellipse
Volt-min=V_vv-Volt_pt Sots bottom part of the ellipse
IF VavemaxCTelipse)<VoltJl1ax THEI Then this ellipse is bigger

Vavemax CTelipse) =Volt_ma.% than prev. so it '5 nev limit
EIiD IF
IF Vavemin(Telipse»VoltJl1in THEI

Vavemin CTelipse) =Volt_min
EID IF

EID IF
lEI! Telipse

BElT Tcenter
PaIlT TAB CTab_in) j "0 Spec limit5 envelope has been cal.culated . "
RETUR.I

1280 Kake_spec_lines: ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1290 ! Fill arrays VaveminC.) and Vavemax(.) vith envelopes that lie some
1300 percentage above t belov the data in the prev acquired WaveformC.).
1310 Length is assumed to be the number of' elements in the Vavef'ormC.)
1320 array, vhich is the same as the number of time buckets.
1330
1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
1430
1440
1450
1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1610
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570
1580
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680 Hinspec2vmem2:
1690 The vavef'orm spec line
1700 ! copied, along vith the
1710 ! memory 2.
1720 DISP "Copying minimum spec 1ine to UP 89901 vaveform memory 2 .. "
1730 OUTPUT Gppaj II :VAVeform :SOUR.ce llKEKory2" ! Destination
1740 OUTPUT Gppa USIIG "I .It" j" :\lAVeform:PREamble "jPreamble$ ! Scaling info
1750 OUTPUT Gppa USIIG "1.I,ZZZZ";":VAVef'orm:DATA 180000";Bytes ! Header
1760 OUTPUT GFast;VaveminC.) ! The data.
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! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

DISP "Setting up the HP 89901 measurement compare mode .. "
OUTPUT ~ppaj"HEASure:STATistics 01" ! Enable continuous meas

! Dovnload lUI spec line to VMEM1
envelope of KAlimum values in Wavemax(*) are

current preamble, into the BP a990A vaveform

OUTPUT ~ppa; ": VIEW FUlCt ion1; : VIEW FUICtion2" Display both functions
PRIIT TAB (Tab_in) j "0 The UP 89901 Waveform math has been set up to monitor the dat a. II

RETURI

Min - ChanAcq
Set scale too

Set up the vaveform math to compare the minimum and maximum against
each nevIy acquired vaveforDl. Function 1 checks if the acquired
signal exceeds the max spec; Acquired - Max >0. Function 2 is set
to monitor vhen the acquired data falls belov the minimum spec line.
as in Kin - Acquired> O. The :function's range is set to the same

range in which the signal vas :first acquired.

OUTPUT ~Ppa;" : FUJCtion2 : SUBTract lllIEMory2 J "tChan_id$
OtrIPUT ClPpa;":FUlCtion2:RAlGe ";Funct_range
!

DISP "Setting up HP 89901 Waveform Math to compare data vith spec lines .. "
Funct_range=V_range_value*2 ! Set vertical range =acquired rug
OUTPUT C1ppa;" :FUICtion1: SUBTract "1Chan_id$ttl. VKEKoryl" ! ChanAcq - Max
OUTPUT ClPpa:" :FUJCtion1 :RAIlGe ";Funct_range Set the scale
!

OUTPUT Clppaj"" ! End-Of-Line Terminator
OUTPUT Clppajll:viev vmemory2" lov put it on display

PRIllT TAB (Tab_in) j "0 The Minimum spec line has been dovnloaded to the HP 8990A VKEH2."
RETI1RIl

Setup_compare: ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
! Set up the measure compare test to FAIL vhen either of the tvo vaveform

math functions go above zero, which would mean the signal has either
gotten bigger or smaller than the signal that vas first acquired.

1770
1780

1790
1800

1810
1820
1830 Maxspec2~eml:

1840 ! The vaveform spec line
1850 ! copied, along vith the
1860 ! memory 1.
1870 DISP "Copying Maximum. spec line to HP 8990A vaveform memory 1 .. "
1880 OUTPUT ~ppaj II :vaveform: SOURce vmemoryl" ! Destination
1890 OUTPUT ~Ppa USIllG "I,p':"j":vaveform:preamble "jPreamble$ ! Scaling info

1900 OUTPUT ~Ppa USIIlG "I,P.:,ZZZZ";":vaveform:data #80000";Bytes Header
1910 OUTPUT ~Fast;Wavemax(.) ! The data
1920 OUTPUT ClPpa;.... ! End-Of-Line Terminator
1930 OUTPUT ~ppa;": viev vmemoryl" I ov put it on display
1940 PRIIT TAB (Tab_in) ;"0 The Maximum. spec line has been dovnloaded to the BP 8990A VMEK1."
1950 RETURI
1960

1970
1980 Compare_2_specs:
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250

(----
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ERD

Set up to monitor minimum
values of Max - Acquired

Set to monitor the minimum
values of Acquired - Min

Store out-of-specs->PMEK1.

! Error i~ Vmin is > zero.
Enable the meas compares
leop running on failure
Continuously run and display

compa.re has begun on the UP 8990A."

OUTPUT Clppa j II : MEASure: COMPare VIUI, 0, -250E3"
OUTPUT ClPpaj":MEASure:LIKlttest measure ll

OUTPUT ClPpa;":HEASure : POSTfailu:re COITII

OUTPUT ClPpa;II:RUI"
PRIllT TAB (Tab_in) ; I) 0 The rne asurement

RETURI

OUTPUT ClPpa; "ME.&Sure :DESTinat ion PKEMl tl

!
OUTPUT Ippa j II : MEASure: SOURce FUlJCt ionl"

OUTPUT Clppa j II : MEASure: VKU"
!
OUTPUT Clppa j II : KEASure :SDURce FUICt ion2 11

OUiPUT Clppaj" : KE.ASure: VlUI II

2260
2270
2280

2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
2350
2360
2370
2380
2390
2400
2410
2420
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Pulse Droop Measurement Program

List of Subprograms:

COM IKeas_datal REAL Preamble(1:10).IITEGER Rav_data(1:1024)

This program demonstrates hov to measure the slope droop of a pulse.
A demo pulse is either dovnloaded from BASIC, or a real pulse is
measured on the BP 8990A. Either vay, the pulse vaveform is saved in
the UP 8990's vaveform memory 1, vhere the measurements are done.
Intermediate results are shovn on the BP 8990A display via the other
vaveform memories.

BP 8990i Waveform memory usage:
VKEM1 = The vaveform vhose droop is to be measured. This is

obtained from an acquisition or from the Build_demo()
subprogram in BASIC.

VKEM2 = The linear regression curve fit of the droopy top of
the pulse.

VKEM.3 = The ris ing IUl.d falling edge line fits.

DESCRIPTIOI
=================================

===============================

==============================

5980 This is the main program.
1916 Acquires or synthesizes a pulse for measuring
4332 Measure droop of vaveform in the BP 8990i WKE!!!

388 Simple routine to clear display, put title up
1768 Does standard instr reset sequence, and setup.
2988 Copy the vaveform in computer to BP 89901'5 WKEM1.
3708 Finds times where rise a: :fall edge = 50% ampl.
2260 Does the 1inear regression on top of the pulse
2742 Copies the top-of-pulse line fit to BP 8990A WKEK2
3392 Pulse 10 t 50% ampl at rising.falling edge->line
4078 SaTes rise,fall edge line approx to BP 8990i WKEK3

732 Place vert markers to tvo pta used in Droop calc
4226 In computer. synthesize pulse vith knovn droop
4064 Acquire pulse v/good timebase, read ->computer
2454 Utility pgm for linear curve fit to (X.1) data

B36 Calculate 1 y-value llhere tvo lines intersect.
690 Get llatts or volts, given vaveform data Talue.
942 Get seconds. given index in ll&veform data value.
724 Get vaveform data unsealed value :from vertical
594 Get position in vave:data axy given time. sec.

SIZE

lUll
Get_a_vaveform
Measure_droop
Top_of_display
Instrument_init
Vaveform2'Q'IDelD1
FIFind_edges
Measure_slope
Line2vmem2
Measure_sides
Sides2umem3
Vertmarkers
Build_demo
Acquire_data
Linear_regress
FlY_intersect
FIVert ical
FlTime
FlVert_ravval

FITime_index

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400

410
420
430
440

450
460
470

\'.
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••• Acquire a vaveform to be characterized, either by measuring it or
••• by making one up in BASIC. Then choose over vhat limits the
••• the top or the pulse should be rit to a straight line.

CALL Get_a_vavefo:rm(Cppa.Chan.Echo_results) ! Pulse --> VaveKemory 1
GOSUB Pick_measlimits Select Tstart t Tstop times for meas

••• Initialize the address. and the channel to acquire the pulse on
••• (if the pulse is acquired). Also sets the echo-of-results flag.
••* and presets the HP 8990! to the desired state.

GOSUB Mainva:r_init Initialize main va:riables.
CALL Instrument_initCCPpa) ! Initialize the HP 8990A for I/O. etc
!

Pick_measlimits: ! - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Pick the start and stop times vithin the pulse vhere the top of the
pulse is to be ritted to a linea:r line and droop determined.
The vare 'Tstart J and 'TstopJ are set as :follovs:

'Tatart' set to delta time after rising edge "hen the linear :fitting
of the top o:f the pulse should begin.

'TstopJ set to delta time before falling edge vhen the linea:r fitting
o:f the top o:f the pulse should stop.

Both times a:re returned in seconds.

(

! Heas pulse droop
sig digits.

Repaint display v/title. for text.
Specifies left maIgin for prints.

Put the UP 8990i back to local ctl.
Close out the 8990A I/O path.
Pause. allovs look at variables
End of execution, demo is £inished.

Assume factory default address.
'Which channel to acquire data :from
Set 0 to see int ennediate results .

HP 8990i channel to acquire data on.
Enable intermediate results display
DeltaTimes rrom edge ror regression

! - - - - - - - - - -
used in the main part of the program, such as the
etc.

CALL Top_oI_display
Tab_in=10

! ••• lext. Measure the droop. See the documentation in
! ••• for details on hov this is done.
CALL Keasure_droop(~Ppa.Droop.Tstart.Tstop.Echo_results)

Droop=DROUlD(Droop.3) ! Round result to 3
DISP "Droop is";Droop;"percent. Demo Completed. 1I

!

LOCAL Oppa
ASSIGI Gppa TO •
PAUSE
STOP

REAL Chan
REAL Echo_results
REAL Tstart.Tstop
!

Mainvar_init:
! Initialize al.l vars
! Instrument address.
ASSIGI GPpa TO 707
Chan=2
Echo_results=1
REruRi

480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
680
690
700
710
720
730
740
750
760
770
780
790
800
810
820
830
840
850
860
870
880
890
900
910
920
930
940
950
960
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def) ",Tstop

Initialize display for question.
Choice$= acquire sig or do demo.
Build vaveform into /Heas_data/.
Then Acquire a nov vaveform.
Acquire data into /Haas_data/.
End o:f "if acquisition" 'IF'.

! Copy the va.veform to liFORM HEM 1.

! Convert from useconds to seconds.

! User selections entered to here.

Step 1: Enter the amount o:f time, in microseconds, from the "
50% po int of the pulse rising edge. The de:fault is II

40 microseconds.";

Step 2: Enter the amount o"f time, in microseconds J "from the 11

50% point of the pulse :falling edge. The default is II

100 microseconds.";

DIM Choice$ [5]

CALL Vave:form2vmeml(Gppa)
SUBEIIT

CALL Top_of_display
GOSUB Pick_demo_type
IF Choice$="D" THEI CALL Build_demo
IF Choice$=".1" THEI

CALL Acquire_data(GPpa,Chan)
EID IF

Tstaxt=40 ! De:fault start time defined C40us.
INPUT "Enter measurement start time relative to rising edge, in usee (40us def) ".Tstart
PRIJIT" ---» Using "jTstart;lImicroseconds."
PRII!
Tstaxt=Tstart*1.E-6

Tstop=100 ! De:fault STOP time defined Cl40us.

INPUT "Enter measurement stop time relative to :falling edge. in usee (lOOns
PRIIlT" ---» Using II jTstop j"microseconds. II

Tstop=Tstop*1.E-6 ! Convert from microseconds to sec.
RETURIl

PRIIT T1B(Tab_in) j II

PRIn T1B(Tab_in);"
PRIJIT TAB(Tab_in)j"

PRIll! TAB(Tab_in) ; "DROOP HEASUR.EMEBT LIMITS ... II

PRIll!
PRII! TAB(Tab_in) ;"
PRIllT TAB(Tab_in) ;"
PRIllT TAB (Tab_in) ;"

970
980

990
1000

1010
1020
1030
1040
1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110

1120
1130
1140
1150
1160
1170
1180
1190 EID
1200
1210
1220 Get_a_vaveform:SUB Get_a_vaveform(~ppa,Chan.Echo_results) ! = == = = =
1230 ! This function obtains a pulse to be characterized. The signal is
1240 either created by a BASIC subpgm, or it is acquired on the HP 8990.1 on
1250 channel 'Chan' and then copied to Waveform Hemory 1 on the OP 8990.1.
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310

1320
1330

1340
1350
1360
1370

1380
1390 Pick_demo_type: ! - - - - - - - - - - - - -

1400 ! 15k the user to specify tho typo of demo they vould like to do. If
1410 ! there is no signal around, the D demo choice vill cause a pulse vaveform
1420 ! to be synthesized and dovnloaded to vaveform memory 1.
1430 REPEAT
1440 PRIIT TAB (20) j"Which type of" demo vould you like?"
1450 PRIIT

(
\.
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...To measure an acquired signal.. II

o Similarly, compute slope .l y-axis intercept for falling edge.

o Determine the linear 50% point of the llaveform as the average
of the max .l min value of the pulse.

o Compute slope t y-axis intercept of the rising edge to a
straight line as veIl, using the 10% and 50% points on the
rising edge as the tvo points vhich determine the line.

Clear display of ansvered ? text

o Compute Droop as the ~ difference of:
(1) The rising edge line intersection vith the top line.
(2) The top line's intersection vith the falling edge line.

o Fit those points on the top of the pulso, vhich lie betlleen the
folloving tvo time intervals. to a line. determining slope and
y-intercept:

--> 'Tstart ' seconds after rising odge crosses 50%
--> 'Tstop' seconds beforo falling edge crosses 50%

regression
Echo_results = Flag telling if intermediate results are echoed to the

UP 8990A display.

KEASUREKERT ALGORITHM:

IDTERMEDIATE RESULTS:
If the 'Echo_results' flag is non-zero. the linear regressed line
and the rising t falling edge lines are all echoed to the UP 8990A
display.

PARAMETER LIST:
Cppa = I/O path specifier to the HP 8990A. already initialized.

Droop = Returned percent droop of the pulse, in percent.
Tstart = Hov much tao (seconds) after rising edge to start the linear

regression of the top of the pulse £or the droop moas.
Tstop :0 Hov much tae (seconds) before fall.ing edge to stop linear

PRIIlT T1B(20);" 1
PRIIT
PRIIT TAB (20) ; II D ...To measure 8. Demo Signal. II

IIlPUT "Enter the letter of your choice: u.Choice$
Choice$=UPC$(Choice$[1;1]) Grab uppercase of 1st character.

UlTIL Choice$="A II OR Choice$="D"
CALL Top_of_display
RETURB

SUBERD

1460
1470
1480
1490
1500
1510
1520
1530
1540
1550
1560
1570 Measure_droop:SUB Measure_droop(~ppa.Droop.Tstart.Tstop.Echo_results)

1580 Measure the droop of the pulse vhich is in vaveform memory one.
1590
1600
1610
1620
1630
1640
1650
1660
1670
1680
1690

1700
1710
1720

1730
1740
1750
1760
1770
1780
1790
1800
1810
1820
1830

1840
1850
1860
1870
1880

1890
1900
1910
1920

1930
1940
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IF FBFind_edges(Clppa,Tr.Tf."VMEK1")=-KAlREAL THEil! Find the pulse edges.
GOTO Demo_alI_done ! II error vas encountered, then

ErD IF ! stop the demo here and nov.

Instrument_init:SUB Instrument_init(Clppa) ! = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
! Initialize the UP-IB and the UP 8990A. This should alvays be done at the
! beginning OI any UP-IB program. Tho Iust command sends an I1TERF.lCE

! ••• Do the linear regression of the selected top part of the pulse.
! ••• The slope t intercept are returned in Slope i Intercept.
CALL Measure_slope(CPPa.Slope.lntercept.Tr+Tstart,Tf-Tstop,Echo_results)
IF Echo_results THED CALL Line2vmem2COppa,Slope,Intercept,Tr+Tstart,Tf-Tstop,Echo_results)

••• Line-fit the rising and Ialling edge to lines. These lines
••• are used to approxilDate the overall starting and ending of
••• the pulse.

CALL Heasure_sides(~ppa,Slope_r.Intercept_r,Slope_I,Intercept_f)

IF Echo_results THED CALL Sides2vmem3(~Ppa.Slope_r,Intercept_r.Slope_I.Intercept_I)

Pulse'5 Risetime and FaD.time
Of top of pulso bt1m liJnits.
Of Risetime vIto'/. 1:50r. points
Of Falltime v/lO'/. 1:50% points
Y value vhere topline=Riseline
Y value vhere topline=Fallline

••• Compute the intersection of the sloping top of the pulse vith
••• the lines Iit to the rising and falling edge. These tvo
••• intersections are used to shov the starting and drooped ending
••• OI the top of the pulse.

Vert_ref=FiY_intersectCSlope_I.lntercept_r,Slope,Intercept)
Vert_drooped=FIY_intersect(Slope_f.lntercept_I.Slope,Intercept)
OUTPUT OPpa;"MEAS:SOUR WMEH1; :HEAS:VBASE?" ! Measure base of pulse
EITER Oppft;Vert_base !Ior droop calc.
IF Echo_results THED CALL Vertmarkers(Oppa,Vert_ref,Vert_drooped)

REAL Tr,Tf
REAL Slope,Intercept
REAL Slope_r,Intercept_r
REAL Slope_f. Intercept_I
REAL Vert_reI
REAL Vert_droop

1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2020
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280 ! ••• Finally, compute the 't. droop.
2290 Droo~100.CVert_reI-Vert_drooped)/CVeIt_ref-FIVert_IavvalCVert_base»

2300 Demo_aIl_done:!
2310 SUBEID
2320
2330
2340 Top_of_display:SUB Top_of_display
2350 OUTPUT IBD; CBR$ (255) I:"Itl j Clear display, (CLEAR SCREEI)
2360 PRIIT TABIY(23,2),"P U L SED ROO P D E H 0"
2370 PRIIT TABIY(l,8)
2380 SUBEID
2390
2400
2410
2420
2430

(

(
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COM IMeas_data/ REAL Preamble(1:10).IITEGER Rav_dataCl:l024)

DISP "Dovnloading the vllveform to Vaveform Kemory 11 ... "
!

! ••• Specify the measurGment source as vaveform memory number 1, so
! ••• the output of the vaveform data goes into the right place.
OUTPUT Clppa;"WAV:SOUR VHEKi " Svitch source to vaveform moml

••• Jext. the rav data £or the vaveform is dovnloaded to the vaveform
••• memory that vas choson abo'l'o. Block formatting is used, 80 the
••• number of bytes is determined as tvice the number of is-bit vords
..... being sent-- 2"'Preamble (3). Tho array is resized to match the
••• current number o'f points, and then each element is output as a
••• 16-bit signed integer using the 'v' Iormat specifier. The

sequence.
! Interlace Clear, clear byte BShake

Selective Device Clear to BP 8990A.
Clear the status bits in the BP 8990
Reset HP a990! to knov configuration.

..... First the preamble is dovnloaded. The RP 8990.1 uses the info in this
••• array to set y-axis scaling, t number of pta on x-axis. Bovever,
••• 'l'UUOS for x-axis are still determinod by the current timebase
••• setting (see belov).

OUTPUT Clppa; "VIV :PREAKBLE ";Preamble(.)! Dovnload the nev preamble first
!

! ••• First, the standard reset
ABORT SC(Clppa)
CLEAR ClPpa
OUTPUT Clppa; ".CLS"

OUTPUT flppa; ".RST"
!

clear to remove any pending data from the bus. The second command
sends a selective device clear to the HP 89901, vhich resets the input
and output buffers, the HP-IB grammar parser inside the RP 8990A, and

!clears any pending commands. Finally, the HP 8990A is preset to a knOll

! device state by the sending of a reset command. This is a standard
reset sequence vhich should be used for most HP-IB instruments.

! ••• After the above 'standard reset sequence,' the folloving sets up
! ••• the particular features vhich are relied on Ior this demo program.
OUTPUT flPpaj "BLAIIt. llKEK1; BLAIX llXEK2" ! Turn oIf both vaveform memories
OUTPUT Cppa;IIBUIlt WHEK3; BLAIX llKEK4" ! Turn off the other ~em's too.
OUTPUT Cppaj"WAV:FORH VORD" Set vaveform data mode to VORDS.
OUTPUT Cppa; "DISP:FORK 1 11 Set for one screen display format.
OUTPUT Cppa; "DISP: COlli 1" Turn the connect-the-dots mode 01.
OUTPUT CPpa;"SYST:POW:UIIT VATT" All pvr meas done in linear vatts

SUBEID

2440
2450
2460
2470
2480
2490
2500
2510
2520
2530
2540
2550
2560
2570
2580
2590
2600
2610
2620
2630
2640
2650
2660

2670
2680 Vaveform2~em1:SUB Vaveform2vmaml(~Ppa)! === = == == ~ = == ====
2690 Copies the vaveform that is in the COK 'Rav_dataC.)' array out to the
2700 ! instrument's vaveform memory number 1, and set", the timebase to match
2710 ! the time range in the PreambleC.). 'ppa' is the I/O path to the BP 8990A.
2720
2730
2740
2750
2760
2770
2780
2790
2800
2810
2820
2830
2840
2850
2860
2870
2880
2890
2900
2910
2920
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DISP "Finding edges of puJ.se on UP 8990A .....
OUTPUT ClPpa j "KEAS :SOUR "J:Source$ ! Ko asurements done on this 80urce

OUTPUT Clppa;"TIK:lUBG " j Preamble(3).Preamble(S)! Set timebase range up
OUTPUT ClPpa;"TIK:DEL U;(Preamble(3)-Preamble(7»*Preamble(S)/2+Preamble(S)
OUTPUT ClPp a.; "TIK: REF CEllT" ! Set tilDebase referenee toeenter.

SUBEID

! ••• 'SeC)' in the device selector prevents re-addressing of the bus
! ••• devices in the middle of the message, vhich saves a littlo time.
OUTPUT QPpa US IBG 11#. It II ; IIVAV :DlTi II ! Output cmd part of data block.
OUTPUT SC(ClPpa) USIBG IIt.lt,ZZZZZZZZII; 1IIB II .2*Preamble(3)
REDIK Rav_data(1:Preamble(3» ! Re-size data array for output
OUTPUT SC(ClPpa) USIBG IIVII jRav_data(*)! Send the data out next.

vhen

Query amplitude of top a: bottom.
Get histogram top l base back
Compute midpoint amplitude of sig.

o

Finally, set up the timebase. As mentioned above, this is
necessary because all measurements, be they on functions DR

~aveform memory OR channels. rely on the current timebase
setting-- not on the preamble that may have been saved vith
the vaveform!

RETURI STATUS VALUE:

-HAIREAI. •.•The full 'on' part of the pulse vith rising a: falling
edge couJ.dn't be found on the specified source .

. .. Indicates that the edges vere found.

•••

•••

••• First find amplitude half-vay betveen tho top a: bottom of the
••• pulse. This is done by using VTOP J: VBASE. vhich do histogram
••• determined evaluations to derive values for the statistical top

•••

••• Since all measurements in this demo are done on the va:reform
••• memory. display of the acquired channel is turned off and the
••• v&veform memory vith the data to be measured is displayed.

OUTPUT CPpa j "BLJJlK CRU1; BLAlX CBAI2 j BLAllK CBAl3; BLABK CBAl4"
OUTPUT ClPpa; "VIEll llHEM1"

••• and bottom of the pulse.
OUTPUT Qppa;"KEAS:VTOP?;VBASE?"
EITER OPpa;Vtop.Vbase
Vmid=(Vtop+Vbase)/2

2930
2940
2950
2960

2970
2980
2990
3000
3010
3020
3030
3040
3050
3060
3070
3080
3090
3100
3110
3120
3130
3140
3150
3160
3170 Find_edges:DEF FIFind_edges(Qppa.Tr,Tf,Source$) != ======= == ==
3180 Use the OP 89901 measurement on the named SourceS to find the tilDes
3190 the puJ.se xisetilDe a: falltime puses thru the half-amplitude point.
3200 The start a: stop tiJne markers aro loft on the tvo times, and the t'110
3210 tiJnes are returned in Tr and Tf. in seconds.
3220

3230

3240
32S0
3260

3270

3280
3290
3300

3310

3320
3330

3340

3350

3360

3370

33BO

(
',,-
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OUTPUT ClPpaj"KEAS:TVER.? Il jVmidj", -11l ! Ask for pulse's 1st raIling edge
EDTER ClppajTfirst_falling and read it back :from the HP 8990!.

IF CTfirst_:falling<T£irst_rising) THEI ! Display starts Clleft on pulse.
OUTPUT ~Ppaj"HEAS:TVER? "jVmid;". -2"! Get falling edge a:fter rising.
EITER ClPpajTfirst_:falling and read it back :from the HP 8990!.

EID IF

••• lext. locate the £irst rising edge of the pulse. and the
••• :follolling £ailing edge. I:f the :first falling edge happens to
••• come :first, then the left side of the display begins vith the
••• pulse already in it's high state. and another
••• Time-at-vertica1.-valuo measurement is done to find the IEIT
••• :falling edge. This makes sure that Tr and Tf are both re£erring
••• to the same on-part of the pulse.

OUTPUT Oppa j "KEAS :TVER.? II jVmid j". +1 t t! Ask :for time of 1st r1S1ng edge.
EDTER ClppajTfirst_rising and read it back :from the HP 8990L

••• It is possible that there vas no pulse on the display. If that
••• vas the case. one or both of the rising t :falling edge
••• measurements tha.t vere done above vould have returned the
••* 'not-available' values for the rising 1 £alling edge. If that
••• happens. return a -lUlREAL to shov that no pulse vas :found. IF
••• IT VAS FOUID OX. then return the time vhere the middle of the
••• pulse happened. vhich is assumed to = avg o:f the times o'f
••• occurrence :for the rising 1 falling edge. Also leave the start and

••• stop time marker on each edge to shall vhich edges vere chosen.
IF CTfirst_falling:9.99999R+37 OR Tfirst_rising=9.99999E+37) THEI

PRIDT "Sorry. Could not :find one complete 'on' pulse on screen."
PAUSE ! Vait ror operator to read the message.
RETURI -KAXREAL a: then return the error ret code.

ELSE Else both times are valid times
Tr=T£irst_rising R.eport rising edge time back and
T:f=T£irst_£alling also the falling edge too.
OUTPUT Clppaj"KEAS:TSTA "jTr Hove start marker to rising edge.
OUTPUT Clppaj"KEAS:TSTO "jTf Hove stop marker to £alling edge.
RETURI 0 Return an 'ok it passed) status

EID IF
FIElD

(

3390
3400
3410
3420
3430
3440
3450
3460
3470
3480
3490
3500
3510
3520
3530
3540
3550
3560
3570
3580
3590
3600
3610
3620
3630
3640
3650
3660
3670
3680
3690
3700
3710
3720
3730
3740
3750
3760
3770
3780
3790 Heasure_slope:SUB Hoasure_slopeCOppa.Slope.Intercept.Tstart.Tstop,Echo_restilts)
3800 Do a linear regression curve fit on the top or the pulse in Rav_dataC.)
3810 £rom the 'Tstart' to 'Tstop' times. The slope and y-axis intercept o£
3820 the resulting datafit to a line is returned as 'Slope' and 'Intercept'.
3830 The stop marker on the UP 8990i is moved to each examined point if the
3840 Echo_results rlag is non-zero.
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COM IMeas_data/ REAL Preamble(1:10),1BTEGER Ra~_data(1:1024)

DISP uDraving the linear Iit line on top of pulse on HP 8990A Waveform Kemory #2 ... "

DISP "Doing linear regression on computer copy of the pulse ... II

11=FlTime_index (Tstart) Find 'bucket' matching rising edge
I2=FlTime_index(Tstop) ! Find 'bucket) matching falling edge

Remove the arti£icial slope.

For each element in meas range,
Look up y-value for this x value
Add in an art ificia.l slope.
.. shov where at in regression on BP 8990i.

l' ; FITme (X)! Move marker to pt being evaluated

••• The linear regression code contains running sums or various
"'•• combinations of each (x,y) point. This statement initializes
.** those running sums to zero to begin the regression.

CALL Linear_regress(-l.Slope,Intercept,O,O,O) ! Init the curvefiter code

••• Each point along the line. for each time 'bucket'. is vritten to
••• the rav vave£o:nn array. All unvritten points are set to -1 so
••• the UP 89901 von't try to plot them. The lines are extended by lOt

••• 80 they s1ightly overshoot either side.
KAT Rav_line= (-1) Init all points to no data in them.
Ir=FJTime_indox(Tr) Get index in Ru_line vrt Trising
If=FJTiJDe_index(TI) Get index in Rav_line vrt Tfalling
Ir=K!I(1.Ir-.1.Pre~ble(3» Move left index dovn 10% of x mg.

••• Do the regression for the points in the vaveform data array
"'•• vhich correspond to the Tstart and Tstop times. The regression
••• is biased vith an artificial slope, vhich is removed aftervards.
••• The slope is to allov the coefficient of £it number to be sa£ely
••• computed vithout 'bloving up'.

FOR 1=11 TO 12
Y=Rav_data (1)

Yfit=Y+I.32767/Preamble(3)
IF Echo_results THEI

OUTPUT Clppaj"HEAS :TSTOP
ERD IF
C!LL Linear_xegress(R2.S1ope.Intercept.I,X.Yfit) ! Add next pt into Iit

IEIT I
Slope=Slope-32767/Preamble(3)

SUBEID

3850
3860
3870
3880
3890
3900
3910
3920
3930
3940
3950
3960
3970
3980
3990
4000

4010

4020
4030
4040
4050
4060
4070
4080
4090
4100
4110
4120
4130

4140
4150 Line2wmem2:SUB Line2vmem2(GPpa.Slope,Intercept,Tr,Tf,Echo_results) ! = =
4160 Save the line indicated by the Slope and Intercept into the vaveform
4170 memory registor 2 on the HP 8990!.
4180 COM IHoas_data/ REAL Preamble(1:10),IBTEGER Rav_data(1:10~4)

4190 IITEGER Rav_line(1:1024) ! The output line is built in here
4200
4210
4220
4230
4240
4250
4260
4270
4280
4290
4300

(
\ '"',-
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COM /Meas_data/ REAL Preamble(1:10).IJJTEGER Raw_data(1:1024)
DISP IIHeasuring slopes of rising a: falJ.ing edge using the BP 8990A ... "

! ••• Determine the times 'Ilhen the 10y' and SOX pover points are
! ••• traversed in the rising and falling edges of the pulse.
OUTPUT Gppa; "KEAS: TVER? " j V_SO j". -1"! Find first falling edge on screen

If=KII(Preamble(3),If+.1.Preamble(3»! l right index up by 10~ of x mg.
FOR I=Ir TO If ! For each pt of line that's in mg,

Rav_line(I)=MII(32767.HlI(0.Slope.I+Intercept» ! Drav to that point.
IEIT I

! ••• Output the scaling information for this configuration. This
! ••• simply re-uses the previously determined scaling info.
OUTPUT Clppa;"WAV:SOUR WHEK2 II ! Svitch source to vave:form mem2
OUTPUT Clppa; "WAV :PREAKBLE "j Preamble(.)! Dovnload the nell preamble first

! ••• Switch to vaveform memory 1. and determine the amplitude's
! ••• 50% point, and the 10% point, in vertical units of volts or vatts.
OUTPUT Clppa;"KEAS:SOUR llMEM1 t1 ! Switch back to measuring memory1.
OUTPUT Cppa;"KEAS:VKJ.I?j :MEAS:VKII?II! Measure max a: min of the pulse
EITER CppB.:Vmax, Vmin Read max a: min vertical values.
V_50=Vmin+.5* CVmax-Vmin) Compute tho 50% point of max value
V_10=Vmin+.1* (Vmax-Vmin) The ampl where pulse is G10';

••• Output the rav waveform data. 'Ilhich contains the line that i5
••• being plotted. Block formatting is used, so the
••• number of bytes is determined as tvice the number of 16-bit '!lords
••• being sent-- 2.Preamble(3). The array is resized to match the
..... current number of points, and then each element is output as a
... 16-bit signed integer using the 'V' format specifier. The
••• 'Sec)' in the device selector prevents rc-addressing of the bus
••• devices in the middle of the message, vhich saves a little time.

OUTPUT GPpa USIJJG tI., ,It"; "VlV :DATA " ! Output cmd part of data block.
OUTPUT SC(GPpa) USIIG ":1.l.:.ZZZZZZZZ";"#8",2.Preamble(3)! Block header
REDIM Rav_line(1:Preamble(3») ! Re-size data array for output
OUTPUT SC(Gppa) USIIlG "V" jRaw_line (.)! Send the 16-bit data out next.
OUTPUT GPpa;"VIEV \lHEM2" ! Display vavefom memory num 2

4310
4320
4330
4340
4350
4360
4370
4380
4390
4400
4410
4420
4430
4440
4450
4460
4470
4480
4490
4500
4510
4520
4530
4540
4550 SUBEID
4560
4570
4580 Keasure_sides:SUB Keasure_sidesCGppa.Slope_r.lntercept_r.Slope_f,Intercept_£)
4590 ! Measure the slope and intercept o£ the rising and falling edges o£
4600 ! the pulse. The 10~ and 50~ amplitude points on the rising and
4610 !falling edges are assumed.

4620
4630
4640
4650
4660

4670
4680

4690
4700
4710
4720
4730
4740
4750
4760
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OUTPUT Clppa;"MEAS:TVER.? u;V_50;". +1"! And find first rising edge on dsp
EDTER CPpa;Tr_SO
OUTPUT ClPpa.;"MEAS:TVER.? ";V_I0;", +1"! 1st rising Cltime where ampl=10%.
EDTER Clppa;Tr_l0

••• Using the 10 t SO percent points on each of the rising and
••• falling edges, the slope and intercept for the rising t falling
••• edges can be computed. lote-- if the risetime or falltime is
••• very steep, the line is vertical. The slope is set to
••• MAlREAL, and the intercept is set to the I-VALUE. where the slope
••• is infinite.

IF Tf_l0<Tr_l0 THEN !Pulse began it's on state off screen to left.
OUTPUT ClPpa.; "MEAS :TVER? "; V_50; ", -2 11 ! Find 2nd falling edge on screen
EITER Cppa.;Tf_50
OUTPUT ClPpaj "MEAS :TVER? "; V_10;". -2"! Time Clampl=10%, 2ndfalling edge
EDTER ClPpa;T£_10

EID IF

••• Convert the real-unit values for the above points into 'rav
••• values' for time index and y-axis values in va.ve:data..

V_IO=FBVert_xavval(V_l0)
V_50=FIVert_ravval(V_50)
Tr_l0=FlTime_index(Tr_l0}
Tr_50=FiTime_index(Tr_SO)
Tf_l0=FiTime_indexCTf_l0}
Tf_SO=FlTime_index(Tf_SO)

Get time of ampl 10%. 1st Tr

Then falltime is nonzero vaJ.ue.
Slope of £alling edge.
Intercept of falling edge.
ELSE the edge i5 vertical line.
Infinite slope i£ line vertical.
aemem~r x-axis crossing index.

Then the risetime is nonzero.
Slope of rising edge.
Intercept of rising edge.
ELSE the edge is vertical line.
Infinite slope i£ line YGxticaJ..
Remember x-axis crossing index.

EDTEA CPpa;T£_SO
OUTPUT ClPpa;"KEAS:TVER? ";V_I0;", -1"

EITER. Clppa;Tf-l0

IF Tf_50Tf_10 THED
Slope_f=(V_50-V_l0)/(Tf_50-Tf_l0)
Intercept_f=V_50-Slope_~.T~_SO

ELSE
Slope_£=MAIREAL
Intercept_f=Tf_10

EID IF

IF Tr_50Tr_l0 THEi
Slope_r=(V_50-V_I0)/(Tr_SO-Tr_10)
Intercept_r=V_SO-Slope_r*tr_SO

ELSE
Slope_r=HUREAL
Intercept_r=Tr_l0

EID IF

4770
4780
4790
4800
4810
4820
4830
4840
4850
4860
4870
4880
4890
4900
4910
4920
4930
4940
4950
4960
4970
4980
4990
5000
SOlO
5020
5030
5040
5050
5060
5070
5080
5090
5100
5110
5120
5130
5140
5150
5160
6170
5180
5190
5200
5210
5220

(
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VISP "Draving slope lines for rising t falling edges to HP 89901 'Waveform Memory t3 ... "

5230

5240 SUBEDD
5250
5260

5270 Sides2vmem3:SUB Sides2vmem3(~Ppa.Slope_r,Intercept_r,Slope_f.lntercept_f)

! ••• Initialize the rav data output vrite array so that all points
! ••• vhich are not vritten to are not dravn on the HP 8990! display.

MAT Rav_line= (-1) ! Init all points to no data in them.

! ••• Similar to the above, nov drav the falling edge's line
! ••• approximation into the va.veform rav data array_
IF Slope_fKAlREAL THEI If the slope is not infinite.

1=(32767-Intercept_f)/Slope_f ! x-index where edge vould hit y=top
Y=32767

(

Drav the last of pulse, to top.
ELSE the slope is infinite CIT_rise
Start by positioning Gbottom.
And extend next point to top.

Fill in the next part of edge
Increm to next pt to update.
Incr y by slope, deltax = 1.

! The output line is built in here

Write both the risetime and falltime fit lines, vhose slope and
y-axis intercepts are passed in. out to vaveform memory 3 of the
HP 89901. If the slope is infinite (ie, it's equal to MA1REAL), then
the 'intercept' value is used as the x-value vhere that slope
is infinite. For non-infinite slopes, slope t intercept are as
expected for any y=mx:+b line. Finally, seal-ing ll1£o is derived
from the already defined Preamble(*). The lines are also dra9n
to the computer's display.

COM /Meas_data/ REAL Preamble(1:10).IITEGER Rav_data(1:1024)

IRTEGER Rav_line(1:1024)

••• Drav the rising edge into the raw da.ta array. Handle the case
••• vhere the timebase vas too small to resolve the risetime, which
... means the slope is infinite (aka MA1REAI.).

IF Slope_rKA1REAL THEI If the slope is not infinite,
1=(O-Intercept_r)/Slope_r x-index vhere edge vould hit y=O.
y=o Start by draving line Clbottom
Istart=1 Remember the starting index value
WHUE (Y<=32767)

Rav_line(X)=Y
1=1+1
Y=Y+Slope_r

EID WILE
Rav_line(X)=32767

ELSE

Rav_line(MAX(1,Intercept_r-1»=O
Rav_Iine(Intercept_r)=32767

EID IF

5280
5290

5300

5310
5320
5330

5340

5350
5360
5370

5380

5390

5400
5410

5420
5430

5440
5450

5460

5470
5480

5490

5500
5510

5520

5530
5540

5550
5560

5570

5580

5590

5600
5610

5620

5630

5640
5650

5660

5670
5680
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! ••• Output the scaling inIormation and data to vaveform memory 3.
OUTPUT CPpa.; "WAV: SOUR llHEJ'I3 " ! Svitch source to waveform mem3
OUTPUT CPPai"WA.V:PREAMBLE 11 ;Preamble(.)! Dovnload the nev preamble first

Remember the starting :r-inde:r value

Bring rest of line to bottom.

Fill in the next part o£ edge
lucrum to next pt to update.
lncrem y by slope. since delta:r=l

••• Output the rav vllveform data. vhich contains both lines that are
••• to be plotted. Block formatting is used, so the
••• number of bytes is determined as tvice the number of 16-bit vords
••• being sent-- 2*Preamblo(3). Tho array is resized to match the
••• current number of points and then each element is output as a
••• i6-bit signed integer using the 'v' £ormat specifier. The
••• )SC()' in the device selector prevents re-addressing of the bus
••* devices in the middle of the message. vhich saves a little time.

OUTPUT Cppa USIIG "'.!" i "VAV:DATA II ! Output cmd paxt of data block.
OUTPUT SC(CPpa) USIIG "'.1 .ZZZZZZZZ" j "18" •2*Preamble (3) ! Block header
REDIM Rav_line (1: Preamble (3» ! Ro-size data array for output
OUTPUT SC(GPpa) USIIG "V" iR.alil_line(.)! Send the data out nen.
OUTPUT Gppaj"VIEV WMEK3" ! Enable the vaveform memory nnm 3

Xstart=X
\mILE (Y>=O)

Rav_Iine(X)=Y
I=X+1
Y=Y+Slope_£

EID \mILE
Rav_line(X)=O

ELSE

Rav_line(MAI(1.Intercept_f-l»=32767 ! Start by positioning at top
Rav_lineOntercept_£)=0 ! And e:rtend ne:rt point to bottom.

EID IF

SUBEID

5690
5700

5710
5720

5730
5740
5750
5760
5770
5780
5790
5800
5810
5820
5830

5840

5850
5860
5870
5880
5890
5900
5910
5920
5930
5940
5950
5960
5970
5980
5990
6000
6010
6020 Vertmarkers:SUB Vertmarkers(Gppa.V_1.V_2) ! = ===== = = ===== = =
6030 ! Move the tvo vertical markers to tho nov speci£ied amplitudes. Tho
6040 ! pas!5ed in Talues correspond to the y-scaling in VAVE:DATA datablocks.
6050 !The scaling is determined by the Preamble(.) axray.
6060 COM /Moas_datal REAL Preamble(1:10).IITEGER Rav_data(1:1024)
6070
6080 OUTPUT GPPai"KEAS:VSTOP u;FIVertica!(V_l)j"; :KEAS:VSTART ";FIVertical(V_2)

6090
6100 SUBEID
6110
6120
6130 Build_demo:SUB Build_demo ! • == == == = = == = =====
6140 ! Build up the Data_axrayC.) 'lith a droopy pnJ.se vhich can be measured

(
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.** lov drav the top of the pulse. The top is ramped dOlm by the

DISP "BuUding a sample vavefonn in BASIC ... II

••• Finally, set up the rav data vaveform buffer for a pulse vith
••• hOlm droop. Initialize the array to the lov-value 'for the
••• pulse.

HAT Rav_data= CRmin) ! Initialize baseline o£ the pulse.

during the demo. The Waveform preamble is built up vith values that
correspond to a real hv state. The data array is £illed
per the step specs in the preamble. The data is built vith a Rising
Top, and Falling edge.
COH IHeas_datal REAL Preamble (1 : 10) .UTEGER RaIl_dataC1: 1024)

(
\

(

1.2207£-3= Viner
0= Yorig

16384= Yref.

Rav value of bottom of pulse
Raw value for top of the pulse
Time index vhere up pulse happens
Time index vhere pulse goes d01'ln.
Risetime assumed at 10 useconds.
Fa.lltime is set at 50 microseconds
Assume a 30y' droop :for simulation

1.2207£-3, O. 16384

2£-6= liner
-100E-6= lorigin

0= lreferenee

array for this example. The values

edge £irst.
If zero vas entered. mate nonzero
If zero vas entered. make nonzero
DeltaIndex covering rising edge
Rav data vuue :for 90y' of pealt.
Rav data vuuo for lOy' of peak.
Slope of rising edge. rav/index.
First pt of rising edge from base
Index o:f that 1st pt in rav aIJ.
leop building till ~top of pulse
Save nxt part. pulse's rising edge
a: incr to save nxt pt enert Time.
lext point vill be above previous
Repeat till edge built up to top.

! *•• Construct the rising
IF Tr=O THEI Tr=KIIREAL

IF Tf=O THEI Tf=HIIREAL
Idelta_r=Tr/Preamble(5)
R90=Rmin+.9* (Rmax-Rmin)
R10=Rmin+.1*CRmax-Rmin)
Slope_r=CR90-Rl0)/Idelta_r
R=Rmin+Slopo_r
I=Ir-.S*IITCIdelta_r+.S)+1
VHILE (R<Rmax)

Rav_data(I)=R
1=1+1
R=R+Slope_r

EID llHlLE

Rmin=90oo
Rmax=23OO0
Ir=50
1£=320
Tr=1.0E-S
Tf=S.OE-S
Droop=-.3

••• lext. Initialize the preamble
••• assigned to Preamble(.) are:

2= lIord format
1= lormal (not avg or envelope)

500= fum pte per vaveform
1= lum samples per point

DATA 2.1.Soo,l. 2E-6. -100E-6. 0.
READ Preamble C.)

6150

6160

6170

6180

6190

6200

6210

6220

6230

6240

6250

6260

6270

6280

6290

6300
6310

6320
6330
6340
6350

6360
6370

6380
6390
6400
6410

6420
6430
6440
6450
6460
6470
6480

6490
6500

6510
6520
6530
6540
6550

6560

6570

6580
6590

6600
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COM /Meas_data/ REAL Preamble(1:10),IITEGER Rav_data(1:1024)
DISP "AcqUiring data on channel" jTRIM$(V!L$ (Channel-num) )1" ... "

••• AutoBcale the hardvare on the HP 8990A to quictiy set up and acquire
••• a signal. Then do a DIGITIZE so it's safe to do measurements.
••• ALV1YS do a digitize before doing any UP 89901 measur~ents over HP-IB!

Chanspec$="CB.A.I"I:;VJL$(Channel-D,tml) Form CHAlIEL specifier variable.
OUTPUT GppajIAUTOSCALE" Autosca.le the signal to set hll up

••• Finally, construct the fa.lling edge of the pulse. The value of
••• the pulso is decremented until it gets back to the Rmm ba.seline.

R=R-Slope_t ! Back out the last unused topvalue
Slope_f:(Rmin-R)/(Idelta_f) Slope of fallmg edge, rav/index.
VBlLE (R>Rmin) Keep gomg till back Cbottom.

Rav_data(!) =R I ext data point on falling edge.
R=R+Slope3 Precompute next falling edge pt.
1=1+1 Increm to next tiJDe index.

EID VBILE

••• indicated slope so ve have something to measure. The pulse is

••• ramped dovn until it gets to the array index Ilhere the falling
*•• edge is supposed to go.

IdeltA_f=Tf/Preamble (5) x-axis vidth of falling pulse.
Slope_t=Droop.(Rmax-Rmin)/(If-Idelta_f/2-I)! Slope of top of the pulse
R=Rmax First point dravn exactly C1top.
VHILE (I<If-Idelta_f/2) ! Go up to just before falling edge

Rali_data(I)=R ! Init next pt on vaveform for ramp
Rav_data(I)=Rav_data(I)+1000.SIU(2.PI+5*(I-If)/(If-Ir))
1=1+1 Incr to vrite to next time index
R=R+Slope_ t Decrem top by amount of droop.

END VIIILE Keep gomg till Cstart of fall edg

6610
6620
6630
6640
6650
6660
6670
6680
6690
6700
6710
6720
6730
6740
6750
6760
6770
6780
6790
6800
6810
6820
6830
6840 DISP
6850 SUBEID
6860
6870

6880 = ==~ == =.= === = = = ======== == === = = ===== =
6890 Acquire_data: SUB Acqnire_data (C1ppa,Channel_num)
6900 Acquire the pulse to be measured using the UP 8990A. The algorithm
6910 used is as follov8:
6920 0 Sat up the hv to the right state(s) by executing an UP 8990! autoscale
6930 0 Acquire the data for measurement over BP-IB vith a DIGITIZE.
6940 0 Fetch the data into the computer for processing.
6950 (a) The Pre8ll1ble is read, to tell x,y axis scaJ.ing, nnm pts •...
6960 (b) The rav vaveform data record is read into the computer.
6970 (e) The vaveform record is scaled to actual povers.
6980
6990
7000
7010
7020
7030
7040
7050
7060

(
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(

Set :for 1 screen display :format.
Acquire vave:fonn :for measuring.

! Specify vhere to read from.
! Have BP 8990A output preamble.

! Read vaveform preamble back in.

OUTPlIT Clppa; "DISP: FORM 1 11

OUTPUT Clppa.; "DIGITIZE "tChanspec$

*** With the nevly acquired vaveform nov acquired in the channel buffer.
*•• the scaling i.n.:formation in the preamble and ra'll vave:form data
**. block. are read into the computer.

OUTPUT ClPpa; II VAVEFORM :SOURCE ".t:Chanspe c$
OUTPlTf ClPpai"WAVEFOR.H:PREAKBLE?"
EITER Clppa;PreambleC*)

*** Uext. reset the time scale so the on part o:f the pulse is put
••• on the screen in reasonable resolution. This is done by using
..... the SP 8990.1 to measure the times rising t falling edges. and then
••• specifying timebase settings vhich vill place that pulse over
••• most o:f the display. Since the BP 8990A setup is changed vith this
••• change of the timebase. another DIGITIZE is REQUIRED and is done
••• before any other measurements can be done.

IF FIFind_edges (CPpa.Tr,If , Chanspec$) -lUlREAL TDEI ! Find pulse edges.
T_range=1.5*(Tf-Tr) Go :for 2S~ overrange on each side
OUTPUT ClPpa; "TIM: DEL "; (Tr+T:f) 12 Center the pulse in the vindov.
OUTPUT Clppa;"TDl:RAJlG II jT_range And set it in the instrument
OUTPUT Clppa;"TIK:REF CElT" Set so center 'DEL' above centers.
OUTPUT ClPpaj"DIGITIZE ".t:Chanspec$ Re-acquire again v/nev centering.

EIlD IF

••• The vaveform block header is used to determine the size of the
**. vavefo:rm data array. It contains the number of BYTES in the
*•• data block for the unsealed vave:form data. Since WORD format is
••• used (specified in the 6ubpgm Instrument_int). there are 16 bits
••• (=2 bytes) for each data element. Therefore, the number o:f data
••• elements is tvice the number of bytes indicated in the 'Ilaveform
••• header. 'Ilhich is used to sot the size ot" the vaveform data
*•• array. Other notes-- the SC() construct is used to prevent
... rc-addressing o:f the 8990 during the block read. vhieh saves a.
••• minor amount o:f time. The vaveform data is read in 2 bytes at a.
••• time by using the II image specifier.

OUTPUT Clppa.;"WAVEFOR.H:D.lTH" Tell HP 8990.1 to output it's data nov
EITER Clppa USIIG "'.10A" ;Header$ Read vaveform header: '10000 .. "
lum_vords=V1L(neader$[3])!2 lumber of i6-bit vords in block.
REDIK Rav_data(1:lum_vords) Resize for num of samples in vave
EITER SC(Cppa.) USIIG "ll" ;Rav_data(.) ! Read the vaveform data..

SUBEBD

7070
7080
7090
7100
7110
7120
7130
7140
7150

7160

7170

7180

7190
7200

7210
7220
7230
7240
7250
7260

7270
7280

7290
7300

7310
7320

7330

7340

7350
7360
7370
7380
7390

7400

7410
7420
7430
7440

7450
7460
7470
7480

7490
7500

7510 Lineax_regress:SUB Linoax_regress(R2.Slop8.Intercept,I.I.Y)
7520 ! This can be called in one ot" three vays:
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Add this xi into summation.
Add this yi into '1i summation.
Add this pt into xi*yi su.mmation.
Add this pt into xi*xi summation.
J.dd this pt into '1i.'1i summation_
Incr num of pts in curve fit by 1
Do no computations :for 1st 6 pts.
Compute numerator of slope term
and also denominator of slope
Then compute the actual slope.
Compute y-a%.is intercept of £it.

.. ELSE add n:z:t point into £it.
R.emove last summation of xi
Remove last summation of yi
Remove last summation of xi * yi
Remove last summation of xi * %.i
Remove last summation of yi * yi
Decrem num of fitted pts by one.

R2>O:

R2=-1: Initializes the linear curve fit summations to startup (zero).
R2=-2: Forget the (x.y) value that vas passed in before * is being

passed in again. This removes a data pt £rom the curve £it.
The x.y pt is added to the 5u.mmation. and an R2 is returned
to the caller (as is I, Slope, * Intercept) as the coe£ of £it.

This routine came £rom the BP25C Applications Programs manual. page 8B.

5_x=5_%.+1
S_'1=S_y+Y
S_xy=5_xy+l*Y
5_%.%.=8_%.%.+1*1
S_'1J=S_yy+YH
1=1+1
IF 1<5 THEI SUBEIIT
lumerator=S_ry-S_x*S_y/1
Denominator=S_x%.-S_%.*S_x/1
Slope=lumerator/Denominator
Intercept=S_y/I-Slope*S_x/1
R2=Slope*lumerator/(S_'1y-S_'1*S_'1/I)

SUBEID

7530
7540
7550
7560
7570
7580
7590
7600 COM /Linear_regess/ S_xJ.S_x.S_y.S_xx.S_Y1
7610 IF R2-1 THED GOTO lot_initialize .. assume this is initialization.
7620 1=0 Init num of pts nov in fit to O.
7630 S_xy=O Init summation o£ xi * yi to 0
7640 5_x=O Init summation of xi-to zero.
7650 5_y=O Init summation of yi to zero.
7660 S_x%.=O Init summation of xi squared ->0
7670 5_yy=0 Init summation of yi squared ->0
7680 SUBEIIT

7690 lot_initialize:
7700
7710 IF R2-2 THEI GOTO lot_remove
7720 5_x=5_x-l
7730 S_y=S_y-Y
7740 S_xy=S_%.y-l*Y
7750 5_%.%.=5_xx-l*1
7760 S_yy=S_yy-Y*Y
7770 1=1-1
nBO SUBEIIT
7790 lot_remove:
7800
7810
7820
7830
7840
7850
7860
7870
7880
7890
7900
7910
7920
7930
7940
7950
7960 Y_intersect:DEF FIY_intersect(Slope_l.Intercept_l.5lope_2.Intercept_2)
7970 Tvo lines vhose slope and intercept have been previously determined are
7980 ! passed in as their Slope and y-axis intercept values. The tvo

(

(

(
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Time = ( -l+Index - Xre£) * Iincroment + Iorigin

pgr or volts = (Raw_value - Yref) * YIner + Yorigin

lote that 'Index' is o£fsot by one. since tho Vaveform Data array in

this program goes from DIE to I, not from ZERO to 1-1.

COK /Keas_datal REAL Preamblo(1:10),IITEGER Rav_data(1:1024)
RETURI «Rav_value-Preamble(10»*Preamble(S)+Preamble(9»

FIElD

(

equations are solved to return the y-value vhere both o£ these lines
cross each other. The equation for the returned value gas derived
by solving y=slope_1*x + intercept_1 and y=slope_2*x + Intercept_2
simultaneously £or y.

COK /Keas_data/ REAL Proamble(1:10).IITEGER Rav_data(1:1024)
RETURB «-1+Timo_index-Preamble(7»*Preamble(S)+Preamble(6»

FIElD

IF Slope_l=KAIREAL THEI RETURD Slope_2*Intercept_1+Intercept_2
IF Slope_2=KAlREAL THEI RETURB Slope_l*Intercept_2+Intercept_l
RETURI (Intercept_1*Slope_2-Intercept_2*Slopo_1)/(Slope_2-Slope_1)

FlERD

7990

8000
8010
8020

8030
8040

8050
8060
8070
8080
8090
8100 Vertical:DEF FIVertical(Rav_value) ! = = = = = = = = = = = = = = =
8110 Use the y-axis scaling £actors in the Preamble to return the vertical
8120 pover or voltage vhich corresponds to the passed in Ra~_value. The
8130 Rav_value is used to compute the actual units by:
8140
8150
8160
8170
8180
8190
8200
8210
8220 Time:DEF FITimeCTime_index) ! = === === = == = = = = =
8230 The time relative to the trigger £or each OI the vave£orm data record
8240 samples is determined Irom the position o£ the number vithin that
8250 record and the x-axis scaling numbers in the preamble. The time
8260 for a given index in this progr~)s vaveform record array is:
8270
8280
8290
8300
8310
8320
8330
8340
8350
8360
8370 Vert_ravval:DEF FIVert_xavval(Vertical) ! = = === == = == = = == ==
8380 Work back through the preamble info to :find the vertical raw value that
8390 in the rau data record corresponds to the real voltage or pover.
8400 This is the inverse o:f the FIVertical() function. The returned rav
8410 value is clipped to prevent any rounding from returning an out o£ range
8420 result.
8430 COK /Keas_data/ REAL Preamble(1:10).IITEGER Rav_data(1:1024)
8440 RETURI KAI(KII«Vertical-Preamble(9»/Preamble(S)+Preamble(10).32767),0)
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(

(

8450 FIEPlD
8460

8470 Time_index:DEF FBTime_index(Seconds) ! == == ============
8480 Vork back thru the preamble to :find flhich element in the :ra1l_da.taO ary
8490 corresponds to the named time. vhich is in seconds. This is the inverse
8500 of the FITime() function.
8510 COM IMeas_datal REAL Preamble(1:10).IDTEGER Raw_data(1:1024)
8520 RETURN INT«Seconds-Preamble(6»/Preamble(S)+Preamble(7)+1)
8530
8540 FIElD
8550
8560
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ECL Command, 10-11
FACTor Command, 10-12
HFReject Command/Query, 10-14
OFFSet Command/Query, 10-16
PROBe Command/Query, 10-18
RANGe Command/Query, 10-20
SENSor Command, 10-23
SENSor:TEMPerature? Query, 10-25
SPAN Command, 10-27
Syntax Diagram, 10-2
TTL Command, 10-29

Character Program Data, 1-10
CLEAR, 1-15
CLEAR DISPLAY, 6-12
Clear Measurement, 15-64
*CL8 (clear status) Command, 5-5
COLUMN Command/Query, 11-7
Command

Acquire Subsystem, 8-1
AUTOdig, 15-1
AUToscale, 6-5
BEEPer, 6-7
BLANk, 6-8
Calibrate Subsystem, 9-1
CALibrate:TNULI, 9-2
CALibrate:ZERo, 9-4
CHANnel<N>:BANDwidth?, 10-4
CHANnel<N>:BWMode, 10-6
CHANnel<N>:COUPling, 10-9
CHANnel<N>:ECL, 10-11
CHANnel<N>:FACTOR, 10-12
CHANnel<N>:HFReject, 10-14
CHANnel<N>:OFFSet, 10-16
CHANnel<N>:PROBe, 10-18
CHANnel<N>:RANGe, 10-20
CHANnel<N>:SENSor, 10-23
CHANnel<N>:SENSor:TEMPerature

, 10-25
CHANnel<N>:SPAN, 10-27
CHANnel<N>:TTL, 10-29
Channel Subsystem, 10-1

Index-2

*CL8, 5-2, 5-5
Common Commands, 5-1
COMPlete, 8-5
COUNt, 8-7
Device Clear I 3-3
DIGitize, 6-9
DISPlay:ATMarker, 11-5
DISPlay:COLumn, 11-7
DI8Play:CONNect, 11-8
DISPlay:DATA, 11-9
DISPlay:FORMat, 11-12
DISPlay:GRATicule, 11-13
DISPlay:INVerse, 11-14
DISPlay:LINE, 11-15
DISPlay:MASK, 11-17
DISPlay:PERSistence, 11-19
DISPlay:ROW, 11-21
DISPlay:SCReen, 11-23
DISPlay:SOURce, 11-25
DISPlay:STRing, 11-27
Display Subsystem, 11-1
DISPlay:TEXT, 11-28
DISPlay:TMARker, 11-29
DISPlay:VMARker, 11-30
EOI, 6-11
ERASe, 6-12
*ESE, 5-6
*ESR, 5-8
FREQuency:CHANnel, 12-2
Frequency Subsystem. 12-1
FUNCtion<N>:ADD, 13-4
FUNCtion<N> :DIVide, 13-5
FUNCtion<N>:OFFSet, 13-6
FUNCtion<N>:ONLY, 13-8
FUNCtion<N>:RANGe, 13-9
FUNCtion<N>:SUBTraet, 13-11
FUNCtion<N>:UNITs, 13-12
FUNCtion<N>:VERSus, 13-13
Function Subsystem, 13-1
HARDcopy:LENGth, 14-2
HARDcopy:PAGE, 14-3
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Hardcopy Subsystem, 14-1
*IDN, 5-10
*IST, 5-11
LER, 6-13
*LRN, 5-12
LTER, 6-14
MEASure:ALL, 15-15
MEASure:ATMarker?, 15-17
MEASure:ATMarker:UNITS, 15-19
MEASure:AUTodig, 15-21
MEASure:COMPare, 15-23
MEASure:CURSor, 15-26
MEASure:DEFine, 15-28
MEASure:DELay, 15-30
MEASure:DESTination, 15-32
MEASure:DUTycycle, 15-34
MEASure:ESTArt, 15-36
MEASure:ESTOp, 15-38
MEASure:FALLtime, 15-40
MEASure:FREQuency, 15-42
MEASure:LIMittest, 15-44
MEASure:LOWer, 15-45
MEASure:MODE, 15-47
MEASure:NWIDth, 15-48
MEASure:OVERshoo~, 15-50
MEASure:PERiod, 15-52
MEASure:POSTfailure, 15-54
MEASure:PRECisioD, 15-56
MEASure:PREShoot, 15-57
MEASure:PWIDth, 15-59
MEASure:RESults, 15-61
MEASure:RISetime, 15-62
MEASure:SCRatch, 15-64
MEASure:SOURce, 15-65
MEASure:SOURce:ATMarker, 15-67
MEASure:STATistics, 15-69
Measure Subsystem, 15-1
MEASure:TDELta) 15-71
MEASure:TMAX, 15-72
MEASure:TMIN, 15-73
MEASure:TSTArt, 15-74

MEASure:TSTOp, 15-76
MEASure:TVERtical?, 15-78
MEASure:TVOLt, 15-80
MEASure:UNITs, 15-82
MEASure:UPPer, 15-84
MEASure:VAMPlitude, 15-86
MEASure:VAVerage, 15-88
MEASure:VBASe, 15-89
MEASure:VDELta, 15-90
MEASure:VERTical, 15-91
MEASure:VFIFty, i5-92
MEASure:VMAX, 15-93
MEASure:VMIN, 15-95
MEASure:VPP, 15-96
MEASure:VRELative, 15-98
MEASure:VRMS, 15-100
MEASure:VSTArt, 15-102
MEASure:VSTOp, 15-104
MEASure:VTIMe, 15-106
MEASure:VTOP, 15-108
MENU, 6-15
MERGe, 6-17
*OPC, 5-14
*OPT, 5-15
POINts, 8-9
*PRE, 5-16
PRINt, 6-18
*RCL, 5-18
Root Level Commands, 6-1
*RST, 5-19
RUN, 2-4,6-20
*SAV, 5-23
SOURCE, 6-21
*SRE, 5-24
*STB, 5-26
STOP, 6-22
STORe, 6-23
SYSTem:DSP, 7-3
SYSTem:ERRor, 7-5
SYSTem:HEADer, 7-9
SYSTem:KEY, 7-11
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SYSTem:LONGform, 7-15
SYSTem:POWER:UNIT, 7-17
SYSTem:SETup, 7-19
System Subsystem, 7-1
TER, 6-24
TIMebase:DELay, 16-3
TIMebase:MODE, 16-5
TIMebase:RANGe, 16-7
TIMebase:REFerence, 16-8
Timebase Subsystem, 16-1
TIMebase:WINDow, 16-9
TIMebase:WINDow:DELay, 16-11
TIMebase:WINDow:RANGe, 16-13
*TRG, 5-28
TRIGger:CONDition, 17-13
TRIGGER:CONDITION, 17-5, 17-7
TRIGger:DELay, 17-16
TRIGGER:DELAY, 17-8
TRIGger:DELay:SLOPe, 17-18
TRIGger:DELay:SOURce, 17-19
TRIGGER:DELAY:SOURCE, 17-8
TRIGger:HOLDoff, 17-21
TRIGGER:HOLDOFF, 17-6
TRlGger:LEVel, 17-23
TRIGGER:LEVEL, 17-1, 17-3,17-5
TRlGger:LEVel:UNITs?, 17-25
TRIGger:LOGic, 17-26
TRIGGER:LOGIC, 17-7
TRIGger:MODE, 17-28
Trigger Mode, 17-1
TRIGger:OCCurrence, 17-29
TRIGGER:OCCURRENCE, 17-9
TRIGger:OCCurrence:SLOPe, 17-31
TRIGGER:OCCURRENCE:SLOPE,

17-9
TRlGger:OCCurrence:SOURce, 17-32
TRIGger:PATH, 17-34
TRlGGER:PATH, 17-5,17-7
TRIGger:QUALify, 17-36
TRIGGER:QUALIFY, 17-8
TRIGger:SLOPe, 17-38

Index-4

TRIGGER:SLOPE, 17-3
TRIGger:SOURce, 17-39
TRIGGER:SOURCE, 17-3
Trigger Subsystem, 17-1
TRIG:OCCURRENCE:SOURCE,

17-9
*TST, 5-29
TYPE, 8-11
VERTical, 15-1
VIEW, 6-25
VMAX, 15-1
VTIMe, 15-1
*WAI, 5-31
WAVeform:COUNt, 18-11
WAVeform:DATA, 18-12
WAVeform:FORMat, 18-15
WAVeform:POINts, 18-17
WAVeform:PREamble, 18-19
WAVeform:SOURce, 18-22
Waveform Subsystem, 18-1
WAVeform:TYPE, 18-24
WAVeform:XINCrement, 18-25
WAVeform:XORigin, 18-26
WAVeform:XREFerence, 18-27
WAVeform:YINCrement, 18-28
WAVeform:YORigin, 18-29
WAVeform:YREFerence, 18-30

Command Error, 3-4
Command Program Header, 3-11
Commands

Bus, 2-3
Common, 4-20
Root Level, 4-20
Subsystem, 4-21

Command Structure, 4-20
Command Syntax, 1-6
Command Table

TRlGger:MODE, 17-2
Command Tree, 4-15
Command Tree Traversal, 4-15
Common Command Header, 1-8
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Common Commands, 3-31, 4-15, 4-20,
5-1

*CL8 Command, 5-5
*E8E Command/Query, 5-6
*ESR Query, 5-8
*IDN Query, 5-10
*I8T Query, 5-11
*LRN Query, 5-12
*OPC Command/Query, 5-14
*OPT Query, 5-15
*PRE Command/Query, 5-16
*RCL Command, 5-18
*RST Command, 5-19
*SAV Command, 5-23
*SRE Command/Query, 5-24
*STB Query, 5-26
Syntax Diagram, 5-3
*TRG Command, 5-28
*TST Query, 5-29
*WAI Command, 5-31

Communication Protocols, 3-1
COMPare Command/Query, 15-23
COMPlete Command/Query, 8-5
Compound Command Header, 1-7
Compound Query, 3-3
COMPRESSED format, 18-8
CONDition Command/Query, 17-13
CONNect Command/Query, 11-8
Controllers

Non Hewlett-Packard, 1-2
COUNt Command/Query, 8-7
COUNt Query, 18-11
COUPling Command/Query, 10-9
CURSor Query, 15-26

o
Data Acquisition Types, 18-3
DATA Command/Query, 11-9, 18-12
Data Separator, 3-20
DEFINE Command/Query, 15-28

Definite-Length Block Response Data,
1-19

Definitions
Algorithms, A-4

Delay, A-4
DELay Command/Query, 15-30, 16-3,

17-16
DELay SLOPe Command/Query, 17-18
DELay SOURce Command/Query,

17-19
Delay Trigger Mode, 17-8, 17-13
DESTination Command/Query, 15-32
Device Clear, 2-4
Device Clear Command, 3-3
Device Selector, 1-3
Device-Specific Error, 3-5
Digitize Command, 1-21
DIGitize Command, 6-9, 8-1, 18-3
Display Subsystem, 11-1

ATMarker Command/Query, 11-5
COLumn Command/Query, 11-7
CONNect Command/Query, 11-8
DATA Command/Query, 11-9
FORMat Command/Query, 11-12
GRATicule Command/Query, 11-13
INVerse Command/Query, 11-14
LINE Command, 11-15
MASK Command/Query, 11-17
PERSistence Command/Query, 11-19
ROW Command/Query, 11-21
SCReen Command/Query, 11-23
SOURce Command/Query, 11-25
STRing Command, 11-27
Syntax Diagram, 11-2
TEXT Command, 11-28
TMARker Command/Query, 11-29
VMARker Command/Query, 11-30

DIVide Command, 13-5
DSP Command/Query, 7-3
Duty Cycle, A-6
DUTycycle,Command/Query, 15-34
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E
ECL Command, 10-11
Edge Definition, A-3
Edge Trigger Mode, 17-1
Entered, 17-5
ENTER Statement) 1-15, 1-16
Envelope Mode, 8-3
ENVELOPE Typ'e) 18-4
EOI Command/Query, 6-11
ERASe Command, 6-12
ERASE PMEMORYO, 6-12
Error

Command, 3-4
Device-Specific, 3-5
Execution, 3-4
Query, 3-5

Error Number, 7-5
ERRor Query, 7-5
Error Queue, 5-5
*ESE Command/Query, 5-6
ESR, Event Summary, 5-6
*ESR Query, 5-8
ESTArt Command/Query, 15-36
ESTOp Command/Query, 15-38
Event Status Register, 5-8
Example Programs, B-1
Execution Error, 3-4
Exited, 17-5

F

FACTOR Command, 10-12
Falltime, A-6
FALLtime Command/Query, 15-40
Falltime Measurement, 15-2
Falltime Measurements, A-I
FORMat Command/Query, 11-12,18-15
FREquency Command/Query, 15-42
Frequency Measurement, 15-2
Frequency Subsystem, 12-1

CHANnel Command/Query, 12-2
Syntax Diagram, 12-1

Index..6

Function Subsystem, 13-1
ADD Command, 13-4
DIVide Command, 13-5
OFFSet Command/Query, 13-6
ONLY Conunand, 13-8
RANGe Command/Query, 13-9
SUBTract Command, 13-11
Syntax Diagram, 13-2
UNITs Command, 13-12
VERSus Command, 13-13

G

GRATicule Command/Query, 11-13
Group Execute Trigger, 2-4
GT,17-5

H

Hardcopy Subsystem, 14-1
LENGth Command/Query, 14-2
PAGE Command/Query, 14-3
Syntax Diagram, 14-1

Header
Common, 1-8
Compound, 1-7
Program, 3-11
Query, 3-11
Response, 3-24
Simple, 1-6

HEADER Command, 1-17
HEADer Command/Query, 7-9
Header Options, 1-9, 1-16
Header Separator, 3-20
HFReject Command/Query, 10-14
HOLDoff Command/Query, 17-21
HP-IB Command Mode, 2-1
HP-IB Data Mode, 2-1

Identical Function Mnemonics, 1-7
*IDN Query, 5-10
lnitializatiOD
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Peak Power Analyzer, 1-12
Input

vertical, 6-5
Input and Output Buffers, 2-4
Input Buffer, 3-2
Instrument

serial number, 5-10
Instrument Status, 1-21
Interface Capabilities, 2-1
Interface Clear, 2-4
Interface Functions, 2-1
Interface Select Code, 1-4
INVerse Command/Query, 11-14
*IST Query, 5-11

K

Key Codes, 7-11
KEY Command/Query, 7-11

L

Learn String, 5-13
LENGth Command/Query, 14-2
LER Query, 6-13
Level

trigger, 6-5
LEVel Command/Query, 17-23
LEVel:UNITs? Query, 17-25
LIMittest Command, 15-44
Limit Test Event Register) 6-14
LINE Command, 11-15
Local, 1-14

Returning to, 1-14
Local Key, 2-3
Local Lockout Mode, 2-3
Local Mode, 2-3
LOGic Command/Query, 17-26
LONGFORM Command, 1-17
LONGform Command/Query, 7-15
Lower Case Letters, 3-9
LOWer Command/Query, 15-45
*LRN Query, 5-12

LT,17-5
LTER Query, 6-14

M

Making a Measurement, 15-4
Making Measurements, 15-4, A-2
MASK Command/Query, 11-17
Measurement Error, 15-3
Measurement Procedure, 15-4
Measurement Setup, 15-2, A-I
Measurement Speed, 15-1
Measure Subsystem, 15-1

ALL Query, 15-15
ATMarker? Query, 15-17
ATMarker:UNITS Query, 15-19
AUTodig, 15-21
COMPare Command/Query, 15-23
CURSor Query, 15-26
DEFine Command/Query, 15-28
DELay Command/Query, 15-30
DESTination Command/Query, 15-32
DUTycycle Command/Query, 15-34
ESTArt Command/Query, 15-36
ESTOp Command/Query, 15-38
FALLtime Command/Query, 15-40
FREquency Command/Query, 15-42
LIMittest Command, 15-44
LOWer Command/Query, 15-45
MODE Command/Query, 15-47
NWIDth Command/Query, 15-48
OVERshoot Command/Query, 15-50
PERiod Command/Query, 15-52
POSTfailure Command/Query, 15-54
PRECision Command/Query, 15-56
PREShoot Command/Query, 15-57
PWIDth Command/Query, 15-59
RESults Query, 15-61
RISetime Command/Query, 15-62
SCRatch Command, 15-64
SOURce:ATMarker Command/Query,

15-67
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SOURce Command/Query, 15-65
STATistics Command/Query, 15-69
TDELta Query, 15-71
TMAX Query, 15-72
TMIN Query, 15-73
TSTArt Command/Query, 15-74
TSTOp Command/Query, 15-76
TVERtical? Query, 15-78
TVOLt Query, 15-80
UNITs Command/Query, 15-82
UPPer Command/Query, 15-84
VAMPlitude Command/Query, 15-86
VAVerage Command/Query, 15-88
VBASe Command/Query, 15-89
VDELta Query, 15-90
VERTical Command/Query, 15-91
VFIFty Command, 15-92
VMAX Command/Query, 15-93
VMIN Command/Query, 15-95
VPP Command/Query, 15-96
VRELative Command/Query, 15-98
VRMS Command/Query, 15-100
VSTArt Command/Query, 15-102
VSTOp Command/Query, 15-104
VTIMe Query, 15-106
VTOP Command/Query, 15-108

MENU Command/Query, 6-15
MERGe Command, 6-17
Message Communication, 3-1
Message Terminator, 3-21
Mnemonic

Truncation, 4-1
Mode

Delay Trigger, 17-8
Pattern Trigger, 17-5
State Trigger, 17-7

MODE Command/Query, 15-47, 16-5,
17-28

MSS (Master Summary Status), 5-26
Multiple Queries, 1-20
Multiplier, 3-17

Index-8

N

New Line Character, 6-11
Normal Persistence Mode, 8-2
NORMAL Type, 18-3
Notation Conventions and Definitions,

4-19
Numeric Program Data, 1-10
Numeric Variables, 1-19
NWIDth Command/Query, 15-48

o
OCCurrence

SLOPe Command/Query, 17-31
SOURce Command/Query, 17-32

OCCurrence Command/Query, 17-29
Offset

vertical, 6-5
OFFSet Command/Query, 10-16, 13-6
ONLY Command, 13-8
*OPC Command/Query, 5-14
Operation

Protocol, 3-3
Operation Complete,*OPC, 3-36
*OPT Query, 5-15
Output Buffer, 1-9
Output Queue, 1-15, 3-2, 3-33, 5-14
Output Queue, 1-8
OUTPUT Statement, 1-3
Overlapped Command, 4-18
Overshoot, A-6
OVERshoot Command/Query, 15-50

P

PAGE Command/Query, 14-3
Parallel Poll, 3-39
Parallel Poll, Conducting, 3-41
Parallel Poll Configure Command, 3-43
Parallel Poll, Configuring, 3-41
Parallel Poll Data Structure, 3-39
Parallel Poll Disable Command, 3-43
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Parallel Poll, Disabling, 3-42
Parallel Poll Enable Command, 3-43
Parallel Poll Unconfigure Command,

3-43
Parser, 3-2
PATH Command/Query, 17-34
Pattern Trigger Mode, 17-5, 17-13
Peak Power Analyzer

Setup, 1-12
Peak Power Analyzer Address, 1-3, 1-4
Peak Power Analyzer Initialization,

1-12
PERiod Command/Query, 15-52
Period Measurement, 15-2
PERSistence Command/Query, 11-19
POINts Command/Query, 8-9
POINts Query, 18-17
Polling HP-IB Devices, 3-40
POSTfailure Command/Query, 15-54
Power on, 3-3
POWER:UNIT Command/Query, 7-17
PREamble Command/Query, 18-19
PRECision Command/Query-, 15-56
*PRE Command/Query, 5-16
PREShoot Command/Query, 15-57
PRF, A-6
PRI, A-6
PRINt Query, 6-18
PROBe Command/Query, 10-18
Program Data, 1-10, 3-15
Program Examples, B-1
Program Header Options, 1-9
Program Message, 3-2, 3-9
Program Message Syntax, 1-5
Program Message Terminator, 1-10
Program Message Unit, 3-10
Program Message Unit Separator, 3-11
Programming Syntax, 1-3
Programming the HP 8990A Peak Power

Analyzer, 1-1
Protocol Exceptions, 3-4

Pulse Offtime, A-5
Pulse Repetition Frequency, A-6
Pulse Repetition Interval, A-6
Pulse width, A-5
Pulse Width Measurement, 15-2
PWIDth Command/Query, 15-59

Q

QUALify Command/Query, 17-36
Queries

Multiple, 1-20
Query

Interrupted, 3-5
Unterrninated, 3-5

Query Command, 1-8
Query Error, 3-5
Query Message, 3-2
Query Program Header, 3-11

R

RANGE, 17-5
RANGe Command/Query, 10-20, 13-9,

16-7
*RCL Command, 5-18
Receiving Information from the Peak

Power Analyzer, 1-15
REFerence Command/Query, 16-8
Remote Mode, 2-2
REN Bus Control Line, 2-3
Response Data, 3-26
Response Data Formats, 1-17
Response Data Separator, 3-29
Response Header, 3-24
Response Header Options, 1-16
Response Header Separator, 3-30
Response Message, 3-2, 3-24
Response Message Terminator, 3-30
Response Message Unit, 3-24
Response Message Unit Separator, 3-30
RESults Query, 15-61
Returned Data Formats, 1-17
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Returning to Local, 1-14
Risetime, A-6
RISetime Command/Query, 15-62
Risetime Measurement, 15-2
Risetime Measurements, A-I
Root Level Commands, 4-15, 4-20, 6-1

AUToscale Command, 6-5
BEEPer Command/Query, 6-7
BLANk Command, 6-8
DIGitize Command, 6-9
EOI Command/Query, 6-11
ERASe Command, 6-12
LER Query, 6-13
LTER Query, 6-14
MENU Command/Query, 6-15
MERGe Command, 6-17
PRINt Query, 6-18
RUN Command, 6-20
SOURCE Command, 6-21
STOP Command, 6-22
STORe Command, 6-23
Syntax Diagram, 6-2
TER Query, 6-24
VIEW Command, 6-25

ROW Command/Query, 11-21
RQS Bit, 3-38
*RST, 1-15
*RST Command, 5-19
RUN Command, 2-4, 6-20

S
*SAV Command, 5-23
Save/Recall register J 5:.18
Save Register, 5-23
SCRatch Command, 15-64
SCReen Command/Query, 11-23
Selected Device Clear, 2-4
Selecting Multiple Subsystems, 1-11
Semicolon, 3-11
Sensitivity

vertical, 6-5

Index..10

SENSor Command, 10-23
SENSor:TEMPerature Query I 10-25
Separator

Data, 3-20, 3-29
Header, 3-20, 3-30
Message Unit, 3-30

Sequential Command, 4-18
Serial Number, 5-10
Serial Poll, 3-37
Serial Poll, using, 3-37
Service, 5-24
Setting Bandwidth, 10-6
Setting Up the Peak Power Analyzer,

1-13
SETup Command/Query, 7-19
Simple Command Header, 1-6
SINGLE Timebase Mode, 16-5
SLOPe Command/Query, 17-38
SOURce:ATMarker Command/Query,

15-67
SOURCE Command, 6-21
SOURce Command/Query, 11-25, 15-65,

17-39, 18-22
SPAN Command, 10-27
*SRE Command/Query, 5-24
Standard Event Status Enable Register,

5-6
Standard Event Status Register, 5-6,

5-14
State Trigger Mode, 17-7, 17-13
STATistics Command/Query, 15-69
Status Annunciators, 2-4
Status Bit Definitions, 3-34
Status Byte, 3-33, 3-37, 5-24
Status Data Structures, 5-5
Status Register, 5-2
Status Registers} 1-21
Status Reporting, 3-33
*STB Query, 5-26
STOP Command, 6-22
STORe Command, 6-23
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STRing Command, 11-27
String Variable, 1-15
String Variables, 1-17
Subsystem

Acquire, 8-1
Calibrate, 9-1
Channel, 10-1
Display, 11-1
Frequency, 12-1
Function, 13-1
Hardcopy, 14-1
Measure, 15-1
System, 7-1
Timebase, 16-1
Trigger, 17-1
Waveform, 18-1

Subsystem Commands, 4-15, 4-21
Subsystems

Multiple, 1-11
SUBTract Command, 13-11
Suffix Multiplier, 3-17
Suffix Unit, 3-17
Sweep Speed, 6-5
Syntax

Command, 1-6
Device Listening, 3-8
Program Message, 1-5
Talking, 3-23

Syntax Diagram
Calibrate Subsystem, 9-1
Channel Subsystem, 10-2
Common Commands, 5-3
Display Subsystem, 11-2
Frequency Subsystem, 12-1
Function Subsystem, 13-2
Hardcopy Subsystem, 14-1
Root Level Commands, 6-2
Trigger Subsystem, 17-10
Waveform Subsystem, 18-9

Syntax Diagrams, 3-6, 4-19
Syntax Overview, 3-7

System Subsystem, 7-1
DSP Command/Query, 7-3
ERRor Query, 7-5
HEADer Command/Query, 7-9
KEY Command/Query, 7-11
LONGform Command/Query, 7-15
POWER:UNIT Command/Query,

7-17
SETup Command/Query, 7-19

T

Talking Syntax, 3-23
Talking to the Peak Power Analyzer,

1-3
Talk-Only Mode, 2-2
TDELta Query, 15-71
Terminator, 3-21

EOI, 1-11, 3-7
NL, 1-10, 3-7, 3-30
Program Message, 1-4, 1-10
Response Message, 3-30

TER Query, 6-24
TEXT Command, 11-28
Timebase Subsystem, 16-1

DELay Command/Query, 16-3
MODE Command/Query, 16-5
RANGe Command/Query, 16-7
REFerence Command/Query, 16-8
WINDow Comma.nd/Query, 16-9
WINDow:DELay Command/Query,

16-11
WINDow:RANGe Command/Query,

16-13
Timebase Window Mode, 16-1
TMARker Command/Query, 11-29
TMAX Query, 15-72
TMIN Query, 15-73
TNULI Command/Query, 9-2
*TRG Command, 5-28
Trigger Bit, 3-36
Trigger Condition Command, 17-5,17-7
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Trigger Delay Command, 17-8
TRIGGERED Timebase Mode, 16-5
Trigger Event, 17-8
Trigger Event Command, 17-8
Trigger Holdoff, 17-6
Trigger Level, 6-5
Trigger Level Command, 17-1, 17-3
Trigger Logic Command, 17-5, 17-7
TRIGger:MODE

Command Table, 17-2
Trigger Mode, 17-1

DELAY, 17-8
EDGE, 17-1, 17-3
PATTERN, 17-5
STATE, 17-7

Trigger Occurrence Command, 17-9
Trigger Path Command, 17-5, 17-7
Trigger Qualify Command, 17-8
Trigger Slope Command, 17-3
Trigger Source Command, 17-3 .
Trigger Subsystem, 17-1

CONDition Command/Query,. 17-13 ;
DELay Command/Query, 17-16
DELay:SLOPe Command/Query,

17-18
DELay SOURce Command/Query,

17-19
HOLDoff Command/Query, 17-21
LEVel Command/Query, 17-23
LEVel:UNITs? Query, 17-25
LOGic Command/Query, 17-26
MODE Command/Query, 17-28
OCCurrence Command/Query, 17-29
OCCurrence:SLOPe Command/Query,

17-31
OCCurrence:SOURce

Command/Query, 17-32
PATH Command/Query, 17-34
QUALify Command/Query, 17-36
SLOPe Command/Query, 17-38
SOURce Command/Query, 17-39

Index-12

Syntax Diagram, 17-10
Trigger Time Command, 17-8
TSTArt Command/Query, 15-74
TSTOp Command/Query, 15-76
*TST Query, 5-29
TTL Command, 10-29
TVERtical? Query, 15-78
TVOLT Query, 15-80
TYPE Command/Query, 8-11
TYPE Query, 18-24

U
Units, 3-17
UNITs Command, 13-12
UNITS Command/Query, 15-82
Upper Case Letters, 3-9
UPPer Command/Query, 15-84
URQ, user request, 5-6
User-Defined Measurements, 15-2
User-defined Pulse width, A-5

V

Vamp, A-7
VAMPlitude Command/Query, 15-86
VAVerage Command/Query, 15-88
Vavg , A-7
Vbase, A-7
VBASe Command/Query, 15-89
VDELta Query, 15-90
VERSus Command, 13-13
Vertical Input, 6-5
Vertical Offset, 6-5
VERTical Query, 15-91
Vertical Sensitivity, 6-5
VFIFty Command, 15-92
VIEW Command, 6-25
VMARker Command/Query, 11-30
Vmax , A-7
VMAX Command/Query, 15-93
Vmin, A-7
VMIN Command/Query, 15-95
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Vp-p , A-7 ,
VPP Command/Query, 15-96
VRELative Command/Query, 15-98
V rms , A-7
VRMS Command/Query, 15-100
VSTArt Command/Query, 15-102
VSTOp Command/Query, 15-104
VTIMe Query, 15-106
V top , A-7
VTOP Command/Query, 15-108

W

*WAI Command, 5-31
Waveform Data Conversion, 18-6
Waveform Subsystem,
, 18-1

COUNt Query, 18-11
DATA Command/Query, 18-12
FORMat Command/Query, 18-15
POINts Query, 18-17
PREamble Command/Query, 18-19
SOURce Command/Query, 18-22
Syntax Diagram, 18-9
TYPE Query, 18-24
XINCrement Query, 18-25

XORigin Query, 18-26
XREFerence Query, 18-27
YINCrement Query, 18-28
YORigin Query, 18-29
YREFerence Query, 18-30

White Space, 3-9
WINDow

DELay Command/Query, 16-11
RANGe Command/Query, 16-13

WINDow Command/Query, 16-9
WORD format, 18-7

X
XINCrement Query, 18-25
XORigin Query, 18-26
XREFerence Query, 18-27

y

YINCrement Query, 18-28
YORigin Query, 18-29
YREFerence Query, 18-30

Z

ZERO Command, 9-4
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